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Preface

X his book is for anyone who wants to understand the inner secrets of
the TRS-80® Model 100 portable computer. It will be equally useful to those
who need to learn about the Model 100 in particular and to those who want
to increase their general understanding of computers. This book and the
Model 100 will provide a new world of fascinating study, and they’ll both fit

in your briefcase!

The Model 100 is the first of a new breed of lap-size computers that
have launched a revolution in the way computing is done. No longer are we
chained to our desks by a heavy machine requiring a wall plug and cumber-
some peripherals. Now we can slip a full-fledged computer into a briefcase
and take it with us on the airplane, to a client’s office, or to a construction
site.

Hidden Powers of the TRS-80® Model 100 reveals how this amazing ma-
chine works, on a level seldom glimpsed by the casual user or programmer.
Using simple, down-to-earth language, this book explains the computer’s
hardware and the built-in software that make the Model 100 so powerful
for its diminutive size.

Who Can Profit from This Book

If you are a programmer looking for ways to enhance your programs
to give them professional polish and speed— this book will show you how
to use the powerful undocumented routines built into the Model 100’s Read
Only Memory. These routines can be accessed from either assembly lan-
guage or BASIC; this book shows you how. Accessing these routines directly
will make your programs more powerful and versatile. For instance, you will
learn how to perform selective scrolling (scrolling only a few lines of the
display), how to shift the display to “reverse video” (white on black) for
special effects, and how to dial the telephone directly from BASIC.

If you are a programmer, learning how such hardware devices as the
Liquid Crystal Display and keyboard work will enable you to perform tasks
that are ordinarily impossible, such as setting up real-time displays of com-
plex data or detecting any number of keys pressed simultaneously on the
keyboard. Uses for such techniques include the simulation of instrument
panels and other machines, both for games and for more serious programs.
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If you are a hardware designer who would like to market a peripheral

device for the Model 100, you will find it essential to know how the Model

100’s hardware works and how it interfaces with the outside world and with

the built-in software. This book will tell you what you need to know in order

to design equipment that will work successfully in the Model 100 environment.

Finally, you may simply be curious about how computers work. Hidden

Powers is written in a simple, jargon-free style. Anyone who has some famil-

iarity with programming should be able to understand it, and it can open

up a whole new area of exploration for someone who is learning about

computers. You’ll find that the computer is not a simple dumb beast waiting

for your typed-in program. Instead, it is a surprisingly intelligent and com-

plex machine that will reward your study and investigation.

Because many of the principles and chips used in the Model 100 are

common to other computers as well, this in-depth investigation will help

you to acquire an understanding of computers in general. The techniques

and information presented in this book are similar, except in detail, to those

you would use to investigate most other modern computers.

What You Need to Know to Use This Book

Any programmer who is familiar with a higher-level language such as

BASIC should be able to profit from this book. The general explanations of

the hardware and of the built-in ROM routines require no knowledge of

assembly language. Many of the routines described can be called directly

from BASIC programs. Also, example programs are given in BASIC so

that you can experiment with the operation of the hardware.

Use of the disassembler program for further investigation of the Model

100’s built-in ROM routines will require some knowledge of 8085 assembly

language and of the hexadecimal numbering system. If you have access to

a CP/M® system, a good book for learning about 8085 assembly language is

Soul of CP/M, by Mitchell Waite and Robert Lafore (Indianapolis: Howard

Sams Sc Co. Inc., 1983).

What's in This Book

The first few chapters in Hidden Powers provide some tools and back-

ground. You’ll need these to understand the more detailed explanations of

the individual components of the Model 100 that follow in later chapters.

Chapter 1 gives an overview of the Model 100, a quick once-over of the

various elements that make up its hardware and software. Then some pro-

gramming tools are introduced. The most important of these is a disassem-
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bier. This program, written in BASIC, permits you to dig into the Model
100’s ROM, to explore its every nuance and detail. In subsequent chapters,

Hidden Powers provides entry points to and explains the use of all the most
common ROM routines. With these as starting points, you can use the
disassembler to investigate individual routines and determine exactly how
they work. Other BASIC programs are provided to display key areas in the
ROM routines and to search for specific patterns in the Model 1 00’s memory.

Chapter 2 provides a detailed look at the architecture of the Model 100.

The 80C85 Central Processing Unit is examined first, followed by the bus
structure and the chips that handle input/output operations. If you are
unfamiliar with computer hardware, you will find that this chapter opens
the door to a new and fascinating world.

Chapters 3 through 9 investigate individual components of the Model
100: memory, display, real-time clock, keyboard, communications devices,

sound, and cassette system. For each of these subjects the hardware is

explained first. Then the ROM routines that control the hardware are
explored in detail. Entry addresses and parameters are summarized for

these routines so that BASIC and assembly language programs can call

them directly.

Throughout these chapters short BASIC programs allow you to gain
easy “hands on” experience with particular parts of the machine. These
example programs should make many aspects of the Model 1 00’s operation
accessible even to those who are not assembly language programmers.

When you finish Hidden Powers, you’ll have a thorough, detailed under-
standing of the Model 100 and its operation. If you have never investigated

a computer in such depth before, you’ll find that a fascinating new world
has been opened to you. No longer will you be at the mercy of the incom-
prehensible “mysteries” in your computer: you’ll have the technique and the
knowledge to dig in, explore, and understand what’s really going on in the
Model 1 00 or almost any other computer system.
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Exploring the Model WO
Concepts

Overview of the Model 100

Some tools for probing the Model 100

Notes on using this book

JL his chapter introduces the TRS-80 Model 100 Portable Computer,

points you to the appropriate written material, and provides the essential

software tools that will start you toward understanding the operation of the

Model 100. There is also a discussion of the major features of this book,

including its boxes describing the ROM routines and its programs written

in BASIC.
The techniques and much of the information presented in this chapter

and in the rest of the book will carry over to other computers, not only from

Radio Shack but from other companies as well. This is because most micro-

computers are organized on the same basic principles and use many of the

same chips.

Overview of the Model 1 00

Let’s take a quick look at the major features of the Model 1 00 to get our

bearings before we make our first explorations into its inner structure.

The TRS-80 Model 1 00 Portable Computer is a truly remarkable piece

of engineering. It is the size of a notebook, yet it is a full-fledged computer

with facilities to perform the three major functions of modern information-

handling systems: computing, text entry, and communications.

The 64K bytes of memory space in the Model 100 are divided into two

halves. The lower 32K bytes consist of ROM (Read Only Memory), and the
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upper 32K bytes contain RAM (Random Access Memory). You may have
less RAM than this in your particular Model 100.

The Model 100’s ROM houses its built-in programs. In Chapter 3 we
will explore the entire contents of the ROM. Remarkably, the entire 32K of
ROM is located on one chip.

The RAM contains user files (programs and text files) and the data
needed to run the operating system. Not all 32K bytes of RAM need to be
installed. The basic model comes with 8K bytes, and you can add more
RAM in 8K increments until you fill the entire 32K bytes of available space.

The Model 100 uses a master menu to tie all its functions together. The
master menu displays the names of the various programs and data files

stored in the system. The file system resides entirely in the RAM and ROM
memory of the computer, providing quick and easy access to a wide range
of functions, features, and modes.

Unlike the situation with many computers, when you turn off the Model
100 in the normal manner (using the switch on the right side of the ma-
chine), the information in RAM is not lost. Thus both RAM and ROM
behave like permanent memory, making secondary storage techniques such
as cassette tape and disk not as vital as in many computers. You can store
your favorite BASIC and machine-language programs in the main memory
as long as you need them.

The file directory is stored in RAM, and the files it lists can be in either
ROM or RAM. The Model 100 has five ROM files and as many as nineteen
RAM files. Since the information in RAM does not disappear when the
Model 100 is turned off, it makes sense to have this many RAM files active

in the system at once. We will study the master menu and its directory in

Chapter 3.

The programming power of the Model 100 comes from its Microsoft®
BASIC interpreter. BASIC is the first item on the master menu. The BASIC
in the Model 100 has the same syntax as the BASICs that come with most
personal computers. However, because of size limitations, it is missing a few
features. For example, there are no user-defined functions written in BASIC.
Also, because of the memory-based file structure, saving and loading files

is somewhat different— in some ways, better— than on disk-based systems,
in that files are automatically updated as you work on them.

The code for the BASIC interpreter is contained in the first part of the
Model 100’s ROM. BASIC keeps its working data (variables, pointers, and
buffers) in the highest part of memory, which is RAM. BASIC programs
are stored throughout the rest of the Model 100’s RAM along with other
files (see Figure 1-1). In Chapter 3 we will explore the inner workings of the
BASIC interpreter. You will see how BASIC interprets command lines, and
you will learn where routines to perform all commands are located.

2 Hidden Powers of the TRS-80 Model 100



The Model 100 has its own built-in text editor, called TEXT. This is the

second entry in the master menu. The code forTEXT is contained in ROM,
above the code for BASIC. TEXT stores its variables and other kinds of

working data in high memory in the same areas that BASIC uses for this

purpose. In Chapter 3 we will also discuss how the TEXT program works.

A program called TELCOM allows you to move files conveniently be-

tween the Model 100 and other computers. The code for TELCOM resides

in ROM, above the code for BASIC and below the code for TEXT. TEL-
COM uses the RS-232C serial port and the modem to send and receive files.

Variables

Area

for

BASIC
programs

and

other

files

1000h

LET (9C3h-1068h) 50F0H

RUN (804h-871h)

Command entry

(502h-803h)

Error handling

(422h-501h)

BASIC

Symbol and address

tables (40h-3FFh) —

V

EOOOh

COOOh RAM

AOOOh

8000h <

6000h

4000h ROM

2000h

lOOOh

OOOOh

Figure 1 -1 . Memory map of BASIC
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In Chapter 7 we will discuss these devices in detail, seeing how to program
them directly, and in Chapter 3 we will examine the TELCOM program
itself.

The Model 100 contains two other ROM programs, SCHEDL and
ADDRSS. We will see how they fit into the scheme of things in Chapter 3.

The Model 100 has a wide variety of input and output devices, including

a Liquid Crystal Display, a keyboard, a modem, an RS-232C serial port, a

sound generator, a tape cassette interface, a printer interface, and a bar
code reader interface. In Chapter 2 we will see how these various devices
are arranged within the Model 100, and in Chapters 4 through 9 we will

study many of these devices in detail.

Peeking Inside the Model 100

Now let’s see how to find out what’s going on inside the Model 100. In
this section you’ll learn how to get the Model 100 itself to tell you how it

works by running BASIC programs on it.

Besides the Model 100 itself, two key sources of information about the
machine’s inner workings are the TRS-80® Model 100 owner’s manual and
the Radio Shack® Service Manual for the Model 100. The owner’s manual
comes with the computer, and the Service Manual is available through Radio
Shack stores and computer centers. A third source of information is the

data sheets published by chip companies such as Intel, whose specifications

and designs are used for some of the chips in the Model 100. These data
sheets are compiled in books such as the Component Data Catalog from
Intel®, available through their Literature Department as well as from some
computer stores and electronic parts stores.

Memory Display

Let’s begin exploring the Model 1 00 by writing a simple BASIC program
that will display the contents of its memory. This display is a simple memory
dump that shows the contents of the Model 100 as decimal values and as

ASCII characters. Each line of output from this program displays six bytes
of memory. This is the maximum number of bytes that can be displayed in

this format. In each line the address of the first byte comes first, followed by
the decimal value for each of the six bytes and finally by their corresponding
ASCII characters. If a byte contains a control code such as carriage return,

linefeed, or bell, a space is substituted for the character so that the display

will not be affected.

4 Hidden Powers of the TRS-80 Model 100



100 7 DECIMAL/ASCII DUMP
110 '

120 FOR I = 0 TO 327G7 STEP G

130 '

140 ' ADDRESS
150 PRINT USING "#*##«" 5 I !

1G0 PRINT " "5

170 '

180 ' DECIMAL BYTES
130 FOR K = 0 TO 5

200 PRINT USING "#»##" 5 PEEK ( I +K ) 5

2 i 0 NEXT K

220 PRINT " "5

230 '

240 ' ASCII CHARACTERS
250 FOR K = 0 TO 5

2G0 X = PEEK ( I +K ) AND 127
270 IF X < 3 2 THEN X = 32
280 PRINT CHR$ ( X )

5

230 NEXT K

300 '

310 PRINT
320 NEXT I

Looking at the program in detail, you can see that it consists of a FOR

loop with index I that ranges from 0 to 32767, the entire length of the ROM.

The STEP size for this loop is 6, corresponding to the fact that six bytes are

displayed per line.

On line 140 the address of the first byte of the line is displayed. The

PRINT USING statement formats the address to ensure that it always takes

up the same number of spaces on the screen.

On lines 190-210, a FOR loop displays the decimal values of six bytes of

memory. The PEEK function is used to fetch the contents of these bytes,

and the PRINT USING command is used to ensure that their values ap-

pear evenly spaced on the screen.

On lines 250-290, a FOR loop displays the ASCII symbols correspond-

ing to the same six bytes. On line 260, the PEEK function gets the value

from memory. The value is ANDed with 127 to eliminate (make zero) the

highest bit from the byte. Sometimes this bit is set (set to one) in the

computer’s memory to indicate when a character is the last letter of a name.

We want to display characters as though the highest bit were not set; other-

wise, we will get erroneous graphics characters when the highest bit is on.

On line 270, the program checks for control codes and replaces them by the

value 32, which is the ASCII code for a space. If we left the control codes

Exploring the Model 100 5



alone, the display would get messed up every once in a while. On line 280,
the character is printed out using the CHR$ function.

Run this program now to see what’s in the Model 100’s memory. Starting
at location 128, you should see the keywords corresponding to BASIC’s
commands. This is the first step in understanding how and where BASIC
works. Notice that each keyword begins with a byte that has a high value
(see the decimal values for these bytes). In fact, the numerical code for the
initial letter of each keyword is equal to the ASCII code of the letter plus
the value 128. This is the result of turning on (setting to 1) the highest bit

of the byte. You can guess that BASIC uses this fact when it searches
through this list of keywords.

Alter you run this program as it is, you can change the limits on line
120 and run it to explore other areas of memory. For example, if you look
at high memory, you might discover where the directory is stored. Try
replacing line 1 20 by:

120 FOR I = G3842 TO G4133 STEP G

You should recognize the filenames in your directory as they go by. In
Chapter 3, we’ll show you a program that does a much betterjob at display-
ing the directory.

BASIC Keywords

Now let’s look at BASIC’s keywords in detail. The keywords form a
complete guide to BASIC’s commands and functions. Almost every BASIC
command begins with a keyword that identifies the action to be done. Any
command that doesn’t start with a keyword is assumed to be a LET com-
mand, thus, even the commands that do not begin with a keyword have one
assumed.

Here’s a program that displays the keywords in tabular form. It lists all

127 BASIC keywords, numbered from 0 to 126.

100 ' COMMAND TABLE
110 '

120 FOR I = 128 TO 607
130 X = P E E K ( I )

140 IF X<128 THEN 130
150 PRINT
180 PRINT USING
170 K=K+i
180 PRINT " "5

130 PRINT C H R $ ( X AND 127)?
200 NEXT I

6 Hidden Powers of the TRS-80 Model 100



The program loops through all the characters from location 128 to 607

(see line 120). You can find these limits by running the previous memory

dump program. On line 130, the ASCII code of the character is fetched

from memory. On line 140, the program in effect looks for values greater

than or equal to 128, indicating the beginning of a keyword. If it finds such

values, lines 150-180 are executed. They number the output lines. The

variable K keeps track of the numbering. On line 190, the individual char-

acters of the keywords are printed out.

The table produced by this program does several things. First of all, it

gives a complete list of the keywords, even the ones that are not documented

in the manual because they are not supported by Radio Shack. Second, it

provides an ordering or numbering for the keywords. In Chapter 3 we’ll see

how this numbering is used to index into tables that give the address of the

routines to execute BASIC commands and functions.

The Disassembler

The next step in our investigation of the Model 100 is to write a disassem-

bler. A disassembler is a program that converts the raw machine language

in the computer into assembly language that we can read. In this section we

give a listing for a disassembler that is written in BASIC. This disassembler

provides a window into the ROM, allowing us to see exactly how the Model

1 00 handles each command and controls each of its devices. Each routine

discussed in this book will be identified by its address and a name. When

you enter the address, the disassembler program will display the assembly-

code that starts there. You can use the ( PAUSE )
key to stop and start the

display from the disassembler as you read through the discussion in this

book. You can use the ( SHIFT ) ( BREAK

)

keys to terminate the program so

that you can start it up at a new address as the discussion shifts to a new

location in the ROM.
When you run this program, it will ask you for a starting address and

then an ending address. Both of these addresses must be entered as four-

digit hexadecimal numbers. Each address in this book will be given in

hexadecimal as well as in decimal representation so that you can always

enter it directly into the disassembler program.

Once the starting and ending addresses have been entered, the program

starts displaying the assembly-language equivalents of the machine lan-

guage stored in the memory between these addresses. For each machine-

ianguage instruction the program will display a single line on the screen.

On this line you will see the address of the first byte of the instruction, then

the name (mnemonic) of the instruction, and finally any operands (data or

address of the data).

Exploring the Model 100 1



A few words of warning about using any disassembler are in order. Not
all of a computer’s memory is filled with machine language. Even the ROM
contains tables of data. If you try to disassemble memory locations that do
not contain machine language, you will get nonsensical assembly language
as your output. Generally, this is pretty easy to recognize when it occurs,
and you can run the disassembler to find out where the various tables are
located in ROM. However, it is often difficult to determine the exact place
where machine language ends and data begins or vice versa. In particular,
when your first address falls in the middle of a CPU instruction, the first

few lines of output will often be incorrect.

You should type in the disassembler program and save it in your Model
100. You can save it as a RAM file, but you should also back it up by saving
it on cassette tape or on the optional disk drive, or by uploading to another
computer where it can be saved on disk.

Here is the disassembler.

100 ' PROGRAM DISASSEMBLER
110 '

120 ' THIS PROGRAM DISASSEMBLES
130 ' MACHINE CODE WHEN THE
140 ' PROGRAM SIGNS ON »

150 ' SPECIFY A STARTING ADDRESS
1G0 ' AND AN ENDING ADDRESS
170 '

180 CLEAR 2000
190 GOTO 470 ' GOTO MAIN PROGRAM
200 '

210 ' SUBROUTINE -- HEXADECIMAL BYTE
220 R2= I NT ( A/ 1 G )

' UPPER DIGIT
230 R 1 = A-R2* 1 6 ' LOWER DIGIT
240 '

250 R2=R2+48:IF R2>57 THEN R2=R2+7
2G0 A$=CHR$(R2)
270 R1=R1+48:IF Ri>57 THEN Rl=Rl+7
280 A$= A$+CHR$ ( R 1

)

290 RETURN
300 '

310 ' SUBROUTINE - - HEXADECIMAL WORD
320 J=I
330 Q2=INT (J/25S) :Q1=J-Q2*25G
340 A=Q2 : GOSUB 210:I$=A$
350 A = Q 1 : GOSUB 2 1 0 : I $ = I $ + A$
3G0 RETURN
370 '

8 Hidden Powers of the TRS-80 Model 100



380 ' SUBROUTINE -- HEX WORD TO DEC
390 J=0
400 FOR K = 1 TO 4
410 G=ASC(MID$( 1$ > K #1 ) ) -48
420 IF G>9 THEN G = G-7
430 J= 1 6* J + G

440 NEXT K

450 RETURN
480 '

470 7 MAIN PROGRAM
480 '

490 DIM C$ ( 256 ) ,L(256)
500 FOR 1=0 TO 255 : READ C$<I):NEXT I

510 FOR 1=0 TO 255 : READ L(I):NEXT I

520 7

530 INPUT "STARTING ADDRESS:" 51$
540 GOSUB 380: I 1 = J
550 INPUT "ENDING ADDRESS :"5I$
580 GOSUB 380:12=3:1=11
570 7

580 7 TOP OF MAIN LOOP
580 GOSUB 310 ' HEX WORD
G00 P$ =

"
H

" + I $+ " "

810 #

820 7 GET FIRST BYTE
830 X = P E E K ( I ) : 1 = 1 + 1 : P$ = P$ + C$(X)
640 IF L ( X )

=

0 THEN 780
650 7

660 7 GET SECOND BYTE
G70 A = PEEK ( I ) : I = I + 1

880 GOSUB 2 1 0 : Y $ = A $

630 IF L ( X )

=

2 THEN 730
700 P$ = P$+ " BY " + Y$
710 GOTO 780
720 7

730 7 GET THIRD BYTE
740 A= PEEK ( I

)

:

I

= I + 1

750 GOSUB 210 : P$=P$+" H" +A$+Y$
760 7

770 7 PRINT THE LINE
780 PRINT P$
730 7

800 7 EXTRA LINE FOR JMP OR RET?
810 IF X < > 1 9 5 AND XO201 THEN 860
820 P$=" 5

"

830 PRINT P$
840 7
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850 7 LOOP BACK
8G0 IF I>I 2 THEN STOP
870 GOTO 580
880 /

880 ' THE DATA SECTION
800 DATA " NOP" » "LX I B "

310 DATA " STAX B "
»

" I NX B"
820 DATA " INR B II

f
" DCR B"

830 DATA " MM I B f
" " RLC "

840 DATA " "DAD B"
850 DATA "

L D A X B " "DC X B"
380 DATA " INR C

II

> "DCR C"
870 DATA " MM I C f

" " RRC "

380 DATA " - "
» "LX I D "

880 DATA " STAX D "
»

" I NX D"
1000 DATA "INR D "

t "DCR D"
1010 DATA "MM I D »

"
» "RAL ll

1020 DATA II II- f "DAD D"
1030 DATA " L D A X D" » "DCX D"
1040 DATA "INR E "

» "DCR E"
1050 DATA "MM I E »" "RAR II

1080 DATA "RIM" t "LX I H "
1070 DATA " SHLD "

>
" I NX H"

1080 DATA "INR H "
» "DCR H"

1 080 DATA "MM I H » " f
" D A A It

1100 DATA II 1!

t "DAD H"
1110 DATA " LHLD " "DCX H"
1120 DATA "INR L " "DCR L"
1130 DATA "MM I L »

" " CMA II

1140 DATA "SIM" f "LX I SP
1150 DATA "STA ii

f
" I NX SP"

1180 DATA "INR M H
t "DCR M"

1170 DATA "MM I M " " STC II

1180 DATA " - " "DAD SP"
1180 DATA " LD A II

t "DCX SP"
1200 DATA "INR A "

» "DCR A"
1210 DATA "MM I A "CMC ll

1220 DATA "MOM B ,B" t "MOM B ,C
1230 DATA "MOM B * D

"

t "MOM B t E
1240 DATA "MOM B t H

"

» "MOM B »

L

1250 DATA "MOM B »M" "MOV B A
1280 DATA "MOM C »B" "MOM C *C
1270 DATA "MOM C f D " "MOM C > E
1280 DATA "MOM C »H" "MOM C t L
1280 DATA "MOM C »M" t "MOM C > A
1300 DATA "MOM D »B" "MOM D »C
1310 DATA "MOM D t D " "MOM D ,E
1320 DATA "MOM D t H "

» "MOM D ,L
1330 DATA "MOM D >M" "MOM D t A
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1340 DATA "MOM E B " "MOV E ,C

1350 DATA "MO V E D " "MOV E E

1360 DATA "MOD E H" "MOV E !_

1370 DATA "MOV E M " "MOV E A

1380 DATA "MOV H B " "MOV H ,C

1390 DATA "MOV H D" "MOV H E

1400 DATA " MOV H H" "MOV H

1410 DATA "MOV H »M" "MO

V

H A

1420 DATA "MOV L »B " "MO

V

L >C

1430 DATA "MOV L D" "MOV L E

1440 DATA "MOV L H" "MOV L L
1450 DATA "MOV L M" "MOV L f A

1460 DATA "MOV M B" "MOV M fC

1470 DATA "MOV M D" "MOV M >E

1480 DATA "MOV M H" "MOV M L

1490 DATA " HLT " "MOV M A
1500 DATA "MOV A B" "MOV A C

1510 DATA "MOV A D" "MOV A E

1520 DATA "MOV A H” "MOV A L

1530 DATA "MOV A M" "MOV A # A

1540 DATA "ADD B" "ADD C"
1550 DATA "ADD D" "ADD E"
1560 DATA "ADD H" "ADD L"
1570 DATA "ADD M" "ADD A"
1580 DATA "ADC B" "ADC C"
1590 DATA "ADC D" "ADC E"
1600 DATA "ADC H" "ADC L"
1610 DATA "ADC M" "ADC A"
1620 DATA " SUB B" "SUB C"
1630 DATA "SUB D" "SUB E "

1640 DATA "SUB H" "SUB L"
1650 DATA "SUB M" "SUB A"
1660 DATA " SBB B" "SBB C"
1670 DATA " SBB D" "SBB E"
1680 DATA "SBB H" "SBB L"
1690 DATA "SBB M" "SBB A"
1700 DATA "ANA B" "ANA C"
1710 DATA "ANA D" "ANA E"
1720 DATA "ANA H" "ANA L"
1730 DATA "ANA M" "ANA A"
1740 DATA " X R A B" "XRA C"
1750 DATA " )<R A D" "XRA E"
1760 DATA " XRA H" "XRA L"
1770 DATA " X R A M" "XRA A"
1780 DATA "ORA B" "ORA C"
1790 DATA "ORA D" "ORA E"
1800 DATA "ORA H" "ORA L"
1810 DATA "ORA M" "ORA A"
1820 DATA "CMP B" "CMP C"
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1830 DATA "CMP D" » "CMP E"
1840 DATA "CMP H" » "CMP L"
1850 DATA "CMP M" » "CMP A"
1 880 DATA " RNZ II

j "POP B"
1870 DATA " JNZ "

t
" JMP II

1880 DATA " CNZ "
»

11 PUSH B "

1830 DATA "ADI "
t

" RST 0"

1000 DATA "RZ" t "RET"
1010 DATA " JZ II

>
It _ 11

1 320 DATA "CZ II

t "CALL ll

1330 DATA "AC I "
» "RST 1

"

1340 DATA " RNC II

> "POP D"
1350 DATA " JNC "

t "OUT II

1380 DATA " CNC "
» "PUSH D"

1370 DATA "SUI H
t "RST O II

IUm

1380 DATA "RC" *
II _ 11

1330 DATA " JC II

t "IN "

2000 DATA "CC 1!

t

II _ 11

2010 DATA “SB I "
f "RST 3"

2020 DATA " RPO 11

t
" POP H"

2030 DATA " JPO "
* "XTHL 11

2040 DATA "CPO "
*

" PUSH H"
2050 DATA "AN I "

t "RST 4"

2080 DATA " RPE II

*
" PCHL 11

2070 DATA " JPE "
» "XCHG 11

2080 DATA "CPE 11 11 — 11

2030 DATA " X R I "
* "RST 5"

2100 DATA "R P "
t

" POP PSW"
2110 DATA " JP 1!

t
" D I

"

2120 DATA "CP 11

t
" PUSH PSW

2130 DATA "OR I "
f "RST 8"

2140 DATA " RM "
t

" SPHL II

2150 DATA " JM 11

t "El"
2160 DATA "CM" f

ll II

2170 DATA "CPI "
* "RST 7"

2180 DATA 0 »2 » 0 tQ
2130 DATA 0 *0 t 1 1 0
2200 DATA 0 >0 , 0 »0
2210 DATA 0 )0 t 1 t®
2220 DATA 0 1 2 t 0 t 0

^ 0 DATA 0 >0 > 1 t 0
2240 DATA 0 >0 f 0 »0
2250 DATA 0 >0 f 1 1 0
2260 DATA 0 t 2 »

rp
1 0

2270 DATA 0 t 0 t 1 1 0
2280 DATA 0 >0 f

tp
»0

2230 DATA 0 >0 > 1 »0
2300 DATA 0 >2 t

tp
»0
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2310 DATA 0 t 0 t 1 »0
2320 DATA 0 >0 *2 f 0
2330 DATA 0 t 0 > 1 >0
2340 DATA 0 *0 »0 »0

2350 DATA 0 1

0

> 0 »0

23G0 DATA 0 t

0

,0 *0

2370 DATA 0 >

0

f 0 f 0
2380 DATA 0 >0 »0 t0
2380 DATA 0 ,

0

»0 *0
2400 DATA 0 »0 »0 1

0

2410 DATA 0 >0 »0 *

0

2420 DATA 0 ,0 i 0 >0
2430 DATA 0 >0 t 0 *0
2440 DATA 0 t

0

»0 t

0

2450 DATA 0 t0 *0 t 0

2480 DATA 0 i 0 >0 *0

2470 DATA 0 *0 t 0 t 0
2480 DATA 0 t 0 >0 *

0

2400 DATA 0 *

0

>0 t

0

2500 DATA 0 t 0 0 *

0

2510 DATA 0 >0 t 0 t 0
2520 DATA 0 »0 t 0 »0

2530 DATA 0 *0 *0 »0

2540 DATA 0 *

0

i0 >0

2550 DATA 0 »0 t0 > 0
2580 DATA 0 t 0 t0 t0

2570 DATA 0 *0 t

0

>0
2580 DATA 0 » 0 *

0

*

0

2590 DATA 0 >0 »

0

t

0

2800 DATA 0 t 0 i 0 1

0

2810 DATA 0 >0 *0 t0

2820 DATA 0 t

0

*0 t 0
2830 DATA 0 t 0 *0 t

0

2640 DATA 0 0 t

0

t

0

2850 DATA 0 f0 *0 *0

2GG0 DATA 0 t0 >2 ,2
2870 DATA o

jL. t 0 1 1 >0
2G80 DATA 0 »0 2 *0
2690 DATA jL. f t 1 t

0

2700 DATA 0 f0 f i- t 1

2710 DATA t 0 f 1 t0

2720 DATA 0 >0 2 t 1

2730 DATA Aim t0 * 1 *0

2740 DATA 0 t

0

»2 >0

2750 DATA r>
t 0 1

1

>0

2760 DATA 0 *0 1

2

0
2770 DATA 9 >0 1 1 t 0
2780 DATA 0 t 0 1 2 t0
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r-j

r-j

ro

r-j

ro730 DATA 2 tl *0

800 DATA 0»0t2>0
810 DATA 2 >0 t 1 >0

820 '

830 END

Let’s look at the program in detail. As you can see, most of the listing

consists ofDATA statements. Lines 900-2170 contain the mnemonics for all

the CPU instructions, and lines 2180-2810 contain the number of addi-

tional bytes required for each instruction. These are the bytes needed for

associated data or address information.

The first part of the program consists mainly of subroutines for con-

verting numbers between decimal and hexadecimal notation. The main
part of the program begins on line 470 and extends to line 870. The first

few lines of the main part of the program dimension and load the arrays C$
and L, which hold the mnemonics and the instruction lengths as stored in

the DATA statements. The next few lines (530-560) input the starting and
ending addresses for the disassembly. The subroutine at line 380 is called to

convert from hexadecimal to the normal decimal internal form for numbers.

Upon return, the starting value is stored in the variables II and I, and the

ending value is stored in the variable 12.

Line 580 marks the top of the main loop. Here the current address in

the variable I is converted into a hexadecimal value stored in the string 1$.

On line 600, the string P$ is defined to contain the beginning of the output

line. You can see that the output begins with the address of the instruction,

prefixed by an “H”. This makes each address into a label for the line of

assembly language. We used “H” to stand for hexadecimal address.

Next, the first byte of instruction is fetched into the variable X and
looked up in the lists C$ and L. The mnemonic in C$ is added to the output

string P$. If the instruction requires only one byte, then the program jumps
to the end of the loop, where the line is printed out.

If there is a second byte, it is picked up. If there is no third byte, the

second byte is prefixed by a “BY” and added to the output string P$, and
then the program jumps to the end of the loop, where P$ is printed. We
used “BY” to indicate that the data is stored in a byte.

If there is a third byte, it is prefixed with an “H”, packed with the second

byte, and added to P$. This makes a label operand, perhaps matching one

of the “H” labels at the beginning of one of the other output lines of this

program. At the bottom of the loop, P$ is printed out in this case as well.

At the very bottom of the main loop, a check is made for JuMP or

RETurn instructions. Following these, we place an extra blank comment
line to make the code more readable.
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This disassembler program can be used to examine each routine that

we discuss in this book and to discover other routines as well. It can be
modified in a number of ways. For example, it can be changed to produce a

list of addresses referenced by the machine code together with the addresses

of the instructions where those references occur. These references can be

dumped into a file and sorted, giving a list of cross-references. From this

list you can find the key entry points and variables of the machine-code
programs.

Other BASIC programs can be written using the same hexadecimal

conversion subroutines. For example, it is easy to write a program that

displays the memory as a list of hexadecimal 16-bit words. This is useful for

displaying tables of addresses. For example, such a table containing the

addresses of the routines to handle all the BASIC commands starts at

location 80h= 128d.

Searching for Special Patterns

From time to time it is important to find certain patterns in memory.
For example, you will see on pages 4-7 that output ports FOh = 240d through

FFh = 255d are used for the Liquid Crystal Display screen. Hence the key

instruction for control of the LCD is:

OUT port

where port is a number from FOh to FFh (240 to 255 decimal).

Let’s write a program that searches for all instances of this instruction.

The machine code for the OUT instruction is 21 1 decimal. Here is a short

program that prints out the address of each occurrence of the pattern: 211,

x, where x is a decimal number between 240 and 255.

100 ' PATTERN SEARCH
110 '

120 FOR I = 0 TO 327G7
130 X = PEEK ( I

)

l a® IF X < >21 1 THEN 180
150 Y = PEEK ( I + 1

)

180 IF Y<240 THEN 180
170 PRINT 15
180 NEXT I
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The program consists of a FOR loop that ranges through the entire

ROM for address I from 0 to 32767 (see line 120). On line 130, the value

of the byte is fetched, and on line 140 it is checked to see if it is equal to

211, the code for the OUT instruction. The next part of the FOR loop is

skipped if a match is not made. If the match is made, the next byte is

checked. If it is not between 240 and 255, the next part of the FOR loop is

skipped. If this second byte value is between 240 and 255, the address I is

printed out and the loop continues.

When you run this program, you will discover that there are six locations

where this sequence occurs. In Chapter 4, when we study the LCD in more
detail, we will discuss how the machine language at these locations actually

programs the LCD.
This program can be easily modified to look for other patterns. For

example, you could change it to look for specified three-byte sequences.

Notes on Using This Book

Chapters 1 and 2 of this book are introductory, providing you with an

overview, guidance, and tools that you will need for reading and making
use of the rest of the book.

Each of the remaining chapters (3 through 9) covers a major area of the

operation of the Model 100. These chapters start out with a general discus-

sion and then delve into a particular set ofROM routines.

The Boxes

Key information about major ROM routines is displayed in boxes. Each

box shows the vital statistics for one particular routine or block of code.

Each box begins with the name of the routine. Some routines have a

single word in capital letters as their name. These are the routines that are

described in documents and articles published by Radio Shack (see Radio

Shack publication 700-2245, Model 100 ROM Functions). Other routines

have names consisting of several words. These are not mentioned in Radio

Shack’s literature.

After the name comes the purpose of the routine. This is a short descrip-

tion of the major function that the routine performs.

Following the purpose is the entry point for the routine. This is the

address where execution of the routine begins. The entry address is given

in both hexadecimal and decimal form, as described below.

The input and output for the routine are shown next. These describe

how the registers and memory are used to pass data in and out of the

routine. Here we also often mention the physical I/O devices that are involved.
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Next, a BASIC example is given, if applicable. Normally this is in the

form of a CALL command. The BASIC CALL command allows you to call

a machine-language routine, passing values to it via the A register and the

HL register pair. The CALL command does not allow you to read directly

into your program any data that might be stored in a register, such as the A
register. Because of these conditions, we have given BASIC examples just

for those routines that input data through only the A and HL registers and

do not output data through CPU registers.

Each box ends with a spot for special comments. Here we place general

comments or warnings about using the routine.

Address Formats

As noted above, memory addresses are shown in both hexadecimal and

decimal format. For example, 646h = 1606d. Here the small letter “h”

following the 646 indicates a hexadecimal number, and the small “d” follow-

ing 1606 indicates a decimal number. Entry points and other addresses are

thus accessible both to the BASIC programmer, who needs addresses in

decimal, and to the assembly-language programmer, who normally works

in hexadecimal (as when using the disassembler).

Although some BASICs have built-in functions to use both decimal and

hexadecimal forms of numbers, the Model 100’s BASIC can work only with

decimal notation. We have also provided simple routines for converting

between decimal and hexadecimal, but you would not want to include these

routines in every program that CALLed a ROM routine.

BASIC Programs

In this book there are more than two dozen BASIC programs that you

can type in and run on the Model 100. You can store these programs as

RAM files and/or as cassette files on tape. Many people store such programs

by uploading them to a larger system, where they are saved on disk, or you

can use the optional Model 100 disk. The programs fall into three main

classes: tools, demonstrations, and applications.

Programs in the first category, tools, are presented in Chapter 1. Here

we have programs that dump, disassemble, and search memory.

The second category, demonstrations, is designed to give you a better feel

for the way particular features work. Sometimes we display key memory
locations that are affected by a process. Sometimes we show the direct

results of a software action upon some hardware. By running and modify-

ing these programs yourself, you should gain the deeper understanding that

is possible only through “hands on” experience.
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The third category, applications, somewhat overlaps the last category.

Applications programs demonstrate features and give useful and interest-

ing applications for machine language and machine-level features of the

Model 100. For example, we have included programs that interactively inter-

pret formulas, scroll selected lines of the LCD display screen, and automat-
ically dial a telephone number.

Summary

In this chapter we have discussed how this book is organized and how
to use it. We have also presented some basic program tools that can be used
in conjunction with this book. With these tools, you can better understand
this book and also extend your knowledge to areas beyond the scope of
these pages.
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1
The Model 100's

Hardware

Concepts
80C85 central processor

Bus structure

ROM and RAM
Port decoding

8155 parallel input/output interface controller

fxPD 1990AC real-time clock

6402 universal asynchronous receiver transmitter

LCD screen

Keyboard

Printer interface

in this chapter we’ll explore the organization of the Model 100’s hard-

ware. We will begin with an overview of the entire internal structure and
then survey each of the major subsystems. Some of these subsystems are

represented by chips such as the 80C85 CPU, the 8155 PIO, the pPD 1990
clock, and the 6402 UART. Other systems such as the memory, LCD, key-

board, and printer involve combinations of chips and other components. We
will also study the buses that connect all of these subsystems together

physically and logically to form the Model 1 00 computer.

Why Study Hardware?

Before we plunge into the hardware, let’s talk about why it is useful for

a programmer to know about such things. The answer is simple: the hard-
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ware is the stage upon which the software plays. The hardware physically

houses the software and gives it meaning. More explicitly, the machine-
language instructions of the CPU are part of the hardware, and without
them, the programs stored in the ROM and RAM are merely sequences of
numbers. This notion extends beyond the CPU. Each of the other major
chips, including the 8155 PIO, the pPD 1990 clock, and the 6402 UART,
can be programmed according to certain rules that involve sending bytes

out certain I/O ports. Without these rules, these byte sequences are mean-
ingless. To understand these rules, you need an understanding of the struc-

ture of the machine and its various subsystems. Thus, to understand the

software, at least at the machine-language level, you must understand the

hardware.

However, you should not take this to mean that you need to understand
every detail in this chapter in order to profit from the rest of the book. Much
of the material in this chapter will be relevant only in certain programming
situations. Thus, while you are reading this chapter you should not Worry if

some aspects of the operation of the hardware are not completely clear. The
detailed descriptions of the ROM routines in future chapters will clarify

many points.

Each chip in the Model 100 is fully described in the documentation
published by the company that designed it. For the programmable chips,

this includes all their programming rules. Much of this information is also

included in the service manual for the Model 100. We will present the

essential details of this material in this chapter.

Hardware Overview

We start with a map of the Model 100 hardware system (see Figure

2 - 1 ).

The CPU is the nerve center of the system. It controls the main bus,

which runs through the system like a spinal column, linking the various

subsystems to the CPU. Two devices, the bar code reader and the tape

cassette recorder/player interface, connect directly to the CPU.
The main system bus controls the serial communications lines through

the 6402 UART chip, the RAM and ROM, and the 8155 PIO chip. It also

helps to control and monitor the keyboard, clock, and LCD display. The
main system bus is terminated in a socket in a recessed area on the bottom
of the Model 100. A socket for the optional ROM is also here. This socket

can be used for other purposes as well, such as connecting the disk drive

and video interface.
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Figure 2-1 . Model 100 block diagram
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The 8155 PIO is the second main chip in the system. It contains a timer
and controls a second bus that we call the PIO bus. The PIO bus feeds
multiple signals in parallel to the keyboard, printer interface, and LCD
display. It feeds other signals to the sound system and clock. Thus, control
of all of these devices is channeled through the 8155 PIO.

The 80C85 Central Processor

Now let’s study the individual subsystems, starting with the CPU.
The Model 100 uses a CMOS version of the popular 8-bit 8085 central

processor chip (hence the designation 80C85). To a programmer the CMOS
version of this chip behaves identically to the regular version. The only real

difference is in power consumption. Because of its low power consumption,
the CMOS version is able to run on battery power for many hours.

As a rule, low-power devices run slower than their high-power counter-
parts. However, much progress is being made in this regard. The CMOS
8085 in the Model 100 is driven at a clock speed of 2,457,600 cycles per
second. Although this is not as fast as most of the high-power versions of
the current crop of processors, it is significantly faster than the first versions

of its earlier cousin chip, the 8080. As a result, the Model 100 runs faster

than many of the larger microcomputers did a few years ago.

The 8085 chip differs from the older 8080 CPU chip in several impor-
tant ways, including its RIM and SIM instructions, additional interrupts,

internal clock circuits, and simpler power requirements. Except for the RIM
and SIM instructions, the 8085 uses the same machine language and the

same assembly-language mnemonics as the 8080. This overlap means that

there is a large base of information, software, and expertise available for

the 8085 CPU.
We are assuming that you already have access to books and manuals on

the 8080 or 8085. Therefore, this book will not present a detailed discussion

of these 8-bit microprocessor chips and how to program them.
Figure 2-2 shows the 8085 microprocessor’s internal structure. We will

discuss the major features of this diagram.

The internal structure of the 8085 CPU consists of eight major parts:

CPU registers, Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU), timing and control, interrupt

control, serial control, bus interfacing, and instruction decoding.

The CPU registers each have their own “personalities”. We assume that

you have already been introduced to and understand these personalities

from prior experience. Here is a quick overview of what you should know.
Registers A, B, C, D, E, H, L, and Flags are all 8-bit memory cells within
the CPU that can be combined into the following 16-bit register pairs: A/
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insana

Instruction

decoder

Address latch

Data
buffer

Address
bufferTiminq and control

Flags, BC, DE, and HL. Some CPU instructions work with registers as single

8-bit temporary memory cells, while others work with these register pairs as

16-bit temporary memory cells. The A register is used as an accumulator

for data; the HL register pair is used as a “pointer” into memory; the SP is

the Stack Pointer for pointing to the stack for storing data and return

addresses; and the PC is the Program Counter for pointing to the individual

bytes of the machine language for the CPU.

The Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU) performs the 8-bit arithmetic and

logic operations such as addition, subtraction, complement, AND, and OR.

It also performs shifting operations.

The timing and control section keeps the 8085 CPU humming along

and also provides timing and control signals for the rest of the computer.

The basic timing frequency is derived from an external crystal. The input

from the external crystal comes into the timing and control section, where

Figure 2-2. 8085 microprocessor (internal structure)
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it is used to derive the basic timing signal for the operation of the micropro-
cessor chip and the rest of the computer. For the Model 100, the crystal
oscillates at 4,915,200 cycles per second. The timing and control circuits

divide the crystal frequency by 2 to give the clock signal for the system. The
same signal is sent out of the CPU to control memory and I/O access.

The interrupt control section interfaces the CPU to interrupt signal
lines coming from various devices in the computer. These interrupt lines

are called TRAP, RST 5.5, RST 6.5, and RST 7.5. In Chapter 3 we will see
how these lines are serviced by software routines. For now, you need to
understand only that if interrupts are enabled, a pulse on the TRAP line

causes the CPU to automatically branch to location 24h = 36d as though a
CALL 24h were suddenly executed. The RST 5.5, RST 6.5, and RST 7.5
lines operate in a similar manner, branching to locations 2Ch = 44d,
34h = 52d, and 3Ch = 60d respectively. The three RST interrupts behave
somewhat differently from the TRAP interrupt, however, in that the 8085
RIM and SIM instructions can selectively enable and disable them.

The serial control section connects the Serial Output Data (SOD) and
Serial Input Data (SID) pins to the CPU. These are serviced by the RIM
and SIM instructions. In Chapter 9 we will see how the cassette interface
uses these instructions to send its data in and out of the SOD and SID pins.

The bus interfacing section connects the main internal data and address
buses with the external data and address buses. Internally the 8085 CPU
has separate buses for addresses and data, but externally the data and the
lower eight bits are shared by the same eight pins coming out of the 8085
chip. Some ’’buffering” (temporary storage) and “multiplexing” (switching)
are done by the interfacing section.

The instruction decoding section is responsible for reading machine
code instructions as they come into the computer byte by byte from memory.
As they are being decoded, these bytes are stored in the Instruction Register
(IR). The instruction decoding section analyzes these bytes, using the var-
ious bit fields to determine what the CPU is to do, what data it is to use, and
where it is to put the results.

The System's Buses

The Model 100 has a bus system that includes power, control, data, and
address subbuses. Since most of the computer is on one board, the bus
structure is not absolutely well defined. However, there is a bus extension
socket that brings certain signals out of the computer in a very well-defined
manner (see Figure 2-3).
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Power

The power bus carries the power needed to run the electrical compo-

nents in the system. There are four separate lines that help conduct power:

a ground line (GND) at 0 volts, a + 5 volt line (VDD), a - 5 volt line (VEE),

and a line that carries voltage from the ni-cad battery (VB).

The voltage for the VDD and VEE lines is supplied by the four AA
batteries or the AC adapter if it is used. The regular power switch on the

right side of the Model 100 controls the power to these lines. The VDD line

supplies the power for most of the chips in the Model 100. The VDD and

VEE lines work together in certain circuits to produce voltages greater than

five volts as needed. For example, the RS-232, MODEM, and LCD circuits

use both the VDD and VEE lines.

As mentioned before, the voltage for the VB line is supplied by the

rechargeable ni-cad battery. The memory power switch on the bottom of

the Model 100 controls the power to this line. The VB line supplies power

to the Model 1 00’s RAM chips and to the real-time clock chip. It keeps the

clock running and allows the contents of the RAM to be retained when the

main power is shut off.

1 O VDD VDDO 40

2 O gnd gndO 39

3 O ADO ADI O 38

4 O AD2 AD3O 37

5 O AD4 AD5 O 36

6 O AD6 AD7O 35

7 O A8 A9O 34

8 O A1° AH O 33

9 O A12 A13 O 32

10 O AU A15 O 31

n O gnd GND O 30

12 O RD WR O 29

13 O IO/M soO 28

14 O ALE si O 27

15 O CLK Y0 O 26

16 O a RESET O 25

17 O intr INTA O 24

18 O GND GND O 23

19 O-RAmrst NC O 22

20 O NC NC O 21

Figure 2-3. Bus extension socket
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Of these power lines, only the ground and VDD lines appear on the bus
extension socket.

Control

The control subbus contains a variety of signal lines, including read and
write command lines for memory and I/O, interrupt control, timing signals,
status, and reset control. We will not discuss these lines in much detail, since
they are not of great concern to a programmer as long as they do their job
properly.

Of the system’s control lines, the following appear on the extension
socket: RD, IO/M, ALE, CLK, A, INTR, RAM RST, WR, SO, SI, YO,
RESET, and INTA. All but the A, RAM RS F, and YO are standard signals
of the 8085 CPU. The A signal indicates when either reading or writing is

happening and is used by external RAM, if present. The RAM RST signal
is used to enable and disable any such external RAM. The YO signal is used
to select an optional I/O controller unit. YO is generated when ports
80h = 128d through 8Fh = 143d are selected.

Data

There are eight data lines in the data subbus. They are labeled DO
through D7. On the 8085 CPU, the data lines share the same pins with the
lower eight address lines (they are therefore labeled ADO through AD7 on
Figure 2-3). On the main circuit board, the data lines are separated from
the address lines.

The eight data lines appear on the bus extension socket.

Address

There are sixteen address lines in the address subbus. They are labeled
AO through A 15. These lines are separated from the data lines on the main
circuit board. All sixteen address lines appear on the bus extension socket.

ROM and RAM
The ROM is implemented by one chip that is called by its model num-

ber: LH-535618. This chip has fifteen address lines, three control lines,

and eight data lines.

The fifteen address lines are connected to the lower fifteen lines of the
address bus. The sixteenth address line of the address bus is routed to one
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of the control lines (Chip Select) of the ROM (see Figure 2-4). This ensures

that the memory cells in this chip occupy the lower 32K bytes of the memory
addressing space of the machine.

The data lines connect to the data bus, and the remaining two control

lines control the timing of address selection and data output.

The RAM is implemented by four chip packs, each containing 8K bytes

(see Figure 2-5). At least one of these chips must be installed for proper

operation of the computer, for the various built-in ROM programs need

some scratch storage. With just one chip pack installed, you have an 8K
RAM machine. By installing more chips you can have a 16K, 24K, or 32K
RAM machine. The chips are installed in high to low order in the address-

ing space of the 8085 CPU.
The RAM chip packs each contain four TC55188F-25 chips. Each of

these chips has eight data lines, three control lines, and eleven address lines.

This means that each chip contains two to the eleventh, or 2K, bytes of

RAM. The Chip Enable control lines are used to determine which chip is

|
** »

— A15 <*> CS (chip select)

— A14— A14>^

— AT 3— A13 D7

* * > •••** #
— AT 2— A12 D6

— All — All D5

— A10— A10 D4

— A9 — A9 D3

— A8 — A8 D2

Address — A7 — A7 ROM D1

bus — A6 — A6 DO

— A5 — A5

— A4 — A4

— A3 — A3

— A2 — A2

— A1 — A1

AO —1 AO >

Figure 2-4. Addressing the ROM
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selected for a particular memory address. Logic on the main circuit board

converts address information from the address bus into the individual chip

enable signals. In particular, bit 1 5 of the address bus determines whether

or not the RAM is enabled at all, and bits 11 through 14 are decoded to

determine which of the possible sixteen (four packs of four) chips is selected

(see Figure 2-6).

Port Decoding

The 8085 CPU belongs to a family of processors that has two separate

addressing spaces, one for memory and one for I/O. For the 8085 CPU, the

memory addressing space has 64K bytes and the I/O addressing space has

256 bytes. In the former case, sixteen bits are used to generate addresses,

and in the latter case only eight bits are used. For the I/O space, the lower

eight lines of the address bus are used. A control signal in the control bus

Figure 2-5. RAM chip pack
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determines whether the CPU is trying to access a memory address or an 1/

O address. The programmer controls the CPU in this regard by selecting

the appropriate machine-language instruction. IN and OUT instructions

access the I/O space, whereas MOV, LDA, STA, LHLD, and SHLD instruc-

tions access the memory space.

The Model 100 uses a decoder chip to divide up the I/O addressing space

into ranges for various devices (see Figure 2-7). This decoder chip takes the

upper four bits of the eight-bit I/O address and produces eight individual

control lines, Y0 through Y7. These control lines are then used to selectively

enable the various devices in the Model 100.

Let’s look at the decoding process in more detail. As this decoder chip is

configured, it has four input lines (consisting of three selection lines and

one enable line) and eight output lines (Y0 through Y7). If the enable line

is zero, then all outputs are zero. In this case, we say that the decoder is

disabled. However, if the enable line is equal to one, then the chip converts

a three-bit selection code placed on the selection lines into a pattern ol

signals on the output lines, turning “on” the output line corresponding to

Figure 2-6. RAM addressing
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the selection code and turning ”ofF’ all the rest. For example, if the three
selection lines form the binary pattern 000, then Y0 is selected (has the
value one) and the rest of the lines have value zero. If the three selection
lines form the binary pattern 001, then Y1 is selected and the others are
zero; and so on.

The port address lines A4, A5, and A6 are connected to the three
selection lines, and the port address line A7 is connected to the enable line.

Thus, if A7 is zero, all of the output lines Y0 through Y7 are zero; that is,

none of the outputs is selected. This happens if the address is less than
80h = 128d.

If the address is greater than or equal to 80h= 128d, then the address
line A7 has value one, enabling the decoder. In this case, the address bits

A4, A5, and A6 determine which of the output lines Y0 through Y7 is

selected.

I he addresses from 80h to FFh divide into ranges depending upon the
values for bit positions A4 through A6 of the address. For example, the
range 80h= 128d through 8Fh= 143d corresponds to the pattern 000 for
these bits, which selects Y0; the range 90h=144d through 9Fh=159d
corresponds to the pattern 001, which selects Yl; the range A0h= 160d
through AFh = 175d corresponds to the pattern 010, which selects Y2; and
so on to the range F0h = 255d through FFh = 255d, which corresponds to
the pattern 1 1 1 and thus selects Y7.

Table 2-1 shows each addressing range, the control line it selects, and
the functions within the system that it enables.

1

IO/M
1

-t>o-Y7

A7

A6

Enable
-*

n

-Y6~
-Y5

- Y4

A5
—

—

Selection

J lines
-Y3

-Y2

-Yl

- Y° _

Output

lines

Decoder

Figure 2-7. The port decoder
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8155 Parallel Input/Output Interface Controller

The 8155 in the Model 100 is a CMOS version of the very powerful and

flexible 8155 multifunction chip. This chip has 22 parallel I/O data lines, a

timer, and 256 bytes of RAM (see Figure 2-8 for this chip’s internal struc-

ture). The Model 100 uses all the data lines and the timer but does not use

the RAM.
The 22 I/O data lines of the 8155 are divided into three I/O ports with

eight lines in the first port (port A), eight in the second (port B), and six in

the third (port C). We shall see in subsequent chapters how these ports are

shared, in a very thrifty manner, by most of the input and output subsystems

of the Model 100. In particular, the keyboard, real time clock, LCD screen,

and printer all use some of these I/O data lines.

On the Model 100, the ports on the 8155 PIO chip are assigned the port

addresses B0h = 176d through BFh= 19 Id. This is because the 8155 chip

is enabled via the Y3 signal line from the main port decoder.

There are six ports used by the 8155 PIO. Each port appears twice

within the sixteen-port range assigned to the 8155. This is because one bit

(bit 3) of the port address is ignored.

Port 0 (at port addresses BOh = 176d and B8h = 184d) is used for con-

trol and status. When the port is written to, it is used for control. When it is

read from, it is used for status.

When port 0 is used for control, bits 7 and 6 are used to set the timer

mode as follows: 00 means no operation, 0 1 means stop the timer, 1 0 means

stop after the count has expired, and 1 1 means start the timer. Bit 5 is used

80h = 128d to 8Fh = 143d
90h = 144d to 9Fh = 159d
AOh = 160d to AFh = 175d

B0h = 176d to BFh = 191d

COh = 192d to CFh = 207d
D0h = 208dtoDFh = 223d
E0h = 224d to EFh = 239d

FOh = 240d to FFh = 255d

Functions

Optional I/O controller

Optional telephone answering unit

Output bit 0: on/off relay for telephone

Output bit 1: enable Modem chip

8155 PIO
Data in/out for UART
UART program and read status

Output bit 0: select optional ROM
Output bit 1: printer strobe

Output bit 2: clock strobe

Output bit 3: cassette motor on/off

Input: keyboard matrix

LCD program, read, and write

Table 2-1 . Port addressing ranges and functions
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to enable or disable interrupts for port B; a value of 0 means disable. Bit 4
is used to enable or disable interrupts for port A. Bits 3 and 2 are used to

define how the lines in port C are to be used as follows: 00 makes all six

lines into input lines, 01 makes all six lines into output lines, 10 makes half

the lines into output lines and half into control and status lines for port A,
and 1 1 makes half the lines into control and status lines for port A and half

the lines into control and status lines for port B. Bit 1 is used to control the

direction of the data lines in port B, and bit 0 is used to control the direction

of the data lines in port A. A value of 0 means that the lines are used for

input, and a value of 1 means that the lines are used for output.

For the Model 100, bits 7 and 6 are changed to control the timer, but
bits 5 through 0 always stay the same. These last six bits form a six-bit

binary number, 000011b. This number specifies that all interrupts from
ports A and B are disabled, ports A and B are used for output, and all six

lines of port C are used for input. On the Model 100, ports A and B are

Figure 2-8. 8155 P10 (internal structure)
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used to send control signals to various devices in the computer, while port

C is used to monitor the status of various devices.

When port 0 is used for status, bit 7 is not used, bit 6 tells if the timer is

running, and the other bits are used to monitor the interrupt and full/

empty status of ports A and B. The Model 100 never reads port 0 (addresses

BOh = 176d and B8h = 184d) and therefore never uses this status port.

Port 1 (addresses Blh= 177d and B9h= 185d) connects directly to the

eight data lines of port A. Port 2 (addresses B2h = 178d and BAh= 186d)

connects directly to the eight data lines of port B. Port 3 (addresses B3h = 1 79d

and BBh = 187d) connects directly to port C.

Port 4 (addresses B4h = 1 80d and BCh = 1 88d) contains the lower eight

bits of the count for initializing the timer. Port 5 (addresses B5h = 18 Id and

BDh = 189d) contains the upper six bits of the count for the timer and two

bits that are used to set the timer mode. See Chapter 8 on sound for more

details on setting the timer.

Special Control Port

In addition to the control and status lines maintained by the 8 1 55 PIO,

there is a special control port that appears at addresses EOh = 224h through

EFh = 239d (see Figure 2-9).

For this port, bit 0 is used to select an optional ROM, bit 1 is used to

“strobe” data to the printer, bit 2 is used to ’’strobe” the real time clock, and

bit 3 is used to control the remote motor control for the cassette recorder/

Figure 2-9. Special control port
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The term “strobe” means that the signal line is used to send a pulse that
locks the data being sent into the device to which it is being sent (printer,
clock, or whatever). The strobe pulse is given once the data has been placed
on the data lines and has settled down to a valid set of values.

pPD 1990AC Real Time Clock

The real time clock will be discussed in Chapter 5. We include its

internal structure here (see Figure 2-10).

6402 Universal Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter

The 6402 UART (Universal Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter) will

be discussed in Chapter 7. In that chapter we will see how the entire serial

communications subsystem works. We include its internal structure here
(see Figure 2-11).

Liquid Crystal Display Screen

The Liquid Crystal Display Screen will be discussed in Chapter 4. In
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that chapter we will see how it works and how it connects to the 8155 I/O

data lines and to the main address and data buses.

Keyboard

The keyboard will be discussed in Chapter 6. In that chapter we will see

that the keys are laid out in a matrix that can be read using the data I/O

lines from ports A and B of the 8 1 55 and a special input port with addresses

EOh = 224d through EFh = 239d.

Printer Interface

Let’s finish this chapter with a quick discussion of the printer interface,

since it will not be discussed later.

The printer interface uses port A of the 8155 PIO, the special control

port (addresses EOh = 224h through EFh = 239d), and bits 1 and 2 of port

C of the 8155 PIO chip (see Figure 2-12).

£> Receiver data
Receiver

timing

and
control

Control

Status

Transmitter

timing

and
control

Control

Status
Transmitter data

Serial output

• 1
w

0)
*-

lc <= 0)*
3

CO 00

Figure 2-11. 6402 UART (internal structure)
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Bits 1 and 2 of port C of the 8155 carry the busy/ready signal (nonin-
verted and inverted) from the printer. To send data once the printer is ready,
you send the data out port A of the 8155 and then change bit 1 of the
special control port from a value of zero to a value of one and finally back
to zero. This last action “strobes” the data to the printer. As we mentioned
previously, a “strobe” is a control signal that is used to load data into a
hardware buffer. In this case, the hardware buffer is in the printer.

Printer

connector

Figure 2-1 2. Printer interface
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Summary

In this chapter we have explored the major hardware features of the

Model 100. We have seen that it uses a CMOS version of the 8085 CPU, a

member of a very popular family of chips. We have seen how the ROM,
RAM, and ports are constructed and controlled, we have explored the

multifunction 8155 chip, and we have quickly surveyed various subsystems

such as the LCD, keyboard, and real time clock. Many of these subsystems

have chapters devoted to them later in the book.
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a
Hidden Powers of the
ROM

Concepts
Overall organization of ROM
Interrupt entry points

BASIC

TELCOM
MENU
ADDRSS
SCHEDL
TEXT

Cold and warm starts

In this chapter we will explore the secrets of the Model 1 00’s ROM. We
will study the overall organization of the ROM and then look at specific

routines and tables that help run the BASIC, TELCOM, ADDRSS, SCHDL,
TEXT, and MENU programs. The routines we study here will be those that

perform general management tasks rather than controlling specific devices.

The remaining chapters of this book will cover specific devices and their

associated control routines.

There are 32 kilobytes of ROM in the Model 100. In these bytes are
hundreds of useful routines that make the Model 100 a very powerful
computer. We will start from the beginning (address 0) and work our way to

the top of this ROM (address 7FFFh = 32767d) (see Figure 3-1).

At the lowest addresses ofmemory we find interrupt entry points. These
are a series of hardware and software entry points to perform fundamental
I/O and syntactical tasks.
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User

files

6BF0h

ADDRSS (5B68H)

and > 5DEEh

SCHEDL (5B6FH)
5797h

50F0h

Variables

EOOOh

COOOh

AOOOh

8000h r
Device
drivers

TEXT
|6000h

TELCOM

4000h

BASIC

2000H

OOOOh -

Figure 3-1. Layout of the Model 100's ROM

hRAM

hROM
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Next comes the BASIC interpreter. BASIC extends through a large area
of ROM and includes areas for address and symbol tables, error handling,
command input, command interpretation, and execution of individual
commands.

The TELCOM program follows. It has routines that make the Model
100 into a terminal, including the ability to upload and download files. Next
comes the MENU program, which has routines that allow you to move the
cursor around the menu and dispatch to whatever program you select. The
ADDRSS and SCHEDL programs are next. These programs blend into the
TEXT program, which contains routines to manipulate the cursor and
perform various editing functions. The final areas (highest addresses) of
ROM contain initialization routines and primitive device control routines.
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We have strictly followed the physical organization of the ROM memory
in this chapter in order to make the chapter easy to use as a reference guide

to the ROM. However, this leads to a “bottom up” approach, particularly in

studying BASIC. When you first read this chapter, you may want to start

with the section on running BASIC programs and then go back and scan

through the earlier sections as you need them.

The Interrupt Entry Points

The very lowest locations of ROM contain entry points for the 8085

CPU’s software and hardware interrupt routines. The Model 100 uses all

twelve of these special entry points. Eight of these are “called” by the one-

byte RST (ReStarT) instructions. The other four are activated by special

interrupt signal lines coming into the CPU from the low power detection

circuit, the bar code reader interface, the serial communications line, and

the real-time clock (see Figure 3-2).

Software Interrupts

Let’s start with the software interrupts. These are eight locations with

addresses that are even multiples of eight. Each one is called by one of the

RST instructions. The Model 100 has placed special routines in these RST
locations that in effect extend the instruction set of its 8085 CPU. For

example, RST 3 compares the DE and HL register pairs (which would have

been a handy CPU instruction if Intel had included it in the design of the

8085 CPU).

The RST 0 entry point is at location 0 and can be considered both a

software and a hardware entry point. It is activated by the RST 0 instruction

(software) and the RESET switch (hardware) on the back of the computer.

The code at location 0 is ajump to location 7D33h = 32,05 Id, where there

is a procedure to restart the Model 100 after it gets hung up.
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Routine: RST 0

Purpose: To restart the Model 100 and return to main menu

Entry Point: Oh = Od

Input: None

Output: The machine is reset.

BASIC Example:

CALL 0

Special Comments: None

The RST 1 entry point is located at 8h = 8d. Here there is a routine that

is useful in analyzing the syntax of BASIC commands. This routine com-
pares the next byte from the BASIC command line with the byte immedi-
ately following the RST 1. If the two bytes agree, it returns, continuing
execution right after the byte following the RST 1 instruction. If the two
disagree, itjumps to a routine that declares a syntax error and halts execu-
tion of the BASIC program.

Routine: RST 1

Purpose: To compare next byte of machine-language program with
next byte of BASIC command line

Entry Point: 8h = 8d

Input: Upon entry, the HL register pair points to a byte in memory.

Output: If the byte in memory matches the next byte after the RST
1 instruction, then the routine returns, continuing execution right

after the byte following the RST 1 instruction. If the two bytes

disagree, a syntax error is declared and BASIC returns to its input
mode.

BASIC Example: Not directly applicable

Special Comments: None
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The RST 2 entry point is at location lOh = 16d. This jumps to location

858h = 2,136d, where there is a routine that is also used in analyzing the

syntax of BASIC commands. This routine examines the next byte of the

command line. If that byte contains the ASCII code of a digit from 0 to 9,

the routine returns with the carry flag set. If not, it skips over spaces, tabs,

and linefeeds in the command line. It returns once it finds a byte that is not

one of these. If it finds a byte that is zero, it sets the Z flag. This usually

means “end of command line”.

Routine: RST 2

Purpose: To search for next byte of command, checking for zero

byte or decimal digit

Entry Point: lOh = 16d

Input: Upon entry, the HL register pair points to a byte position in

a BASIC command line.

Output: The routine skips over spaces and tabs in the command
line. It stops when it finds a byte that is not a space or a tab. It

returns with the value of this byte in the A register. If this byte

contains the ASCII code of a decimal digit (0 through 9), the routine

returns with the carry flag set. If this byte is zero, it returns with the

Z flag set.

BASIC Example: Not directly applicable

Special Comments: None

The RST 3 entry point is at location 18h = 24d. Here there is a routine

that compares the contents of the DE with the contents of the HL register.

If they are equal, it returns with the Z flag set. If HL is less than DE, then

the carry is set. Otherwise it is clear.
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Routine: RST 3

Purpose: To compare two 16-bit integers

Entry Point: 1 8h = 24d

Input: Upon entry, the register pairs HL and DE each contain 16-

bit integers.

Output: When the routine returns, the carry and zero flags are set

as follows:

Condition Flags

HL < DE C and NZ
HL = DE NC and Z
HL > DE NC and NZ

BASIC Example: Not applicable

Special Comments: None

The RST 4 entry point is at location 20h = 32d. Thisjumps to location

4B44h= 19,268d, where there is a routine to print a character on the LCD
screen (see Chapter 4).

Routine: RST 4

Purpose: To print a character on the LCD screen

Entry Point: 20h = 32d

Input: Upon entry, the A register contains the ASCII code of the

character to be printed.

Output: The character is printed on the screen.

BASIC Example:

CALL 32 »X

where the value ofX is the ASCII code of the character.

Special Comments: None
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The RST 5 entry point is at location 28h = 40d. This jumps to location

1069h = 4201d, where there is a routine that checks the data type of the

expression currently being processed by BASIC.

Routine: RST 5

Purpose: To check the data type of the expression currently being

processed

Entry Point: 28h = 40d

Input: Upon entry, the data type of the expression must be in

location FB65h = 64,357d.

Output: Upon exit, the flags indicate the data type according to the

following rules:

Data Type Flag Condition

Integer

String

Single-precision real

Double-precision real

Zero flag clear (NZ)

Sign flag clear (P)

Carry flag set (C)

Parity flag set (E)

BASIC Example: Not directly applicable

Special Comments: None
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The RST 6 entry point is at location 30h = 48d. This jumps to location

33DCh= 13,276d, where there is a routine that checks the sign of the

number currently being processed by BASIC.

Routine: RST 6

Purpose: To get the sign of the real expression currently being

evaluated

Entry Point: 30h = 48d

Input: Upon entry, a valid single- or double-precision real number
must be in BASIC’s accumulator (locations FC18h = 64,536d through

FClFh = 64,543d).

Output: The A register is used to return a result. If the real number
in BASIC’s accumulator is zero, the result in A is zero. If the real

number is negative, this result is — 1. If the real number is positive,

the result is + 1

.

BASIC Example: Not directly applicable

Special Comments: None
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The RST 7 entry point is at location 38h = 56d. Thisjumps to location

7FD6h = 32,726d, where there is a dispatch routine that uses a special table

of addresses stored in RAM (see Figure 3-3). This table is called the “hook”

table because it gives programmers a chance to insert their own routines in

strategic places in the ROM programs. In Chapter 4 we will see an example

of the way the RST 7 instruction is used in the ROM programs.

The RST 7 routine uses the byte following the RST 7 instruction to look

up an address in a table starting at location FADAh = 64,2 1 8d in RAM. The
routine calls this subroutine and returns to continue execution right after

the byte following the RST 7 instruction. The first 57 addresses point to a

subroutine consisting ofjust a RETurn instruction, and the last 37 locations

each point to a routine that declares an illegal function error.

Routine: RST 7

Purpose: To dispatch to routine in hook table

Entry Point: 38h = 56d

Input: The byte following the RST 7 instruction is used as input

and must be between 0 and 56.

Output: The routine dispatches to the location whose address is at

location FADAh = 64,2 18d plus twice the value of the byte following

the RST 7 instruction.

BASIC Example: Not directly applicable

Special Comments: None
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Hardware Interrupts

The four hardware interrupt entry points are located at 24h = 36d,

2Ch = 44d, 34h = 52d, and 3Ch = 60d. In each case there is a signal line

coming into the CPU that can be used to cause the CPU to interrupt its

normal activity and immediately branch to one of these entry points. The
routines pointed to by these entry points are the key to understanding how
the corresponding devices work.

Main

program

The routine

Figure 3-3. RAM routine table
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The FRAP entry point is at location 24h = 36d. It is activated when the

power circuit indicates a low-power condition. This entry point jumps to

location F602h, where the low-power condition is handled.

Routine: TRAP
Purpose: lb handle low-power condition

Entry Point: 24h = 36d

Input: None

Output: Shuts off the power.

BASIC Example:

CALL 3G

Special Comments: To restore the power, turn the power switch (on

right side of machine) off and then on again.

The RST 5.5 entry point is at location 2Ch = 44d. It is activated by the

bar code reader. Here, interrupts are disabled with the DI instruction. Then
there is a jump to location F5F9h = 62,969d, where the bar code reader

interrupt service routine resides.

Routine: RST 5.5

Purpose: do receive data from bar code reader

Entry Point: 2Ch = 44d

Input: From the bar code reader

Output: To the Model 100

BASIC Example: Not directly applicable

Special Comments: Not implemented in the machine as it comes
from the factory.
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The RST 6.5 entry point is at location 34h = 52d. It is activated by input

from the serial communications line. Here, interrupts are disabled with the

DI instruction. Then there is ajump to 6DACh = 28,076d, where the inter-

rupt service routine for accepting input from the serial communications

line resides.

Routine: RST 6.5

Purpose: To input byte from serial communications line

Entry Point: 34h = 52d

Input: A byte from the serial communications line must be ready.

Output: To the serial communications input buffer

BASIC Example: Not applicable

Special Comments: None

The RST 7.5 entry point is at location 3Ch = 60d. It is activated by a

pulse from the clock every 4 milliseconds. At this entry point, interrupts are

disabled with the DI instruction. Then there is ajump to lB32h = 6,962d,

where the background task begins. We will discuss the background task in

more detail in the next few chapters.

Routine: RST 7.5

Purpose: To initiate one cycle of the background task

Entry Point: 3Ch = 60d

Input: None

Output: Affects LCD display, real-time clock, and keyboard (see

Chapters 4, 5, and 6).

BASIC Example: Not applicable

Special Comments: See chapters 4, 5, and 6 for a full discussion of

the background task.
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The BASIC Interpreter

The BASIC interpreter provides a friendly programming environment

for the Model 100. BASIC is a popular language because it is powerful, has

simple and direct syntax rules, and can immediately run programs or direct

commands as they are entered or modified. In this section you will see

exactly how all this works. We will also show you a simple program that

makes BASIC even more powerful and friendly.

BASIC extends from about 40h = 64d to about 50F0h = 20,720d in the

Model 100’s ROM. However, many of the routines in this area are shared by

other programs and BASIC uses some routines located in other areas.

BASIC Symbol and Address Tables

The address and symbol tables used by BASIC start at location 40h = 64d,

right after the interrupt entry points. These tables are described briefly

below. Refer to the appendices for their complete contents.

The first table (locations 40h = 64d through 7Fh=127d) is a list of

addresses of routines to handle various BASIC functions such as INT,
ABS, SIN, and PEEK (see Appendix A). This table is used by the

BASIC interpreter to help it find these routines.

The second table (locations 80h= 128d through 25Fh = 607d) contains

all the BASIC keywords (see Appendix B). This table is used by the

BASIC interpreter to convert its keywords into special one-byte codes

called tokens. The tokens range in numerical value from 128 to 255.

The first keyword in this table is assigned to the token value 128, the

second is assigned to 129, and so on through the rest of the table.

The third table (locations 262h = 610d through 2Elh = 737d) contains

the addresses of the routines to handle BASIC commands. These are

given by the BASIC initial keywords— that is, keywords that appear at

the beginning of a BASIC command line, such as FOR, LET, GOTO,
and CLEAR (see Appendix C).

The fourth table (locations 2E2h = 738d through 2EDh = 749d) con-

tains operator priorities for the binary operations: + ,
—

,
*, and so on

(see Appendix D). These priorities allow BASIC to recognize which

operations to do first in a complex algebraic expression. For example, in

the expression A -I- B * C, the * operation should be performed first

and the + second.

The fifth table (locations 2EEh = 750d through 2F7h = 759d) contains

addresses of some numerical conversion routines (see Appendix E).
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These convert numbers to double-precision, integer, and single-preci-

sion formats.

The sixth table (locations 2F8h = 760d through 303h = 77 Id) contains

the addresses of the routines for binary operations of + ,
—

,
*, /, and

comparison for double-precision floating-point numbers (see Appendix
F).

The seventh table (locations 304h = 772d through 30Fh = 783d) con-

tains the addresses of the routines for binary operations of + ,

and comparison for single-precision floating-point numbers (see Ap-
pendix G).

The eighth table (locations 310h = 784d through 31Bh = 795d) con-
tains the addresses of the routines for binary operations of T

,
—

, /,

and comparison for integers (see Appendix H).

The ninth table (locations 31Ch = 796d through 359h = 857d) contains

a list of all the two-character error designators (see Appendix I).

Area Mapped to High Memory

The contents of the next area of ROM (locations 35Ah = 858d through
3E9h=1001d) are moved to RAM (locations F5F0h = 62,960d through
F67Fh = 63,1 03d) when the Model 1 00 is first initialized. This area contains

various variables and routines, including those that help control the key-

board, LCD screen, and BASIC itself. Their initial values are stored in

ROM. When this area is mapped to RAM, these initial values are put in

place.

Among the routines in this area are ones that are called at the beginning
of certain interrupt service routines. When this area is moved to RAM,
these routines consist of just a RETurn instruction followed by two NO
oPeration instructions. However, because they are placed in RAM, they can
be changed to JuMPs to your own interrupt routines.

Other routines in this area implement the INP and OUT commands
(see boxes) and key steps of the line-drawing algorithm used in the LINE
command (see Chapter 4).
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Routine: OUT— BASIC Command
Purpose: To output to a port

Entry Point: F667h = 63,079d

Input: Upon entry, the A register contains the data to be output,

and location F668h = 63,080d contains the port address.

Output: The contents of the A register are sent out the port.

BASIC Example:

POKE 978 t PORT
CALL 977 > D AT A

where PORT is the port address and DATA is the value of the data

byte.

Special Comments: None
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Messages and Errors

The next area of ROM (locations 3EAh = 1002d through 400h= 1024d)

contains messages used by BASIC. These include “Error”, “Ok”, and

“Break”.

A set of routines that handles various errors runs from about

422h= 1058d to 501h=1281d.
The main entry point for handling errors is at location 45Dh = 1 1 17d

(see box). Upon entry, the E register must contain an error code. When this

routine is called, it displays the corresponding error message and aborts

execution of a BASIC program. The error codes are given on page 2 1 7 of

the Model 100 owner’s manual and in Appendix I.

Routine: Main BASIC Error Routine

Purpose: To display an error message

Entry Point: 45Dh = 1 1 17d

Input: Upon input, the E register contains the error code.

Output: The routine displays the error message corresponding to

the error code in the E register. See the error code table on page 217

of the owner’s manual and Appendix I of this book.

BASIC Example: Not directly applicable

Special Comments: None

There are special error entry points in which the E register is loaded

with a specific error code and then the main entry point processes the error.

These special entry points are located in two areas of the ROM. The first

area goes from 446h = 1094d to 45Ch =11 16d, and the second area goes

from 504Eh = 20,558d to 506Ah = 20,586d (see Appendix J).

Command Entry

The main command entry loop for BASIC begins at location

50 lh = 128 Id. We will discuss some of its highlights.

The code at location 50Bh= 129 Id displays the message “Ok” on the

screen. The message is stored at location 3F6h = 1014d, as discussed pre-

viously. The routine that displays a message is located at 27Blh= 10, 16 Id.

It expects the address of the message in the HL register pair.
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At location 511h= 1297d, the value FFFFh (minus one in 2’s comple-

ment arithmetic) is placed in the current BASIC line number
F67Ah = 63,098d. This tells BASIC that it is in command entry or imme-

diate mode rather than running a program.

Next the INLIN routine at 4644h= 17,988d is called (see box). This

routine waits for the next line from the keyboard. If the line is nonempty,

the first level of interpretation, called tokenizing, takes place.

Routine: INLIN

Purpose: To input a line from the keyboard

Entry Point: 4644h = 17,988d

Input: From the keyboard

Output: When the routine returns, the line is stored in memory

starting at location F685h = 63,109d. The line is terminated in

memory with a byte whose value is zero.

BASIC Example:

CALL 17988

Special Comments: You can pick up the line by using the PEEK
statement.

During tokenizing, all the keywords in the BASIC command line are

converted to their one-byte tokens (see BASIC keyword table— Appendix

B). The command line is then in a very compact form, making it easier to

run and to store.

The tokenizing routine is located at 646h= 1606d and is called from

54Ah= 1354d. The tokenizing routine has to be careful not to tokenize

REMarks and quoted material, and it has to translate lowercase characters

in variable names to uppercase.
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Routine: Tokenize

Purpose: To tokenize a BASIC command line

Entry Point: 646h= 1606d

Input: Upon entry, the HL register pair points to (contains the

address of) the untokenized line.

Output: When the routine returns, the tokenized line is stored in

memory starting at location F68 1 h = 63,105d. The tokenized line is

terminated by a byte whose value is zero.

BASIC Example:

A0=UARPTR(A$)
A 1 = PEEK ( A0+ 1 ) +256* PEEK (A0+2J
CALL 1606, 0,A1

where A$ is a string containing the line to be tokenized, AO is the

address of the string’s length and location parameters, and A1 is the

address of the actual bytes of the string.

Special Comments: You can use PEEK to get the bytes of the token-

ized string from where they are stored in memory.

The routine works by matching character strings in the command line

against character strings in the token table at 80h = 1 28d (see Appendix B).

When it is looking for a match, it sweeps through the table, counting all the

mismatches until it finds a match. This count then is used to compute the

value of the token.

After tokenizing the line, the BASIC interpreter tries to insert the newly
created line into the program. It must first check whether the new line is an
immediate command. I his is done with the RST 2 instruction, which is

invoked at 523h= 1315d, and the conditionaljump at 552h= 1362d. If the
line contains an immediate command, the command is executed immedi-
ately byjumping to location 4FlCh = 20,252d.

If the line is to be inserted into the program, then the code from
555h= 1365d to 5ECh= 1 5 16d is used to place it in the program. If a line

with the same line number already exists in the program, the new line

replaces the old; otherwise, it is simply inserted in the program. The routine

to search for the line number in the program is located at 628h= 1576d
(see box).
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Routine: Search for Line Number

Purpose: To search a BASIC program for a line with a specified line

number

Entry Point: 628h= 1576d

Input: Upon entry, the DE register pair has the line number in

binary.

Output: When the routine returns, the HL register pair contains

the address of the proper location to insert a line with the specified

line number into the program. If the specified line number matches

an existing line number in the program, the carry flag is clear;

otherwise it is set.

BASIC Example: Not directly applicable

Special Comments: None

Running BASIC Programs

The next major area of memory contains the code that runs BASIC

programs. This is the heart of the BASIC interpreter. This section extends

from about 804h = 2052d to 87 lh = 2 16 Id.

This code has to check several conditions as it keeps running your

program. The first thing it checks is the communications line, by calling a

routine located at 6D6Dh = 28,013d (see Chapter 7). Then it checks for an

interrupt from the real-time clock by calling a routine at 4028h= 16,424d

(see Chapter 5). Next it checks for a break from the keyboard by calling a

routine at 13F3h = 5107d (see Chapter 6).

The BASIC interpreter then looks for a colon indicating the next state-

ment of a multiple statement on a BASIC command line. Finally, it checks

for the end of the program. It returns to the command loop via ajump to

428h = 1064d if the program has indeed ended.

If the program has not ended, interpretation continues. The current

line number is stored in location F67Ah = 63,098d, and then the interpreter

dispatches to the routine to handle the keyword for the BASIC command

currently under consideration. It points to the address table for BASIC

commands. It is interesting to note that the last part of the dispatching

routine (locations 858h = 2 136d through 87 lh = 2 16 Id) uses the same code

as is used by the RST 2 routine to check for numbers and skip over spaces.
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BASIC Keyword Routines

1 he next area of ROM contains routines to handle the various BASIC
keywords. This area extends from about 872h = 2162d to about
50f Oh = 20,720d. It also includes some isolated sections of code before and
after this, for example, the code for the FOR statement extends from
726h— 1 83Od to about 803h = 2051d, which is between the tokenizer rou-
tine and the command dispatcher.

The LET Statement

Among the most fundamental parts of the code for the Model 100 is the
code for handling the LET command (see box). Each LET command state-
ment consists of a variable name or identifier followed by an equal sign,
followed by a BASIC expression. Executing the LET command involves
locating variables and interpreting BASIC expressions. In a sense it is the
key to understanding how BASIC works in the Model 100.

Routine: LET— BASIC Command
Purpose: To evaluate BASIC expressions and store the results in the
indicated BASIC variables

Entry Point: 9C3h = 2499d

Input: Upon entry, the HL register pair points to (contains the
address of) the rest of the BASIC LET command line (starting with
the variable identifier on the left of the “ = ”).

Output: When the routine returns, the value of the BASIC expres-
sion is stored in the indicated variable (on the left side of the “ = ” in
the LET command line).

BASIC Example:

CALL 2499 ,0 ,93105

where the input buffer at F681h = 63,105d contains a tokenized
BASIC LET command line starting with the name of the variable
on the left side of the “ = ”. Call the tokenizer routine at 646h = 1606d
before using this example.

Special Comments: The input buffer at 63,105 is also used by the
INPUT statement.
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r-o

ro

ro

r-o

r-o

r-o

r-o

r-o

r-o

The code for the LET routine extends from 9C3h = 2499d to

A2Eh = 2606d.

We have included a BASIC program that calls this LET routine. It also

calls the tokenizer routine at 646h = 1606d. This program turns your Model

100 into a fancy calculator. It can also be modified to turn the Model 100
/ .jf

into an interactive function grabber.

When you run this program, you are asked for the formula of the

function. You should enter it as a BASIC formula F(X) in the single variable

X. Next you are asked to give a starting value, an ending value, and a step

size for X. Once you have entered these, the program displays the values of

X and F(X) for the range and step size that you selected.

INTERACT I ME FUNCTION EM A tlUAT OR

CLEAR 100

PRINT "INPUT A BASIC FORMULA";
PRINT " IN X"
INPUT "F ()<) = " 5B$
A$= " Y = " + B $ + C H R $ ( 0

)

INPUT "STARTING MALUE OF X"iX0
INPUT "ENDING MALUE OF X" iXl
INPUT "STEP SIZE OF X "5X2

TOKENIZE THE FORMULA
A0 = MARPTR ( A$

)

A 1 = PEEK ( A0+1 >+256*PEEK < A0+2)
CALL 1 S0G >0 > A 1

DISPLAY LOOP
FOR X = X0 TO XI STEP X2
CALL 2499 *0 ,63105
PRINT X »Y

NEXT X

Let’s look at the program more closely. On lines 140-170, the formula is

input into the string B$ and packed into the string A$. The string A$
includes a prefix of “Y = ” to supply the variable to the left of the “ = ” as

well as the “ = ”. There is also a zero character packed into the end of A$ to

terminate the string for the ROM routines that we will call.

On lines 190-210, the starting step, ending step, and step size are input

as variables X0, XI
,
and X2. Lines 230-250 compute the address where the

actual bytes of the command string are stored in memory. The tokenizer

routine at 646h = 1606d is called in line 260. Here, HL points to the com-

mand string for our custom LET statement. The display loop for the values

100 '

110 '

120
130 '

140
150
160
170
180 '

190
00
10
20 '

30 '

40
50
60
70 '

80 '

90
300
310
320
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of X and F(X) runs from lines 280-320. It consists of a FOR loop indexed
by the variable X with starting step, ending step, and step size determined
by X0, XI, X2. Inside the FOR loop, the LET routine at 9C3h = 2499d is

called to evaluate the formula Y = F(X), and then the values ofX and Y are
printed on the LCD screen.

To modify this program into an interactive function grapher, replace the
PRIN I command in the FOR loop by a line plotting command. Of course,
you will have to add more controls to keep the screen looking good for the
display.

Now let’s return to our general discussion of the LET command and see
how it is implemented in ROM.

The LET statement is the only BASIC command that doesn’t require a
keyword, although it also accepts lines that begin with the token for the
keyword LET. As part of the command interpreter, BASIC must be able to

detect commands that don’t begin with a token. This function occurs at

840h = 211 2d, just before dispatch to the individual routines for keywords.
Here 80h= 128d is subtracted from the initial character on the line. If the
result is negative, the character is not a token, and a jump is made to the
code for LET.

Let’s now look at the code for LET in more detail. It first calls a routine
at 4790h= 18,320d, which returns the address of the variable on the left

side of the equals sign (see box). Then it checks for the equals sign, aborting
the program and declaring a syntax error if the equals sign is not present.
It next calls a routine at DABh = 3499d to evaluate the right-hand side of
the equals sign. Finally, it moves the computed value into the location
reserved for the variable on the left of the equals sign.

Routine: Address Finder for BASIC Variables

Purpose: To locate the address of a BASIC variable

Entry Point: 4790h = 18,320d

Input: Upon entry, the HL register pair points to (contains the

address of) the name of a variable.

Output: When the routine returns, the DE register pair points to

the location of the variable in BASIC’s table of variables. Informa-
tion such as its data type and value is stored here.

BASIC Example: Not directly applicable

Special Comments: None
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The address finder routine at 4790h= 18,320d expects the address of

the name of the variable in the HL register pair, and it returns the address

of the variable in the DE register pair.

The address finder routine is used by the VARPTR function as well as

the LET command. VARPTR is a BASIC function that returns the address

of a variable whose name is specified or a file whose number is specified.

The code for the VARPTR function starts at F7Eh = 3966d. The part of

the code that deals with the address of a variable begins at F92h = 3986d. It

calls a routine at 482Ch = 18,476d that directly calls the address finder

routine.

Routine: VARPTR— BASIC Function

Purpose: To return the location of a variable or a file

Entry Point: F7Eh - 3966d

Input: Upon input, the HL register pair points to (contains the

address of) the name of a BASIC variable or a BASIC file number.

Output: When the routine returns, the address of the variable or

the file buffer is in the DE register pair.

BASIC Example:

A = VARPTR (X)

where X is a BASIC variable and A is the BASIC variable where the

address ofX will be stored.

Special Comments: Cannot be called from BASIC because the re-

sult is returned in DE.

The address finder routine at 4790h = 18,320d first checks the first

character in the name of the variable. If this is not between A and Z, then it

aborts, declaring a syntax error; otherwise it puts the first character of the

name in the C register. Next it picks up the second character, if present, and

puts it into the B register. If there is no second character in the name, zero

is placed in the B register.

Next, the routine skips through the rest of the name. After reaching the

end of the name, it tries to determine the type of the variable — that is,

whether it is an integer, single-precision real, double-precision real, or string

variable.
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There are two ways that the type can be determined. One is by means
of special symbols such as %, $, !, and #. The other is by declaration through
the DEFIN T, DEFSNG, or DEFDBL statements. This last method specifies
declared default data types according to the first character of the name. If
one of the special symbols (%, $, !, or #) is not found, the address finder
routine looks in a table at FB79h = 64,377d for the declared type (see Figure
3-4). No matter which way the type is determined, it is stored in location
FB65h = 64,357d.

The routine then checks for the telltale parentheses of a variable that is

an array entry. If the parentheses are present, it has to compute the position
of the entry within the array. We won’t describe this process, but it begins at
488Dh= 18,573d.

5

Next, the address finder routine searches for the name of the variable
among the existing variables. Only the first two characters of the name are
used. As we mentioned above, the C register contains the first character,

Initially After command

Address FB79h - 64,377d Address FB79h = 64,377d

8 A 8 A
8 3— Type 8 for double precision 2 B

8 -—'

—

2 C
8 D 2 D
8 E 2 E

8 F Type 2 for integer— » 2 F

8 G 8 G
8 H 8 H
8 l 8 1

8 J 8 J

8 K 8 K

8 i 8 L

8 M 8 M
8 N 8 N
8 O 8 O
8 P 8 P

8 Q
8 Q

8 R 8 -

8 8 S

8 t X. 8 T

8 - \ 8 U
8 8 V
8 W f 8 W
8

y BASIC command:
8 X

8
8 Y

Z8 z DEFINTB-F 8

Figure 3-4. Declared default types
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and the B register contains the second character, if it is present. The code

for this search runs from 4801h= 18,433d to 4828h= 18,472d.

BASIC maintains its variables in a table whose address is stored at

FBB2h = 64,434d (see Figure 3-5). If the address finder routine cannot find

the variable in this table, it makes a place for the variable in the table. The
code for doing this runs from 4835h = 18,485d to about 4875h = 18,549d.

The different types of variables require different amounts of storage in

this table. Integer variables require 5 bytes, string variables require 6 bytes,

single-precision real numbers require 7 bytes, and double-precision real

numbers require 1 1 bytes. In each case, the first byte of its entry in the table

contains a code for the type: 2 for integers, 3 for string variables, 4 for

—1

First variable

End of table

End of table

Figure 3-5. BASIC variable table
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single-precision real numbers, and 8 for double-precision real numbers.
You can see that the code for the type is 3 less than the number of bytes

required in the table. For each of these types, the second and third bytes

contain the ASCII code for the first character and second character in the

name of the variable. If the name consists of only one character, a value of

zero is used for the second character.

Now let’s examine in detail how each type is stored (see Figure 3-6).

For an integer variable, the fourth and fifth bytes of its entry in the table

contain the value of the integer in 16-bit two’s complement binary form.

For string variables, the fourth byte contains the length of the string,

and the fifth and sixth bytes contain the address of the location where the

string is stored in memory.

For single- and double-precision real variables, the fourth through the

last bytes contain the value of the number in a floating-point format. Float-

ing point is like scientific format in that there is a sign, an exponent, and a

Integer

2

\ A A f

Type Name Value

String

Type Name Length Address

Single-precision real

4

\ A A /

Type Name Value

Double-precision real

00

\ A_ A t

Type Name Value

Figure 3-6. Storage allocation for BASIC variable
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mantissa. We will describe how each of these is stored in the Model 100’s

floating-point format.

The sign of the number is stored in bit 7 of the first byte. A bit value of

zero indicates a nonnegative number, and a bit value of 1 indicates a nega-

tive number.

The exponent of the number is stored in bits 0 through 6 of the first

byte, with a bias of 64. This means that the actual exponent is obtained by

subtracting 64 from the value stored in these bits.

The mantissa is stored in BCD form. That is, each decimal digit is

represented by a nibble (four bits). For single precision there are six BCD
digits in the three remaining bytes, and for double precision there are

fourteen BCD digits in the remaining seven bytes. In either case, the deci-

mal point is to the left of the most significant BCD digit.

Let’s look at a couple of examples: the numbers 1.7 and -1.7. For num-
ber 1.7, the sign bit is 0, the actual exponent is 1 ,

and the mantissa has the

BCD digits 1 and 7 followed by zeros. This gives the expansion shown in

Figure 3-7 for the four bytes allotted to the number.

For —1.7, the only difference is that the sign bit is 1 . The other bits are

the same.

Now let’s look at the routine to evaluate the right side of the equals sign.

This expression evaluator routine is located at DABh = 3499d (see box).

Routine: BASIC Expression Evaluator

Purpose: To evaluate BASIC expressions

Entry Point: DABh = 3499d

Input: Upon entry, the HL register pair points to (contains the

address of) a tokenized BASIC expression.

Output: When the program returns, the value of the expression is

contained in BASIC’s accumulator (locations FC1 8h = 64,536d to

FClFh = 64,543d).

BASIC Example: Not directly applicable

Special Comments: None

The expression evaluator routine attacks an expression by assuming

that the expression can be written as two expressions connected by a binary

operation such as + ,

A

, or comparison. It assumes that the value of

the expression on the left has already been determined. It loops around and
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around, trying to process a new binary expression each time. The first time
through the loop, it calls a routine at FlCh = 3868d to get the initial value
on the left (see box).

Routine: BASIC Function Finder

Purpose: To evaluate unary expressions

Entry Point: F 1Ch = 3868d

Input: Upon entry, the HL register pair points to (contains the

address of) a term or function call of an expression in a tokenized
BASIC command line.

Output: When the routine returns, the value of the term or function
is in BASIC’s accumulator (locations FC18h = 64,536d through
FClFh = 64,543d).

BASIC Example: Not directly applicable

Special Comments: None

The expression evaluator uses the system stack to facilitate its operation.
Each time through the loop it compares the priority of the current binary
operation with the priority of the previous binary operation. If the old
operation has higher priority, it is actually performed and then stored in an
area of memory that acts as an accumulator; otherwise, all the information
to be performed is pushed onto the stack. For some expressions, the priori-

ties are such that many operations remain on the stack, but eventually all

operations are performed.

A section of code running from DE6h = 3558d to E28h = 3624d pushes
the needed information onto the system stack. This information includes

the value and type of the expression on the left, the code for the operation,

and a code for its priority. The priorities of these operations are contained

+ j
65(1 actual) 1 7 0 0 0 0 I

* J^_ /

Sign
E’">°ne''" Mantissa

Figure 3-7. Floating point representation for 1.7
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in a table located at 2E2h = 738d. The routine also pushes two addresses of

its own code onto the stack.

The locations FCIBh = 64,536d through FClFh = 64,543d are used as

an accumulator for the expression evaluator. For integers, just

FClAh = 64,538d and FCIBh = 64,539d are used; for single precision,

locations FC18h = 64,536d through FCIBh = 64,539d are used; and for

double precision, all eight locations are used (see Figure 3-8).

Let’s look at a fairly simple example. This example will illustrate how
the stack and the accumulator are used and how special starting and ending

conditions are handled.

Suppose we wish to evaluate the expression:

2 + 3*5 + 4

You should look at Figure 3-9 during the following explanation. The left-

most expression is 2. Its value is put in the accumulator. The first binary

operation is + . The first binary operation is always pushed. First the value

in the accumulator, and then the operation, are pushed onto the stack. The
next value, 3, is then evaluated in the accumulator. The next operation is *.

It has a higher priority than -I-
, so the value 3 from the accumulator and

the * operation are also pushed onto the stack. Next, the value 5 is processed

in the accumulator. The next operation is + ,
which has a lower priority

than the previous operation (*), so evaluation of the * is begun. The com-

putation 3 * 5 is performed and the result left in the accumulator. At this

point the stack contains the 2 and the + ,
and 15 is in the accumulator. The

next operation is + ,
which has the same priority as the + on the stack.

Thus the operation on the stack is performed, yielding 17 in the accumula-

tor. Since no more operations are pending, the value 17 and then the +
operation are pushed onto the stack. Finally, the 4 is processed into the

accumulator. Since the + is the last operation, it is processed, yielding a

result of 2 1 in the accumulator.

FC18h FC19h FClAh FCIBh FCICh FCIDh FClEh FClFh

'V /

Integers
N - -- - i

Single-precision real

Double-precision real
'

.

'
"

.

Figure 3-8. BASIC's accumulator
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Figure 3-9. Evaluating an expression
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The binary operations are performed starting at location E6Ch = 3692d.

The code for the operation ( + ,
*, and so on) is stored at location

FB66h = 64,358d. The types are checked for the left and right sides. If they

are not in agreement, various numerical conversion routines are called to

make sure that the types do match. The tables in low ROM described earlier

are used to dispatch to the appropriate operation.

Now let’s look at the routine at FlCh = 3868d, which evaluates single

expressions. It uses the RST 2 call to skip spaces and look for numerical

values. If it finds a numerical value, itjumps to 3840h = 14,400d, where the

number is converted to the appropriate internal format. It next checks for a

variable by calling the routine at 40F2h= 16,626d, which checks whether

the next character is in the range from A to Z. If it is, the routine jumps to

location FDAh = 4058d, where it calls the routine at 4790h= 18,320d to

search for the variable among the existing variables. It gets the value of this

variable and returns. The routine at FICh = 3868d continues, checking for

such conditions as quotes, minus, NOT, and other unary operations and

functions. It also looks for parentheses. Itjumps to the appropriate code to

handle whatever condition it finds.

Following this loop as it goes from FlCh = 3868d through F46h = 3910d,

to F51h = 3921d through F55h = 3925d, to F60h = 3936d through

F7Dh = 3965d, to FA3h = 4003d through FCBh = 4043d, will allow you to

see how the BASIC intepreter tries to detect all the possible “unary”

operations.

The TELCOM Program

The TELCOM program allows you to use the Model 100 as a smart

terminal for another computer either through an RS-232C communications

line or through a telephone connection. You can even use it to upload and

download text files.

The code for the TELCOM program runs from 5146h = 20,806d to

about 5796h = 22,422d (see box). The main command input loop runs

from 5 1 52h = 20,8 18dto5177h = 20,855d. The commands are input through

the routine at location 4644h= 17,988d, which is called at location

516Ah = 20,842d. Dispatching is done via a routine at 6CA7h = 27,815d,

which is called at 5175h = 20,853d. A table showing the names and ad-

dresses of the TELCOM commands starts at 5185h = 20,869d (see Table

3-1).
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1

Routine: TELCOM
Purpose: To handle telecommunications

Entry Point: 5 146h = 20,806d

Input: None

Output: Enters the 1 ELCOM program

BASIC Example:

CALL 2080G

Special Comments: The routine does not return to BASIC.

One of the TELCOM commands is TERM, which puts you into termi-
nal mode (see box). Here is the BASIC command that will take you directly
from BASIC to TERM:

CALL 21589

T his is useful if you have just saved a BASIC file to another computer over
the RS-232C communications line, using the SAVE ’’COM:... command in
BASIC, and want to reestablish two-way communications with the other
computer.

Command Address

STAT 5100h = 20,736d
TERM 5455h = 21,589d
CALL 522Fh = 21,039d
FIND 524Dh = 21,069d
MENU 5797h = 22,423d

Table 3-1. TELCOM commands
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1

Routine: TERM— a TELCOM mode
Purpose: To establish terminal mode for telecommunications

Entry Point: 5455h = 2 1 ,589d

Input: None

Output: Enters terminal mode of the TELCOM program.

BASIC Example:

CALL 21589

Special Comments: The routine does not return to BASIC.

The TERM mode has several commands. A “dispatcher” routine lo-

cated at 54f Ch = 21 ,756d (see Table 3-1) and a table starting at

550Dh = 2 1,773d are used to branch to the routines for each of these

commands.
In Chapter 7 we will study the serial communications devices and the

ROM routines that run them.

The MENU Program

The MENU program allows you to see what files you have in your Model
100 and select a particular one for editing or execution. It displays the main
menu, which shows a directory of the files. The names of the files are

displayed in six rows with four files to a row, giving a total of twenty-four

possible files. You can select a particular file either by typing its name or by
placing the cursor over the name in the directory and pressing ENTER.

The code for the MENU program extends from 5797h = 22,423d to

about 5B67h = 23,399d. It consists of an initialization section, a main com-
mand loop, and a number of routines to handle the various cursor and
dispatching commands. The command loop gets keystrokes from the user

and interprets them as cursor and selection commands.
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Routine: MENU
Purpose: To display the menu directory and select program or file

Entry Point: 5797h = 22,423d

Input: None

Output: The directory is displayed on the screen.

BASIC Example:

CALL 22423

Special Comments: This CALL will cause you to exit BASIC and

return to the main menu.

The File Directory

The directory is displayed on the LCD screen as part of the initialization

stage of the MENU program. There are a total of twenty-seven possible

entries in the RAM directory. However, there are only twenty-four spots for

entries in the LCD menu display. The other three entries are false entries;

two secretly store the names of those who helped develop the Model 100.

The directory is stored in RAM starting at F962h = 63,842d (see Figure

3-10). Each entry in the RAM directory takes up eleven bytes. The first byte

contains the file type and protection code (see Figure 3-11). The individual

bits are assigned as follows: bit 7 is 1 if the entry is currently being used and

0 if it is invalid, bit 6 is 1 if it is an ASCII (DO) file, bit 5 is 1 if it is a

machine-language file (CO), bit 4 is 1 if it is a ROM file, and bit 3 is 1 if it is

an invisible file. Thus, for example, the ROM programs BASIC, TEXT,
TELCOM, ADDRSS, and SCHEDL are stored as files of type B0h = 176d

(valid, machine language, and ROM bits are all on). The second and third

bytes contain the address of the body of the hie in the usual low/high format.

The next eight bytes contain the name of the hie. For files created by the

Model 100’s various utilities, the hrst six bytes contain the main part of the

name and the last two bytes contain the file extension. If the main part of

the name is less than six characters, the remaining bytes between the main

part of the name and the file extension are filled with spaces.
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Figure 3-10. The directory
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Figure 3-11. The bits of the file type byte
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The following BASIC program displays the directory, giving file type

and address for each file. It even shows the hidden files.

100 ' DISPLAY DIRECTORY
110 /

120 FOR I = G3842 TO G4138 STEP 11
130 PRINT USING "###"

5 PEEK (1)5
140 ADR = PEEK ( 1+1 ) + 25G* PEEK ( 1+2

)

150 PRINT USING "######" 5 ADR 5
"

1B0 FOR K = 3 TO 10
170 PRINT CHR$ ( PEEK ( I+K ) ) 5

180 NEXT K

190 PRINT
200 NEXT I

The program is straightforward. It consists of a loop that goes through

all the directory entries, displaying the numbers and text as described above.

Now let’s look at the MENU program in ROM. It is located at

5797h = 22,423d. It begins by setting up the screen for display of the menu.

It turns off the reverse characters, cursor, and function key display, and it

unlocks the display. It displays the time and date and the Microsoft copy-

right notice.

The main loop for displaying directory entries begins at 57F8h = 22,520d.

Just before the loop, the DE register pair is loaded with the address of a

short table located at 5BlEh = 23,326d (See Figure 3-12). This table con-

tains the following list of file types: B0h= l76d, F0h = 240d, C0h= 192d,

80h = 1 28d, and AOh = 1 60d. The table terminates with a zero. This routine

will display directory entries with only these file types, and it will display

them in this order. The first type (B0h= 175d) corresponds to the ROM
program files such as BASIC, TEXT, and TELCOM. If you look at your

display, you will see that they are always listed first. The third type

(C0h= 192d) corresponds to regular ASCII files (file extension DO), and

the fourth type (80h= 128d) corresponds to regular BASIC program hies

(hie extension BA). You will notice that all ASCII (DO) files are listed before

all BASIC (BA) hies.

The main loop of the directory display gets a hie type from the table,

places it in the C register, and calls a routine at 5970h = 22,896d to display

all directory entries of that file type. The loop continues until all the hies of

these hve displayable types are displayed on the LCD screen.

The routine at 5970h = 22,896d loads the DE register pair with the

beginning address of the directory (F962h = 63,842d) and the B register

with the value 27, which is the total number of directory entries. It then

goes into a loop that cycles through the entries, picking up the hie type and
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comparing it against the specified file type in the C register. If the types do

not match, it skips the entry. If they do, the filename is displayed at the

appropriate place on the screen. A routine at 59C9h = 22,985d sets the

proper cursor position on the screen for the entry.

The main directory display routine concludes by filling in missing en-

tries with a pattern and displaying “Select:” at the bottom of the screen.

The Command Loop

The main command loop extends from 585Ah = 22,6 1 8d to

588Bh = 22,667d. Its purpose is to get and interpret the user’s keystroke

commands for the MENU program.

The command loop starts with a conditional call to the BEEP routine

(see Chapter 8), which is executed if the command buffer has overflowed.

Next it calls a routine at 5D70h = 23,920d to update the time and date on

the LCD screen (see box). Then it calls a routine at 5D64h = 23,908d to

wait for a character from the keyboard. It checks for various special ASCII

codes. An ASCII 13 (enter) causes it tojump to 58F7h = 22,775d, an ASCII

8 (backspace) or 7Fh = 127d (delete) causes it tojump to 588Eh = 22,670d,

and an ASCII 15h = 2 Id ( CTRL ) U causes it tojump to 5837h = 22,583d. If

the ASCII code is not one of these but is less than 20h = 32d, the loopjumps

to 589Ch = 22,684d. If none of these occur, the character is printed as part

of the command line on the bottom of the display.

Let’s look at the cursor control commands in a bit more detail. The
positions for the entries on the screen are numbered from 0 to 23 in the

code that controls the cursor. The numbering system is simple: position 0 is

the upper left position of the menu, position 1 is the position just to the

right of position 0, and so on, left to right from top to bottom of the menu.

The current position is stored in FDEEh = 24,046d, and the current

maximum position is stored at FDEEh = 65,007d. The right arrow routine

increments the current position by 1, the left arrow routine decrements the

current position by 1 ,
the down arrow routine adds 4 to the current position,

and the up arrow routine subtracts 4 from the current position. If the

current position exceeds the number of entries or becomes negative, it is

wrapped around. You can see how the cursor wraps or cycles around the

display as you repeatedly hit any one arrow key.

The routine to handle ( ENTER j actually does the dispatching to the

selected menu entry. This routine is located at 58F7h = 22,775d. The loca-

tion FDEDh = 65,005d is checked to see if the cursor position or the com-

mand line on the bottom of the screen should be used. If the cursor position

is used, the routine counts through a table of addresses that maps the

position numbers of the entries on the screen with the corresponding posi-
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tions in the directory in RAM. This table begins at FDAlh = 64,929d. The
( ENTER ) routine finds the directory entry in RAM and checks the file type.

For file type A0h=160d, it jumps to 254Bh = 9547d; for file type BOh
(ROM command files), itjumps to 596Fh = 22,895d; for file type FOh = 240d,
itjumps to F624h = 63,0 1 2d (a RAM location); and for file type COh = 192d
(ASCII files), it jumps to 5F65h = 24,421d. If the file type is none of the
above, it is treated as a BASIC file. After shoving the beginning address into

location F67Ch = 63,100d and doing a couple of other things, the routine
jumps to the execution loop of the BASIC interpreter.

The ADDRSS and SCHEDL Programs

The ADDRSS and SCHEDL programs are utilities that allow you to use
your machine better. The ADDRSS program helps you to find addresses
and telephone numbers that you have stored in your Model 100’s memory,
and the SCHEDL program helps you look up notes of things.

The code for the ADDRSS program extends from 5B68h = 23,400d to

about 5B6Eh = 23,406d. I he code for the SCHEDL program extends from
5B6Fh = 23,407d to about 5BA8h = 23,464d. Both programs jump to
5B74h = 23,41 2d.

Routine: ADDRSS
Purpose: To locate addresses and telephone numbers in the per-

sonal address directory file ADRS.DO

Entry Point: 5B68h = 23,400d

Input: None

Output: Enters the ADDRS program

BASIC Example:

CALL 23400

Special Comments: This CALL does not return to BASIC.
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Routine: SCHEDL
Purpose: To locate schedule items in the personal notes file NOTE.DO

Entry Point: 5B6Fh = 23,407d

Input: None

Output: Enters the SCHEDL program

BASIC Example:

CALL 23407

Special Comments: This CALL does not return to BASIC.

The ADDRSS and SCHEDL programs behave very much like, and

share much code with, the TEXT program described below. For this reason,

we will not investigate these programs any further.

The TEXT Program

The TEXT program is the editor or word processor for the Model 100.

The code for this program extends from 5DEEh = 24,046d to about

6BF0h = 27,632d. It consists of an initialization section, a main character

input loop, and a set of routines to implement the various cursor control

and editing commands.

Routine: TEXT
Purpose: To edit text files

Entry Point: 5DEEh = 24,046d

Input: None

Output: Enters the TEXT program

BASIC Example:

CALL 24046

Special Comments: This CALL does not return to BASIC.
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The first part of the code for TEXT sets up the screen and gets the file

to be edited. It calls a routine at 5A7Ch = 23,164d to set the function key
display. It uses the table at 5E22h = 24,098d, which is empty. There are no
function keys available at this point of the TEXT program. It then displays
a message asking you to enter the file. It calls a routine at 2206h = 87 l()d to

get the filename and locate the file and then jumps to 5F65h = 24,42 Id to

edit the file. If a new file needs to be created, the routine called MAKTXT
at 220Fh = 8719d is called. Location 5F65h = 24,42 Id is the same entry
point dispatched to by the MENU program for ASCII files.

Routine: MAKTXT
Purpose: To create a text file

Entry Point: 220Fh = 87 1 9d

Input: Upon entry, the filename must be stored in memory, starting

at location FC93h = 64,659d. The .DO part of the file name need
not be included.

Output: Enters the TEXT program

BASIC Example:

CALL 8719

Special Comments: None

I he code at 5F65h — 24,42 Id sets up the screen for normal editing and
loads the function keys with the options “Find”, “Load”, “Save”, “Copy”, and
so on.

The main edit loop extends from 5FDDh = 24,541d to 6015h = 24,597d.
The loop looks like a subroutine with a RET instruction at the end. However,
at the top of the loop, the address of the top of the loop is pushed onto the
stack. Thus the RET returns to the top each time.

At 5FEDh = 24,557d, the edit loop calls a routine at 63E5h = 25,573d
to get the next key (see box). For control characters, it uses a table at

6015h = 24,597d to dispatch to routines to perform the various editing
functions. For regular characters, it jumps to 608Ah = 24,7 14d, where it

enters the character into the text.
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Routine: Get Key

Purpose: To wait for a key for TEXT program

Entry Point: 63E5h = 25,573d

Input: From the keyboard

Output: Upon return, the ASCII code of the key is in the A register.

BASIC Example: Not applicable

Special Comments: Only called from TEXT

The Initialization Routines

The initialization routines help set up or configure the various I/O

devices in the Model 100 to start the computer after it gets stuck and will

not respond to you through the keyboard.

The code for warm and cold I/O initialization runs from about

6CD6h = 27,862d to 6D3Eh = 27,966d (see boxes). The last part of the

ROM, starting at 7D33h = 32,05 1 d, contains code to start up the computer.

Routine: INITIO— Cold Start

Purpose: To cold start the I/O of the Model 100

Entry Point: 6CD6h = 27,862d

Input: None

Output: The Model 100 I/O is reset— cold start.

BASIC Example:

CALL 27862

Special Comments: Watch out, this is a cold restart! It clears the

area from FF40h = 65,344d to FFFDh = 65,533d. This area con-

tains the keyboard buffer, among other things. It continues into the

warm start reset after clearing that area.
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Routine: INITIO— Warm Start

Purpose: To warm start the I/O of the Model 100

Entry Point: 6CE0h = 27,872d

Input: None

Output: Initializes the I/O devices of the Model 100.

BASIC Example:

CALL 27872

Special Comments: None

The Primitive Device Routines

The code for the primitive-level routines for handling devices runs from

about 6D3Fh = 27,967d to 7D32h = 32,050d and includes tables. In subse-

quent chapters we will study many of these routines in detail.

Summary

In this chapter we have surveyed the Model 100’s ROM from beginning

to end. We have concentrated on the areas that manage the BASIC inter-

preter and the MENU program, for these are the keys to understanding

many other secrets of the Model 100’s operation.

A particular area of interest is the code for the LET command, in which

the BASIC interpreter finds variables and evaluates expressions. We have

shown how you can gain direct control of this code to make an interactive

function evaluator.
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Hidden Powers of the
Liquid Crystal Display

Concepts
How liquid crystal displays work
How to program the LCD

1 he Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) is the main output device for the

Model 100. As such, it provides a good starting point for understanding the

operation of the Model 100. The LCD also represents a new approach in

display technology, an approach that has much promise because it requires

less power and space than the older video technology. It is one of the major
reasons why the Model 100 is truly portable.

We will start our exploration of the LCD with a general description of

liquid crystal displays and then see in detail how the built-in display of the

Model 100 works. We will see how to program the display screen, both
directly and by calling various levels of subroutines in the computer’s ROM.

How Liquid Crystal Displays Work

In contrast to the more traditional video CRT (cathode ray tube), a

liquid crystal display does not generate its own light. Instead, it selectively

blocks light that comes from the outside.

If you look closely at the LCD of your Model 1 00, you will see that it

consists of a two-dimensional array of tiny squares. These are the picture

elements (pixels) of the display (see Figure 4-1). The horizontal pixel posi-

tions are numbered from 0 to 239 from left to right, and the vertical

positions are labeled from 0 to 63 from top to bottom.
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Each tiny square is a sandwich in which the “bread” consists of polarized

filter material and the “filling” is made of liquid crystal. Glass plates sepa-

rate the liquid crystal from the polarizing filters in this sandwich (see Figure

4-2).

Each pixel can be individually lightened or darkened by applying a

voltage to it that affects its transparency. A layer of reflective material

behind the entire display helps bounce the light through those pixels of the

display that are transparent.

To understand how the pixels can be made more or less transparent,

you must understand a little about the theory of light. Light is electromag-

netic radiation; that is, it consists of combinations of electrical and magnetic

waves.

Ordinary light consists of a hodgepodge of individual light waves. Each

individual light wave is a precisely balanced pair of electrical and magnetic

waves. These component waves both travel in the same direction, the direc-

tion of motion of the wave; they vibrate at the same frequency, the frequency

of the wave; but their directions of vibration are perpendicular to each

other and to the direction of the motion of the wave (see Figure 4-3). The
two directions of vibration determine an oriented plane called the “plane of

vibration”. This gives an orientation to each individual light wave.

A polarizing filter polarizes light by allowing only those light waves to

pass through it that are oriented in a certain way. That is, it blocks light
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waves whose electrical (or magnetic) components do not line up in a certain

direction. Light that has passed through such a filter is said to be ’’pola-

rized”, because the orientations of its individual light waves are closely

aligned with each other.

When two polarizing filters are placed together face to face, they will let

through light if their polarizations are aligned but will block most of the

light if their polarizations are twisted with respect to each other.

Liquid crystal twists the orientation of the light that passes through it.

The amount of the twist depends upon the voltage applied to the crystal.

When the crystal is sandwiched between two polarizing filters, this twisting,

and hence the voltage applied to the liquid crystal, is translated into the

degree of transparency of the sandwich.

Light comes into an LCD display from the outside, goes through the

sandwich, is reflected from the mirrorlike surface behind the display, and
comes back through the display to your eyes. The amount of light that

makes its way through this arrangement depends on your viewing angle as

well as the voltage that is applied to the liquid crystal. The adjustment wheel

on the right side of your Model 100 allows you to select the best voltage for

optimum visibility from your particular viewing angle.
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Each pixel of the display can be individually controlled with its own
voltage. On the Model 100, a display element is transparent when little

voltage is applied and becomes opaque as more voltage is applied. On some
systems direct current is used, but on the Model 100 alternating current is

used to extend the life of the display.

The Model 100’s display screen consists of a 240 by 64 array of pixels,

len chips called “LCD horizontal drivers” directly control ten different
regions of the display. Each horizontal driver has 50 lines that can control
50 horizontal positions of the display. The drivers come in pairs, one to
control the upper 32 rows and one to control the lower 32 rows of each
horizontal section of the display (see Figure 4-4). You can see from this

figure that four pairs of horizontal LCD drivers control the first 200 hori-
zontal positions (in 50-position sections) and one pair controls the last 40
positions. These last two horizontal drivers have only 40 of their 50 outputs
connected to the display.

Each horizontal LCD driver stores a total of 1600 bits, one for each of
the pixels in a 50 by 32 section of the display (except of course for the last

pair of drivers, which don’t map to a complete 50 by 32 section). The 1600

Figure 4-3. Components of a light wave
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bits are stored in four banks of 50 bytes. Each bank corresponds to a 50 by

8 strip of the display. Bank 0 corresponds to the top eight rows of pixels,

bank 1 corresponds to the next eight rows, bank 2 corresponds to the next

eight rows, and the last eight rows correspond to bank 3. Within each bank,

each byte corresponds to a 1 by 8 column of pixels (see Figure 4-5).

The horizontal LCD drivers continually refresh the display on their

particular sections of the screen. Each output line to the display refreshes a

1 by 32 column of pixels. The information is sent through these lines

serially, first the top row, then the second row, and so on, over and over

again, creating a top-to-bottom scanning pattern.

A pair of vertical LCD drivers controls the rows of the display, enabling

and disabling them in synchronization with the above-mentioned scanning

pattern. One vertical driver controls the upper 32 rows of pixels, and the

other controls the lower 32 rows. The two vertical drivers scan at the same

rate and time through their own parts of the display. When the horizontal

drivers produce the information for their first row, the vertical drivers enable

only their first row, and so on (see figure 4-6).

The scanning rate is one row about every 446 microseconds. The entire

32 rows are scanned about every 14.3 milliseconds, or 70 times a second.

This is slightly faster than a CRT display is normally scanned.
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In contrast to the horizontal drivers, the vertical drivers do not store any
information; they merely maintain a constant scanning pattern.

50 bytes

Figure 4-5. Banks and bytes in a horizontal LCD driver
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Figure 4-6. Vertical LCD drivers
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How to Program the LCD

You can program the LCD screen by sending bytes to the horizontal

LCD driver chips. These bytes can also be read back at a later time.

You can separately address each individual pixel in the entire display. lo

do this, you must determine the pixel’s LCD driver, its “bank” within the

LCD driver, its horizontal byte position within the bank, and its position

within that byte. The Model 100 figures this out each time you ask it to plot

a point with the PSET or PRESET command, and it makes a similar com-

putation each time it puts a character on the screen. In this chapter we will

see exactly how this works.

To control the LCD, you use port FEh = 254d to send commands and

read status and port FFh = 255d to send and receive data bytes (see Figure

4-7). We will discuss this in more detail later.

Ports B9h= 185d and BAh = 186d specify which of the ten horizontal

drivers is being addressed. For port B9h= 185d, bits 0 through 4 control

the selection of the five LCD drivers across the top of the display in left to

right order, and bits 5 through 7 control three of the LCD drivers on the

lower left part of the display. Bits 0 and 1 of port BAh= 186d control the

remaining two LCD drivers for the lower right part of the screen (see Figure

4-7). To turn an LCD driver “on”, so that it can receive a command or

transfer data, put a one in the corresponding bit; and to turn it “off’, put a

zero in that bit. For example, if you put 0000 1010 binary into port B9h = 1 85d

and the binary pattern 10 into bits 0 and 1 of port BAh= 186d, then the

LCD drivers will be “on” and “off” in the following pattern:

off on off on off

off off off off on

Usually, only one LCD driver is programmed at a time; thus there is usually

only one “1” bit, with the rest equal to “0”.

Several words of warning are needed about using ports B9h = 185d and

BAh= 186d because they are also used for a number of other functions,

including the power, keyboard, clock, buzzer, and communications lines.

Since keyboard scanning, cursor blinking, and clock reading are going on

constantly as a background task, you must turn this background task off

before selecting the LCD drivers. This is somewhat dangerous, since if you

don’t turn this task back on, your keyboard will no longer work, and you will

lose control of your machine. Fortunately, when you program in BASIC, the

keyboard-cursor-clock is turned back on for the INPUT statement and as

BASIC finishes running your program.
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You should be careful not to disturb bits 2 through 7 of port BAh = 186d.

In fact, if you put a zero into bit 4 of this port, you will turn off the power

to the machine! To properly program this port, you must read the port first,

AND its contents with the mask 11111100 binary, OR the contents with

OOOOOOaa binary, where aa is the desired pattern for bits 0 and 1 ,
and then

put the result back into the port.

LCD commands, which are sent through port FEh = 254d, allow you to

turn the display on and off and specify how data bytes are to be loaded in

and out of the LCD driver chip. Each command byte consists of two parts

or fields: a two-bit bank selector held that is stored in bits 6 and 7, and a six-

bit held that is stored in bits 0 through 5.

7

:

. . .
. "

; .

...

Port FFh = 255d
6
5
4

(Data)

3
2
1

0

Bank select r 7
A

Port FEh = 254d

r 5

4

(Control & status)

Byte select
3

2

1

L o

Port BAh = 186d
(LCD driver select)

0
l

7 Port B9h = 1 85d
6

5
4

(LCD driver select)

3
2

1

0

Figure 4-7. Control, status, and data ports for the LCD
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The six-bit field of the command byte contains a number between 0 and
63. If this number is in the range from 0 to 49, it indicates a horizontal byte

position in the bank specified by the two-bit bank select field. This byte

position is called the current byte position and is used to indicate where the

next byte will be loaded in or out of the driver. For example, if you send the

command byte the binary value 01000011, then the bank select field is 01,
and the horizontal position field is 000011 binary or 3 decimal. Thus the

next data byte will be at position 3 of bank 1 (see Figure 4-8).

Values greater than 49 in the six-bit field program the LCD driver in

other ways. For example, a value of 56 in the six-bit field turns off the

display, making the corresponding part of the screen blank; a value of 57
turns the display back on, and values of 58 and 59 affect the order in which
bytes are to be loaded in or out of the display.

After a data byte is loaded in or out of the driver (through port
FFh = 255d), the current position is advanced. Normally the position ad-
vances to the right, but you can reverse the direction by sending a command
byte with a value of 58 in its six-bit field. In this mode bytes are loaded into

the LCD in right-to-left order. To return to the normal left-to-right loading
order, send a command byte of 59.

As we noted above, to address an individual pixel of the display, you
must determine its LCD driver, its bank, its horizontal byte position, and its

position within that byte. Here is a BASIC program that illustrates how
these considerations can be used to plot a pixel anywhere on the screen.
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100 ' LCD DIRECT PROGRAMMING
110 CLS
120 INPUT "LCD ENABLE BITS <0-1023> H 5E

130 INPUT "LCD BANK (0-3)" 5B

1 £1 0 INPUT "LCD BYTE POSITION (0-63)" ?H

150 INPUT "LCD BYTE UALUE (0-255)" iV

160 INPUT "NUMBER OF BYTES ( >0 )
" ?N

170 CALL 30300
180 OUT 185 » E AND 255
180 PI = INP ( 186 ) AND 254
200 OUT 1 86 t PI OR (3 AND E/256)
210 OUT 254 t 64* ( B AND 3) + (63 AND H)

220 FOR I = 1 TO N

230 OUT 255 # 255 AND U

240 NEXT I

Line 1 1 0 clears the screen so that you can better see the program’s

result. It also forces the input statement to the top of the screen so that the

display won’t scroll and make your result disappear before you can examine

it. Lines 120-160 input five parameters, specifying the acceptable ranges

for their values (see Figure 4-9). E is the ten-bit enable/disable pattern that

is sent to ports B9h = 185d and BAh= 186d. This selects a combination of

LCD drivers. B selects one of the four banks in the selected LCD drivers. H
selects the horizontal byte position within the bank. V specifies the bit

pattern for the byte. N specifies the number of bytes that will be sent to the

LCD drivers. Line 1 70 turns off the clock-cursor-keyboard background task.

(This routine is located at 765Ch = 30,300d, as we shall see later.) Line 180

sets the lower eight enable/disable bits, and lines 190-200 set the upper two

enable/disable bits for the LCD drivers. Line 210 computes the bank and

horizontal position command byte and sends it out port FEh = 254d. Lines

220-240 form a FOR...NEXT loop to send the data byte out port FFh = 255d

the specified number of times. Try typing this program in and running it.

In the next section we will see how the Model 100 controls these quan-

tities to plot points, lines, boxes, and characters.

ROM Routines for the LCD

The Model 100 ROM contains routines to plot and erase points, to draw

lines and boxes, and to print characters on the screen. It also contains code

to make the cursor blink. We’ll discuss these routines in detail so you can

learn how to take advantage of them. You will find them useful for creating

special effects such as scrolling subsections of the screen and making real-

time displays of complex data. Flaving complete control of the screen is

especially useful if you are designing games or educational programs.
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E selects LCD drivers

B selects one bank of LCD

H selects byte position in bank

012345

V selects bit pattern in byte

N selects number of bytes loaded

Figure 4-9. How E, B, H, V, and N program the LCD
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Point Plotting

Let’s start with the point-plotting routines. They give you control of each

individual dot on the screen. In BASIC, the PSET and PRESET commands
are used to plot points. PSET is used to turn on pixels, and PRESET is

used to turn them off.

PSET and PRESET

BASIC commands are implemented as routines in the ROM. The rou-

tine for PSET starts at lC57h = 7255d (see box), and the routine for PRE-

SET starts at lC66h = 7270d (see box). These routines first call a routine

starting at lD2Eh = 7470d, which gets the (x,y) coordinates of the point

from the BASIC command line (see box).

Routine: PSET Command
Purpose: To plot a point on the LCD screen

Entry Point: lC57h = 7255d

Input: Upon entry, the HL register pair points to the end of the

PSET command line, which contains the coordinates of the point in

tokenized form. (See the TRS-80® Model 100 Portable Computer manual

for the syntax of the PSET command.)

Output: To the screen

BASIC Example:

CALL 7255,0,63105

where the input buffer at F681h = 63,105d contains a tokenized

BASIC PSET command line starting with the coordinates of the

point. Call the tokenizer routine at 646h= 1606d before using this

example.

Special Comments: The input buffer at F681h = 63,105d is also

used by the INPUT command.
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Routine: PRESET Command
Purpose: To erase a point on the LCD screen

Entry Point: lC66h = 7270d

Input: Upon entry, the HL register pair points to the end of the

PRESET command line, which contains the coordinates of the point
in tokenized form. (See the TRS-80® Model 100 Portable Computer
manual for the syntax of the PRESET command.)

Output: To the screen

BASIC Example:

CALL 7270 1 0 >63105
'

where the input buffer at F681h = 63,105d contains a tokenized
BASIC PRESET command line starting with the coordinates of the

point. Call the tokenizer routine at 646h= 1606d before using this

example.

Special Comments: The input buffer at F681h = 63,105d is also

used by the INPUT command.

Routine: Get (x,y) Coordinate

Purpose: To get (x,y) coordinate from BASIC command line

Entry Point: 1 D2Eh = 747()d

Input: Upon entry, the HL register pair points to a tokenized string

containing the (x,y) coordinates.

Output: When the routine returns, the D register contains the value
of the x-coordinate and the E register contains the value of the y-

coordinate.

BASIC Example: Not directly applicable

Special Comments: None
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PLOT/UNPLOT

For PSET the plotting routine is at 744Ch = 29,772d and is called PLOT

(see box), and for PRESET it is at 744Dh = 29,773d and is called UNPLOT
(see box). These are really two entries into the same plotting routine. In the

first case, a nonzero value is placed in the A register at the beginning of the

routine. In the second case, the A register is cleared at the beginning of the

plotting routine. In either case, the x-coordinate (horizontal position) is in

the D register, and the y-coordinate (vertical position) is in the E register.

Routine: PLOT
Purpose: To plot a point on the LCD display screen

Entry Point: 744Ch = 29,772d

Input: Upon entry, the D register contains the x-coordinate and the

E register contains the y-coordinate.

Output: To the screen

BASIC Example: Not directly applicable

Special Comments: None

Routine: UNPLOT
Purpose: To erase a point on the LCD display screen

Entry Point: 744Dh = 29,773d

Input: Upon entry, the D register contains the x-coordinate and the

E register contains the y-coordinate.

Output: To the screen

BASIC Example: Not directly applicable

Special Comments: None
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The first action taken by the PLOT/UNPLOT routine is to call a routine
starting at 765Ch = 30,300d that turns off the clock-cursor-keyboard back-
ground task (see box). Specifically, this routine turns off interrupt number
7.5, which is normally generated by the clock chip every four milliseconds
to run the clock-cursor-keyboard background task. (This interrupt will be
discussed in more detail in Chapters 5 and 6.)

Routine: Turn Off and Reset Interrupt 7.5

Purpose: To turn off and rearm interrupt 7.5

Entry Point: 765Ch = 30,300d

Input: None

Output: When the routine returns, interrupt 7.5 is disabled and
rearmed for the next time it is enabled.

BASIC Example:

CALL 30300

Special Comments: The interrupt can be reenabled in a number of
ways, such as by means of a PRINT command or the termination of
a BASIC program.

The PLOT/UNPLOT routine divides the x-coordinate by 50. The quo-
tient determines which pair of horizontal LCD drivers controls the pixel,

and the remainder determines the byte position within the driver.

Enabling the LCD Drivers

The y-coordinate is processed to determine whether the pixel is in the
upper or lower half of the screen. This determines which set of five horizon-
tal LCD drivers should be addressed. The HL register points to the first

half of a table in memory for the upper half of the screen and the second
half of the table for the lower half of the screen (see Figure 4-10). This table

contains the bit patterns for enabling the LCD drivers through ports
B9h = 185d and BAh = 186d. The quotient determined by the PLOT/UN-
PLOT routine is added to the HL register to point to the bit pattern for the
desired LCD driver. Then the routine at 753Bh = 30,01 Id (see box) is called
to send these enable/disable bits to select the correct LCD driver.
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Routine: Enable LCD Drivers

Purpose: To enable LCD drivers

Entry Point: 753Bh = 30,01 Id

Input: Upon entry, the HL register pair points to an entry in special

tables in memory that contain bit patterns to set the 8 1 55 PIO chip

that controls the LCD drivers. There are two such tables. One table

begins at 755 lh = 30,033d, has three bytes per entry, and is indexed

by the column position for character positions. The other (see Fig-

ure 4-10) begins at 7643h = 30275d, has two bytes per entry, and is

indexed by the particular LCD driver.

Output: The specified LCD driver is enabled, and the others are

disabled.

BASIC Example:

CALL 3001 1 t0 >30275 + 2*L

where L is a number between 0 and 9 and indicates the particular

LCD driver.

Special Comments: None

The bits that determine the bank number are shifted into the upper two

bits, their correct position within the command byte. The bank bits and the

horizontal byte position are combined and stored in the B register, ready to

be sent to the command port of the LCD driver.

Because the bit for the pixel is stored within a byte that has bits for

seven other pixels, the contents of the byte must be read first. This way the

values for the other bits can be preserved when the byte is put back.

The routine to read the byte from the LCD driver is located at

74F5h = 29,941d (see box). It waits for the LCD driver status to indicate

that the driver is ready to receive a command. Then it sends the command
byte. Finally, it reads the data byte (when status indicates the data byte is

ready). The ready status is contained in bit 7 of port FEh = 254d.
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Routine: Read LCD Bytes

Purpose: To read a sequence of bytes from an LCD driver

Entry Point: 74F5h = 29,94 Id

Input: Upon entry, the B register contains a command byte for the

selected LCD driver, the HL register pair points to an area of mem-
ory to which the bytes are to be transferred, and the E register

contains the number of bytes to be transferred. The command byte

usually selects the bank and byte position within the byte. See the

text for further explanation.

Output: When the routine returns, the bytes from the LCD driver

are in memory, starting at the location specified by HL upon entry.

BASIC Example: Not directly applicable

Special Comments: None

Address Binary data Address

76543210 76543210

00000000|00000001 7643H

00000000 00000010 7645

h

00000000 00000100 7647h

00000000 00001000 7649h

00000000 00010000 764Bh

00000000 00100000 764Dh

00000000 01000000 764Fh

0000000010000000 7651 h

00000001 00000000 7653h

00000010 00000000 7655h

7644

h

7646h

7648h

764Ah

764Ch

764EH

7650b

7652h

7654h

7656h

Sent to Sent to

port BAh port B9h

00000000 00000001

00000000 00000010

00000000 00000100

00000000 00001000

00000000 00010000

00000000 00100000

00000000 01000000

00000000 10000000

00000001 00000000

00000010 00000000

Figure 4-10. Table for enabling LCD drivers for point plotting
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The y-coordinate is used to determine a mask for the bit position within

the byte. This uses some modular arithmetic and the same table that was

used for the ports B9h= 185d and BAh= 186d. The mask contains a “1”

in the correct bit position and “0” in the other positions. For the PSET
command, the mask is ORed with the byte just read from the LCD driver.

For the PRESET command, the mask is used to clear the appropriate bit of

this byte.

The correctly modified byte is sent back to the LCD driver by calling the

routine at 74F6h = 29,94 Id (see box). This works almost the same as the

read routine; indeed, it is the same except for a byte at its entry.

Routine: Write LCD Bytes

Purpose: To write a sequence of bytes to an LCD driver

Entry Point: 74F6h = 29,9 14d

Input: Upon entry, the B register contains a command byte for the

selected LCD driver, the HL register pair points to an area of mem-
ory from which the bytes are to be transferred, and the E register

contains the number of bytes to be transferred. The command byte

usually selects the bank and byte position within the byte. See the

text for further explanation.

Output: When the routine returns, the bytes from the specified

memory area are transferred to the LCD driver.

BASIC Example: Not directly applicable

Special Comments: None

The last thing that the PLOT/UNPLOT routine does is turn on the 7.5

interrupt so that the clock-cursor-keyboard background task can continue.

The routine to do this is located at 743Ch = 29,756d (see box). Remember
that this background task must continue to operate in order for the key-

board to function.
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Routine: Turn on Interrupt 7.5

Purpose: To enable interrupt 7.5

Entry Point: 743Ch = 29,756d

Input: None

Output: To the interrupt control

BASIC Example:

CALL 2975G

Special Comments: None

Line Drawing

Line drawing and area filling are at the next higher level above point

plotting. The routine to draw lines starts at lC6Dh = 7277d (see box). It

can be invoked from the BASIC LINE command. The LINE command has

a number of parameters and options. It can draw lines and rectangles (filled

or unfilled). The endpoints of the lines and the corners of the rectangles

can be specified either as a pair of points in the form

(xl,yl)-(x2,y2)

or as a single point in the form

-(x2,y2)

You can see that in the second case, the first point is not specified. Instead,

an unseen graphic cursor called the “CP” (current position) is used. Each

time a point, line, or box is drawn with the PSET, PRESET, or LINE
commands, the CP is updated to the last point referenced. This is done at

lD46h = 7494d in the routine by getting the (x,y) coordinates from the

command line. The CP is stored at location F64Eh — 63,054d.
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Routine: LINE— BASIC command (Graphics)

Purpose: To draw a line on the LCD screen

Entry Point: lC6Dh = 7277d

Input: Upon entry, the HL register pair points to the end of the

LINE command line, which contains the coordinates of the point in

tokenized form. See the TRS-80® Model 100 Portable Computer man-
ual for the syntax of the LINE command.

Output: To the screen

BASIC Example:

CALL 7277 >0 tG3 1 05

where the input buffer at F681h = 63,105d contains a tokenized

BASIC LINE command line starting with the coordinates of the

point. Call the tokenizer routine at 646h = 1 606d before using this

example.

Special Comments: None

The line-drawing routine uses a form of Bresenham’s line-drawing al-

gorithm and calls either PLOT or UNPLOT to plot or erase points along
the line, depending upon the particular “color” chosen. Bresenham’s line

drawing algorithm is a well-known method for drawing lines quickly. It

consists of an initialization stage and a tight loop that steps through the

pixels along the line, performing a series of vertical, horizontal, and diago-

nal moves. In the Model 100’s ROM the initialization part starts at

lCD9h = 7385d, and the loop starts at lDOCh = 7436d.
The box-drawing option of the LINE command calls the Bresenham

algorithm four times, once for each side of the box. The routine for this is

at lCBCh = 7356d (see box). A box-fill option at lCA5h = 7333d (see box)
has a loop that calls the Bresenham algorithm over and over again to fill in

all the rows inside a specified rectangle.
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Routine: Box— Unfilled

Purpose: To draw an unfilled box on the LCD screen

Entry Point: lCBCh = 7356d

Input: Upon entry, the coordinates of two opposite corner points of

the box are on the stack. For each of the two corner points there is

one word on the stack. The upper byte of this word contains the x-

coordinate, and the lower byte contains the y-coordinate.

Output: To the screen

BASIC Example: Not directly applicable

Special Comments: None

Routine: Box— Filled

Purpose: To draw a filled box on the LCD screen

Entry Point: lCA5h = 7333d

Input: Upon entry, the coordinates of two opposite corner points of

the box are on the stack. For each of the two corner points there is

one word on the stack. The upper byte of this word contains the x-

coordinate, and the lower byte contains the y-coordinate.

Output: To the screen

BASIC Example: Not directly applicable

Special Comments: None

Character Plotting (Text)

The routines to plot characters on the screen are more complicated than

the point- or line-drawing routines. The text routines have a multitude of

levels; that is, a higher-level routine calls a lower-level routine, which calls a

still lower-level routine, and so forth. We’ll go through these routines level

by level.
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Level 1

Character plotting at the highest level (level 1) can be called by the RST
4 instruction. This is a software interrupt; that is, it is a CPU instruction

that acts just like a hardware interrupt. The RST 4 instruction calls what-
ever routine is located at address 20h = 32d. In the Model 100’s ROM,
address 20h = 32d is the start of ajump to 4B44h = 1 9,268d, which is where
the character output routine is actually located.

The level 1 character-plotting routine at 4B44h= 19,268d displays a

character on the screen at the current cursor position (see box). Before the

routine is called, the ASCII code must be in the A register. This routine is

called LCD by Radio Shack, but it can be used to direct output to other

devices as well, such as the printer and the optional CRT display screen.

Perhaps a better name for this routine would be CONSOLE OUT. You can
access this routine directly by typing:

CALL 32 ,85

or

CALL 10288,65

In both cases this will place an uppercase “A” on the screen.

Routine: Character Plotting— Level 1

Purpose: lo print a character on the LCD screen

Entry Point: 4B44h= 19,268d

Input: Upon entry, the A register contains the ASCII code of the

character to be printed.

Output: To the screen

BASIC Example:

CALL 19288,

A

where A is the ASCII code of the character to be printed.

Special Comments: RST 4 also calls this routine (see Chapter 3).
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Location F675h = 63,093d contains what we call the “print flag”. The
level 1 routine checks to see if the print flag is nonzero. If it is nonzero,

output from this routine goes to the printer. If it is 0, the routine branches

to 4BAAh = 19,370d, where the level 2 character plotting routine is called.

Level 2

The level 2 character-plotting routine is at 4313h= 17, 17 Id (see box).

It has “hooks” to allow user-defined routines to be called (see Figure 4-11).

By “hook” we simply mean a way for users to attach their own routines.

Routine: Character Plotting— Level 2

Purpose: To print a character on the LCD screen

Entry Point: 43 13h = 1 7, 1 7 1 d

Input: Upon entry, the ASCII code of the character to be printed is

in the A register.

Output: To the screen

BASIC Example:

CALL 17171 , A

where A is the ASCII code of the character to be plotted.

Special Comments: None

These “hooks” are done through the RST 7 interrupt instruction (see

box in Chapter 3). This instruction calls location 38h = 56d, which jumps

to location 7FD6h = 32,726d, where there is a dispatcher routine. The dis-

patcher routine calls one of the routines whose addresses are stored in a big

table in RAM called the “hook” table. This table starts at address FA-

DAh = 64,218d. Normally, the addresses in the first half of the hook table

all point to a routine that consists of just a return instruction. The addresses

in the second half of this table point to a routine that outputs the illegal

function error message. The byte following the RST 7 instruction is used to

index into the hook table. For level 2 character plotting, this index is 8. This

points to a return instruction. If you want to use your own routine, put its

address into the RAM address FADAh + 8, and it will be called every time

you plot a character on the screen.
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Level 3

After the level 2 character-plotting routine calls the “hook”, it calls the

level 3 character-plotting routine.

The level 3 character-plotting routine at 431Fh= 17,183d checks loca-

tion F638h = 63,032d (see box). If this is nonzero, a RST 7 instruction calls

the hook table with index 3Ch = 60d. Normally this is an illegal function,

but it can be redefined if you want. If location F638h = 63,032d is zero, the

Resume here

Can be replaced by

more interesting routine

Look-up address

Figure 4-1

1

. How the hook table works
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level 4 character-plotting routine is called. Thus location F638h = 63,032d

can be used as a device flag for substituting a new device for console output.

Routine: Character Plotting— Level 3

Purpose: To print a character on the LCD screen

Entry Point: 43 1 Fh = 1 7, 1 83d

Input: Upon entry, the ASCII code of the character to be printed is

in the A register.

Output: To the screen

BASIC Example:

CALL 17183 > A

where A is the ASCII code for the character to be printed.

Special Comments: None

Level 4

The level 4 character-plotting routine is located at 4335h = 1 7,205d (see

box). It turns off the clock-cursor-keyboard background task, calls the level

5 character-plotting routine, adjusts the cursor if it is enabled, and then

turns the clock-cursor-keyboard background task back on. Location

F63Fh = 63,039d stores the cursor enable flag.

Routine: Character Plotting— Level 4

Purpose: To print a character on the LCD screen

Entry Point: 4335h= I7,205d

Input: Upon entry, the ASCII code of the character to be printed is

in the C register.

Output: To the screen

BASIC Example: Not directly applicable

Special Comments: This routine cannot be CALLed from BASIC
because the ASCII code must be in the C register.
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Level 5

The level 5 character-plotting routine at 434Ch = 1 7,228d handles con-
trol characters and escape sequences (see box). If the character is not a
control character and is not part of an escape sequence, it calls the level 6
character-plotting routine and advances the cursor.

Routine: Character Plotting— Level 5

Purpose: To print a character on the LCD screen

Entry Point: 434Ch = 17,228d

Input: Upon entry, the ASCII code for the character to be printed
is in the C register.

Output: To the screen

BASIC Example: Not directly applicable

Special Comments: None

Control Characters and Escape Sequences

The control characters for the Model 100 include bell (ASCII 7), back-
space (ASCII 8), tab (ASCII 9), linefeed (ASCII 10), formfeed (ASCII 12),
carriage return (ASCII 13), and delete (ASCII 7Fh= 127d). The level 5
character routine looks for some of these control characters directly and
checks for others in a special table at 438Ah = 1 7,290d (see Appendix K for
a complete list).

Escape (ASCII 27) is the control character to initiate an escape se-

quence. An escape sequence consists of the escape character followed by a
sequence of ASCII codes which are to have a special meaning. The Model
100 has a nice set of escape sequences. For example, escape followed by the
ASCII code for E is used to indicate that the screen should be erased, and
escape followed by the ASCII code for Y and then by two more bytes moves
the cursor to a position specified by those two bytes.

The Model 100 looks for escape sequences in a table at 43B8h= 17,336d
(see Appendix L). When it detects an escape, it sets a flag (stored at location
F646h = 63,046d) so that the next character will be looked up in that table.

Some escape sequences have only two characters (for example: escape, E
for clearing the screen), and some have more (for example: escape, Y, byte,
byte for direct cursor addressing).
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Some escape sequences duplicate the actions of the control characters.

For example, formfeed (ASCII 12) and the escape “E” sequence both call

the routine at 4548h = 17,736d, which clears the screen and puts the cursor

into the home position.

A number of escape sequences and control characters can be generated

by calling routines (see Appendix M). These are not the routines that

actually do the work, such as clearing the screen; instead, they use the RST
4 instruction to send the appropriate control codes and escape sequences.

For example, formfeed is generated by calling 423 lh = I6,945d, and escape

“Q”, the escape sequence to turn off the cursor, is generated by calling

424Eh= 16,974d. These routines can be called directly from BASIC pro-

grams to perform the indicated functions.

Level 6

The level 6 character-plotting routine is located at 4560h = 17,760d (see

box). It puts the ASCII codes for the characters into a special area of

memory called the LCD RAM. It also calls the level 7 character-plotting

routine to actually plot the character on the screen. The LCD RAM is

located from FEOOh = 65,024d to FF3Fh = 65,343d. It contains a byte for

each character position on the LCD screen. The level 6 character- plotting

routine computes the proper address in this RAM and moves the character

there so that the current state of the text display on the LCD is always

immediately available in this area of main memory.

Routine: Character Plotting— Level 6

Purpose: To print a character on the LCD screen

Entry Point: 4560h= I7,760d

Input: Upon entry, the C register has the ASCII code of the char-

acter, and the HL register pair contains the cursor position of the

character. The H register contains the column position (1-40), and

the L register contains the row position (1-8).

Output: To the screen

BASIC Example: Not directly applicable

Special Comments: None
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The LCD RAM is used when the display is scrolled. Scrolling a screen

involves rapidly moving characters from one part of the screen to another.

When the screen is scrolled on the Model 100, bytes are read not from the

LCD drivers but from the LCD RAM area. The scrolling routine is located

at 44D2h = 17,61 8d (see box). It reads the LCD RAM (via a routine at

45 12h = 17,682d— see box) to get the characters and then calls the level 6

character-plotting routine (at 4566h = 1 7,766d instead of4560h = 1 7,760d)

to place the scrolled characters back on the screen and into the LCD RAM.
At the end of the scrolling routine the next line of the display is erased.

Routine: Scroll

Purpose: To scroll part of the LCD screen

Entry Point: 44D2h = 1 7,6 1 8d

Input: Upon entry, the A register contains the scroll count (1-7),

and the I, register contains the line number (1-7) of the first line to

be scrolled. The H register can contain any value. The number of

lines scrolled is one more than the scroll count. The sum of the

contents ofA and L should not exceed 7.

Output: To the screen and the screen RAM (starting at

FEOOh = 65,024d).

BASIC Example:

CALL 1 7G 1 8 » N >

L

where N is the scroll count and L is the first line to be scrolled.

Special Comments: The scrolling always affects one more line than

the scroll count. For example, if you scroll one line, starting with line

L, then the contents of line L + 1 will be moved to line L and line

L+ 1 will be erased.
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Routine: Get Character from LCD RAM
Purpose: To get a character from the LCD display

Entry Point: 4512h = 17,682d

Input: Upon entry, the HL register pair contains the cursor posi-

tion. H contains the column (1-40), and L contains the row

(
1 -8 ).

Output: When the routine returns, the ASCII code for the character

is in the C register.

BASIC Example: Not directly applicable

Special Comments: None

We have included a BASIC program to illustrate how to use the scrolling

routine. This program displays a simple message on each line of the screen

and then scrolls lines 5 and 6. To stop the program, hit ( BREAK

100 7 SCROLLING EXAMPLE
110 7

120 7 LABEL THE DISPLAY
130 CLS
140 FOR I = 1 TO 8
150 PRINT "LINE" 5 I 5

1G0 IF ICS THEN PRINT
170 NEXT I

180 7

190 7 SCROLL LOOP
00 PRINT C H $ ( 2 7 )

5 "YX SCROLL" 5 J 5

10 J=J+1
20 CALL 17G18 ,1 »5
30 GOTO 190

Looking at the program in detail, we see that it consists of two loops.

The first loop (lines 120-170) displays the label ’’LINE i” on each line,

where i is the number of the line. Notice that all but the last line are

terminated with a PRINT statement (line 160). The last line is handled

differently so that it won’t be automatically scrolled up and ruin the display.

The second loop scrolls lines 5 and 6 of the display. On line 200, an

escape sequence is used to place the cursor on line 6 of the display, then

place the message “SCROLL j” there, where j is the value of a variable J. In

line 210, J is incremented. In line 220, the scrolling routine is called, with
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the A register set to 1 and the HL register pair set to 5. This forces the

scrolling to begin on line 5 with a scroll count of 1. Thus two lines, lines 5

and 6, are affected by the scroll. The program then loops around for the

next time through the scroll loop.

Level 7

The level 7 character-plotting routine is located at 73EEh = 29,678d.

Notice that this address is quite different from the addresses for the other

levels of LCD routines. The 7000h area of memory (above 28,672d), where
this routine is located, contains routines that are much more “primitive”

and device oriented than routines located in other areas.

Routine: Character Plotting— Level 7

Purpose: To print a character on the LCD screen

Entry Point: 73EEh = 29,678d

Input: Upon entry, the C register contains the ASCII code of the

character, and the HL register pair contains the character position.

H contains the column (1-40), and L contains the row (1-8).

Output: To the screen

BASIC Example: Not directly applicable

Special Comments: None

The level 7 character-plotting routine looks up the bit patterns for the

characters in a table starting at 771 lh = 30,481d. This table contains five

bytes for the dot matrices for characters whose ASCII codes are in the range
20h = 32d through 7Fh = 127d and six bytes for those in the range 80h = 128d
through FFh = 255d. The six-byte part of the table starts at 78F 1 h = 30,96 Id.

The bytes of this table correspond to the columns of the dot matrix for the

characters. This is in contrast to the way CRT character generators usually

store the character dot matrix, which is row by row.

The level 7 routine turns off the clock-cursor-keyboard background
task, stores the stack pointer in FFF8h = 65,528d, and looks up the charac-

ter in the previously mentioned character table. The routine takes the bytes

from this table and stores the dot matrix for the character in a six-byte area

starting at FFECh = 65,5 16d. If the table entry has only five bytes, the sixth

position is filled in as blank. The level 7 routine calls upon a byte-plotting

routine at 74A2h = 29,858d, which sends the bytes to the LCD drivers and
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concludes by turning on the clock-cursor-keyboard background task with

the routine at 473Ch = 19.237d.

The byte-plotting routine computes the information to program the

LCD driver (see box). Location FFF4h = 65,524d contains the row, and
location FFF5h = 65,525d contains the column, of the character position. A
table starting at 755 lh = 30,033d (see Appendix N) gives information that

should be sent out ports B9h = 1 85d, BAh = 1 86d, and FEh = 254d for each

horizontal character position on the upper and lower halves of the screen.

You may recall from our discussion of point plotting that ports B9h= 185d
and BAh= 186d are used to select which of the ten LCD drivers should be

enabled and that port FEh = 254d is used to select the byte position within

the correct LCD driver. The first two bytes of each entry of this table give

the enable information that is sent out ports B9h= 185d and BAh = 186d.

The third byte of each entry gives the horizontal position within the LCD
driver. Bank selection information from the character rowr position must be

combined with it before it is sent out port FEh = 254d.

Routine: Byte Plotting

Purpose: To send six bytes of a character dot matrix to or from LCD
drivers

Entry Point: 74A2h = 29,858d

Input: Upon entry, location FFF4h = 65,524d contains the row and
location FFF5h = 65,525d contains the column position of the char-

acter to be plotted on the screen. The HL register pair points to the

area of memory where the bytes of the dot matrix are stored. This

is normally a temporary storage buffer located at FFECh = 65,5 1 6d.

The D register contains the read/write command. If the bytes are to

be sent to the LCD driver, D must contain a 1 ;
otherwise, the bytes

are to be read from the LCD drivers.

Output: The character is plotted on the screen. Location FFF6h is

affected. It contains a pointer to a table used for selecting the correct

LCD drivers.

BASIC Example: Not directly applicable

Special Comments: None

The byte-plotting routine for characters shares a good deal of machine

code with the byte-loading routines for plotting points. In particular, it

shares the section of code that actually sends the bytes to the LCD drivers.
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When it is used to plot characters, the byte-plotting routine sends six

bytes at a time to the LCD drivers. These bytes are taken from location
FFECh = 65,516d, where they were put by the level 7 character-plotting
routine, and sent out port FFh = 255d. The LCD driver accepts them seri-

ally, incrementing the horizontal byte position each time. Sometimes, how-
ever, the character cell overlaps areas of the screen controlled by two different

LCD drivers. The routine is very cleverly designed to send the first few bytes
to one driver and the last few bytes to the next driver.

Cursor Blinking

Cursor blinking is controlled as one part of the clock-cursor-keyboard
background task. The cursor code starts at 739 Ih = 29,585d. The actual
blink routine starts at 73A9h = 29,609d (see box).

Routine: Cursor Blink

Purpose: To blink the cursor

Entry Point: 73A9h = 29,609d

Input: The temporary dot matrix character buffer at
FFECh = 65,5 16d must contain the dot matrix of the character that
is to be blinked. Location FFF3h = 65,523d contains a counter to

time the blinking.

Output: To the screen

BASIC Example:

CALL 29G09

Special Comments: The background task must be turned off for

this BASIC example to work. Use CALL 30300 to turn off the
background task.

First, the cursor routine calls the routine at 765Ch = 30,300d. This
turns off interrupt 7.5, which initiates the entire clock-cursor-keyboard task.

In this case, however, the routine is called to “rearm” the interrupt. This
particular interrupt on the 8085 CPU must be rearmed after each use.

Next, the cursor routine checks a counter at FFF3h = 65,523d. The inter-

rupt itself happens every 4 milliseconds, but the counter is set to count
down from 125, giving a cursor change every 500 milliseconds. The byte-
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plotting routine is used to read six bytes from the LCD drivers at the current

cursor position on the screen. These bytes are stored starting at location

FFECh = 65,516d. They are then reversed and sent back via the byte-plot-

ting routine. A code of 0 in the D register upon entry to the byte-plotting

routine means read from the LCD drivers, and a code of 1 in the D register

means write to the LCD drivers.

The cursor routine ends in a return that sends it on to the next part of

the background task.

Here’s a program that blinks the cursor directly. It quickly blinks the

cursor 100 times and then exits. You can change its timing to make the

cursor behave in any way you want.

100 ' BLINK THE CURSOR
110 '

120 CALL 30300
130 FOR I = 1 TO 100
140 CALL 29609
150 FOR J = 1 TO 20: NEXT J

160 NEXT I

On line 120 of this program, the background task is disabled because it

too blinks the cursor. The rest of the program consists of a FOR loop (lines

130-160) in which the blink routine is called (line 140) and a short delay is

made between blinks (line 150). The delay is made with a FOR loop that

counts to twenty. To make the cursor blink faster or slower, change the count

in this FOR loop.

Summary

In this chapter we have seen how the LCD works and how it is pro-

grammed. In particular, we have seen how it plots points, lines, boxes (filled

and unfilled), and characters. We have seen that character plotting is a

multilevel process in which the top levels are machine-independent and

allow for other devices to be attached for console output, while the bottom

levels are very much dependent upon the peculiarities of the LCD display.

We have also taken a look at the code in the background task that makes the

cursor blink.
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Hidden Powers of the

Real-Time Clock

Concepts
How the real-time clock works

What happens when you read the time or date

What happens when you set the time or date

BASIC time interrupt commands
The clock-cursor-keyboard background task

X he real-time clock provides the Model 1 00 with a way to tell both the

regular “wall clock” time and the calendar date. This allows you to write

programs that do things at prescribed times, making your Model 100 into a

valuable assistant for reminding you about appointments and other things

you have to do. The timing feature can also be used to control equipment,

turning it on and off according to whatever rules you program.

The clock also generates a timing pulse that the Model 100 uses to keep

a background task going. This background task performs a number of vital

functions such as blinking the cursor, updating the system time for the ON
T1ME$ interrupt, maintaining the automatic power shutoff, and scanning

the keyboard.

In this chapter we’ll explore the secrets of the real-time clock in the

Model 1 00. We’ll start with the hardware and then see how it can be used to

set and read the computer’s time and date, how it helps control the ON
TIME$ interrupt, and how it is used in connection with the clock-cursor-

keyboard background task.
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How the Real-Time Clock Works

The real-time clock in the Model 100 is housed in a chip called p PD
1990 AC. The time and date can be written to and read from this clock by
sending bits through various CPU ports. The clock chip also outputs a

timing pulse that triggers an interrupt to drive the clock-cursor-keyboard

background task. A crystal keeps this clock ticking by feeding it electrical

pulses at a constant predetermined rate. For the Model 100, the crystal for

the clock oscillates at 32,768 cycles per second.

The clock chip contains a series of counters that count seconds, minutes,

hours, days of the week, days of the month, and months (see Figure 5-1).

Every 32,768 “ticks” of the crystal causes the seconds counter to incre-

ment by one; every time the seconds counter reaches 60, it is zeroed and the

minutes counter is incremented; and so on through the hours, days, and
months. The chip itself does not have a counter for years.

Most of these counters have a regular cycle. However, thejob of the days-

of-the-month counter is harder because different months have different

numbers of days. The chip is specially preprogrammed to handle this.

It is important to realize that the counting goes on independently of the

CPU. Thus, it is not influenced by whatever kind of programs are running
on the machine. As a result it can keep accurate time.

A forty-bit shift register is connected to the time and date registers to

assist with transferring information to and from the time and date counters.

In general, a shift register is a row of bit “cells” with provision for serial

transfer operations, in which binary information is shifted left and/or right

along the row. There are also parallel transfer operations, in which all the bit

cells can be loaded or unloaded (read) at once.

Let’s look at the way the bits in the shift register are assigned (see Figure

5-2). The forty bits in this register form ten sets, each containing four bits.

The first set holds the units digit of the seconds, the second set holds the

tens digit of the seconds, the third set holds the units digit of the minutes,

the fourth set holds the tens digit of the minutes, the fifth set holds the units
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digit of the hour, the sixth set holds the tens digit of the hour, the seventh
set holds the units digit of day of the month, the eighth set holds the tens
digit of the day of the month, the ninth set holds the day of the week, and
the tenth set holds the month. Each set of four bits is a binary coded decimal
digit except for the last, which is a hexadecimal encoding of the month.

When the time and date are read from the clock chip, all the bits are
transferred at once (in parallel) from the time and date counters to this
forty-bit shift legister. T hen the bits are shifted out of the shift register one
by one (serially). Thus the time is “sampled” at a single instant "and then
moved through the computer bit by bit. Conversely, when the time is set on
the clock chip, the individual bits of the time and date are first shifted into
the forty-bit shift register one by one (serial transfer), and then the contents
of the shift register are transferred all at once to the various time and date
registers (parallel transfer) (see Figure 5-3). Other clock chips use other
methods for transferring information in and out of the chip. For example,
some clock chips transfer the time as a series of bytes rather than a series of
bits.

Data out

f

1 .

:

2 .

-

3.
~

4.

5.
~

6. EEEE
7 .

-

8 -

—
9. —

-

10 .
=

t
Data in

Figure 5-2. The forty-bit shift register in the clock

Seconds (units)

Seconds (tens)

Minutes (units)

Minutes (tens)

Hours (units)

Hours (tens)

Day of month (units)

Day of month (tens)

Day of week

Month
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The clock chip is connected to a number of bits in three different ports

of the Model 100 (see Figure 5-4). Three of these, C2, Cl, and CO, are

command bits and are connected to bits 2, 1, and 0 ol port B9h= 185d.

These bits form a three-bit binary number that specifies the mode of oper-

ation for the chip. When bit C2 is zero, the commands control reading and

writing of the real-time clock, and when bit C2 is one, the commands control

the timing pulse (see Table 5-1). The clock commands 0 (no operation), 1

(serial transfer mode), 2 (parallel transfer to set the time and date), and 3

(parallel transfer to read the time and date) must be used in combination

to set and read the time and date.

Figure 5-3. Read and write operations of the clock chip
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1

Output port B9h = 185d

Figure 5-4. Ports for the clock

Command Code
. f| | ,

!

Function

0 No operation

1 Serial transfer

2 Write

3 Read

4-7 Set TP timing

Table 5-1. Clock commands
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A command strobe bit is connected to bit 2 of port E8h = 232d. The
purpose of the command strobe is to provide “handshaking” for loading
commands into the chip. Each pulse on the command strobe causes a new
command to be read into the command bits C2, Cl, and CO in port
B9h= 185d. •

r

You can send commands to the clock by sending a byte out port
B9h = 185d in which bits 2, 1,0 form the desired command code; and then
strobing the command into the chip by sending a byte to port E8h = 232d
in which bit 2 is a one, and then a byte to port E8h in which bit 2 is a zero
(see Figure 5-5). Later we will examine a routine that does this.

The forty-bit shift register has a data input bit, a data output bit, and
data clock input bit. The data input bit is connected to bit 4 of port
B9h = 185d, the data output bit is connected to bit 0 of port BBh= 187d,
and the data clock bit is connected to bit 3 of port B9h = 185d. The purpose

Figure 5-5. Sending a command
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Of the data clock is to control the serial shift operation. When the serial

transfer mode has been selected, each pulse on the data clock bit forces the

forty-bit shift register to shift by one place, shifting in one bit from the data

input and shifting out one bit into the data output. We will describe this

process further in the next two sections.

The ROM Routines

The ROM routines for the clock fall into four classes: primitive com-

mand routines, routines to set the clock, routines to read the clock, and the

code for the background task.

The Primitive Command Routine

At the lowest level is a routine to send commands to the clock chip. This

routine is located at 7383h = 29,57 Id of the Model 100’s ROM (see box). In

the next sections we’ll see how this routine is used to read and set the time

and date on the Model 100. You can also use this routine to control the clock

directly from BASIC or machine language.

Routine: Clock Command

Purpose: To send a command to the clock

Entry Point: 7383h = 29,57 Id

Input: Upon entry, the A register must contain the code for the

clock command. A value of 0 means no operation, a value of 1

means put the clock chip into register shift mode, a value of 2 means

transfer the time and date from the shift register into the clock

counters, and a value of 3 means read the time and date from the

clock counters to the shift register.

Output: The clock is programmed accordingly.

BASIC Example:

CALL 29571 »A.

where A is the clock command.

Special Comments: This is the most primitive level of programming

the clock.
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What Happens When You Read the Time or Date

I ! ^ ,

b
cS

n with the routincs to read the clock, starting at the highest
evels (BASIC commands) and working our way down to the actual clock
chip routines. The BASIC variables TIME$ and DATE$ are used to read
and set the time and date. To read the time or date from BASIC (while
running a program or in command mode), you must cause the correspond-
ing variable to be evaluated”. This means that the variable must be part of
an expression that might appear on the right side of an equals sign, in an
IF clause, or in a PRINT statement.

8

n a
Can US

f
thC information Presented in this section to write your ownBASIC or machine-language programs to read the clock chip.

The Time

Like the LCD routines to print a character discussed in the last chapter,
the time and date routines are composed of a number of different levels.
The highest level is designed to execute BASIC commands or functions
while the lowest level directly controls the physical device— in this case, the
clock chip. The levels are numbered from top to bottom: the highest level
is called level one, the next lower level is called level two, and so on.

The ROM routine to “evaluate” the BASIC variable TIME$ is located
at 1 904h — 6404d (see box). This is the level 1 time-reading routine. It calls
a level 2 time-reading routine and then stores the resulting time in the
proper location.

Routine: Read Time— BASIC Command (Level 1)

Purpose: To read the time from the clock chip

Entry Point: 1904h = 6404d
Input: None

Output: When the routine returns, the time is stored as a string
whose address is stored at location FB8Ah = 64,394d. Some other
locations used in handling string variables are also affected.

BASIC Example:

CALL 6404

Special Comments: Every time this call is made, a three-byte string
descriptor is placed in memory, starting at FB6Eh = 64366d. This
can be done only eight times before BASIC runs out of room and
declares a ST (string too complex) error.
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Here is a BASIC program that exercises the level 1 time-reading routine.

It displays a number of locations that are affected by this routine. It even

displays the time string itself.

100 ' TEST LEVEL 1 TIME READING
110 '

120 CALL 8404
130 X0=PEEK (643935
140 X1=PEEK (64394 5 +256* PEEK (643955
150 )<2= PEEK (64396 5 +25G*PEEK (64397 5

160 V =PEEK (64361 )+256*PEEK(643625
170 2 0 = P E E K (

Y - 3 5

180 Z1 = PEEK (Y-25+256*PEEK (V - 1 5

190 PRINT USING 5X0

5

200 PRINT USING "###### "5 X 1

5

210 PRINT USING 11 ######--; X2 5

220 PRINT USING "##«#**" 5Y5
230 PRINT USING "#*" 5Z0 5

240 PRINT USING " #»»###" 5 Z 1 5

250 PRINT " "5

260 FOR I = Z1 TO Zl+7
270 PRINT CHR$ ( PEEK (1)55
280 NEXT I

290 PRINT
300 GOTO 120

On line 120 of this program, the level 1 time-reading routine is called.

On lines 130-180, we PEEK at various values, and on lines 190-290 the

values are assembled into a display line on the screen.

Let’s examine the various PEEKs. The contents of location

FB89h = 64,393d is placed in the variable X0. The value is 8, which is the

length of the time string. The contents of locations FB8Ah = 64394d and

FB8Bh = 64395d form a 16-bit integer that is placed in the variable XL
This value is the address of the time string. The contents of locations

FB8Ch = 64396d and FB8Dh = 64397d form a 16-bit integer that is placed

in the variable X2. This value is always one less than XL The contents of

locations FB69h = 6436 Id and FB6Ah = 64362d form a 16-bit integer that

is placed in the variable Y. This value points just beyond the three-byte

descriptor for the time string. Location Y-3 contains the length of the string

and is placed in Z0. Locations Y-2 and Y-l form a 16-bit integer that is

placed in the variable Zl. This is also the address of the string.

The display line first shows the value of X0, then XI, then X2, then Y,

then Z0, then Zl
,
and finally the contents of the string at Zl through Zl+7.

Returning to the ROM routines, we find that the level 2 routine to read

the time is located at 190Fh = 6415d (see box). It calls a level 3 time routine,
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which reads the raw time and date data into a 10-byte area of memory
starting at F923h = 63,779d (see Figure 5-6). Each set of four bits from the

shift register is placed in a different byte of memory in the order it comes
out of the shift register. Once the raw data is loaded into memory, the level

2 routine turns the time part of this raw data into a string of ASCII numer-
als with the hours, minutes, and seconds separated by colons. Then it calls

a routine at 1996h = 6550d (see box) to fetch the digits and put them in the

string.

Routine: Read Time— Level 2

Purpose: To read the time from the clock chip

Entry Point: 1 90Fh = 64 1 5d

Input: Upon entry, the HL register pair contains the address of an
eight-byte area of memory where the string will be stored.

Output: When the routine returns, the time string is stored in the

eight-byte area of memory.

BASIC Example:

CALL 6415 >0 »

H

where H points to an area of memory where the time string will be
stored.

Special Comments: None

Here is a BASIC program that explores the level 2 time-reading routine.

It places the time in a string variable that we have under our control. Then
it repeatedly calls the time routine and prints out the contents of this string

variable.

100 ' LEVEL 2 TIME READING
110 t

120 T $ = H II

130 I = V A R P T R ( T $

)

140 H = PEEK (T+ 1 )+256*PEEK (T+2)
150 CALL 64 1 5 f 0 > H
160 PRINT T $

170 GOTO 150
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Looking more closely at this program, we see that on line 120, some

blank space is reserved in the string variable T$. In line 130 we find the

address of the three-byte string descriptor for T$. In line 140, the address

where the string is actually located is given. In line 150, the level 2 time-

reading routine is called to dump the time into T$, using the variable H to

pass the address. In line 160, T$ is printed. Line 170 loops around to line

150, where the CALL to the time routine is.

The level 3 time-reading routine is located at 19A0h = 6560d (see box).

It points to the raw time and date data by placing the address F923h = 63,779d

in the HL register, disables interrupts, calls a level 4 routine to get the raw

time and date data, and then enables the interrupts before returning.

Routine: Read Time and Date— Level 3

Purpose: To read the time and date from the clock chip

Entry Point: 19A0h = 6560d

Input: None

Output: When the routine returns, the raw time data is in a ten-byte

area of memory starting at F923h = 63,779d.

BASIC Example:

CALL 65G0

Special Comments: None

Here is a BASIC program that illustrates the level 3 time and date

reading routine. It loops around and around, calling the level 3 time and

date reading routine and then printing out the raw time and date data.

100 ' LEO EL 3 TIME AND DATE READING
1 10 i

120 CALL G5G0
130 FOR I = 63779 TO 63788
140 PRINT PEEK (1)5
150 NEXT I

1G0 PRINT CHR$ ( 13)

5

170 GOTO 120

Looking more closely, on line 120, the level 3 time and date reading

routine is called. On lines 130-150 the raw time and date data are displayed.

The first digit is the units digit of the seconds, the second digit is the tens
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digit of the seconds, the third digit is the units digit of the minutes, the
fourth digit is the tens digit of the minutes, the fifth digit is the units digit

of the hours, the sixth digit is the tens digit of the hours, the seventh digit is

the units digit of the day of the month, the eighth digit is the tens digit of
the day of the month, the ninth digit is the the day of the week, and the
tenth digit is the month in hex.

On line 160, a carriage return (ASCII 13) is printed, returning the
cursor to the beginning of the display line. This keeps the display on one
display line rather than producing a long sequence of lines of output that

scroll by. On line 170 the program loops back to the CALL command.
The level 4 time-reading routine is located at 7329h = 29,481d (see

box). This is in the higher area of the ROM, where other low-level, machine-
dependent routines are also located.

F923h
1 Second

F924h
,

F925h
> Minute

F926h
i

F927h
1

’ Hour
F928h

1

F929h
1

Day of month
F92Ah

F92Bh Day of week

F92CH Month

Figure 5-6. Raw time and date data
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Routine: Read Time and Date— Level 4

Purpose: To read the time and date from the clock chip

Entry Point: 7329h = 29,48 Id

Input: Upon entry, the HL register pair points to a ten-byte area of

memory.

Output: When the routine returns, the raw time and date data are

in the ten-byte area of memory.

BASIC Example:

CALL 29481 *0 *H

Special Comments: None

We have a BASIC program that illustrates this level as well. It sets up a

string to store the raw time and date data, calls the level 4 routine to dump
the raw time and date in this string, and then prints out the raw data.

100 ' LEVEL 4 TIME AND DATE READING
110 '

120 T$ = "

130 T = VARPTR ( T$

)

140 H = PEEK (T+l )+256*PEEK (T+2)
150 CALL 29481 »0 ,H

160 FOR I = H to H+9
170 PRINT PEEK (1)5
180 NEXT I

190 PRINT
200 GOTO 150

This program is a combination of the previous two programs. On lines

1 20-140, it sets up the string T$ for storage. On line 150, it calls the level 4

time and date reading routine. On lines 160-190, it prints out the raw data.

On line 200, it loops back for more.

First the level 4 routine strobes the read command into the chip by

putting the value 3 into the A register and calling the clock command
routine at 7383h = 29,57 Id (discussed in the previous section). In response

to this command, the chip does the parallel transfer from the time and date

counters to the forty-bit shift register.

Next the level 4 routine strobes the serial transfer command into the

chip by calling the clock command routine again, this time with 1 in the A
register. Now the system is ready to read the time and date bit by bit.
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Each bit of the time and date is obtained by capturing bit 0 of port
BBh = 187d. The IN BBh command gets the byte into the A register, the A
register is shifted one place to the right to put the bit into the carry flag,
and the contents of the carry is shifted into the D register with three more
instructions. After each bit is read, the shift register is shifted by strobing
the data clock (bit position 3 of register B9h= 185d). This strobe is accom-
plished by moving a byte into register B9h= 185d that has a zero in bit
position 3; then a byte that has a one in this bit position is moved into this
same port. The data bits from the shift register are collected in groups of
four, one group for each of the ten digits of the raw time and date data.
After all the bits are read, a “no operation” command is strobed into the
chip by calling the clock command routine with zero in the A register. This
stops the serial transfer.

The Date

The routine to “evaluate” the BASIC string variable DATE$ (see box)
works in much the same way as the TIME$ routine. It is located at
1924h — 643 6d. It calls a level 2 date routine and stores the resulting string
in the appropriate place.

Routine: Read Date— BASIC Command (Level 1)

Purpose: To read the date from the clock chip

Entry Point: 1924h = 6436d

Input: None

Output: When the routine returns, the date is stored as a string
whose address is placed at location FB8Ah = 64,394d. Some other
locations used in handling string variables are also affected.

BASIC Example:

CALL 6436

Special Comments: As with the TIME$ routine, every time this call

is made, a three-byte string descriptor is placed in memory, starting
at FB6Eh = 64366d. This can be done only eight times before BASIC
runs out of room and declares a ST (string too complex) error.
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100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300

Here is a BASIC program that exercises the level 1 date-reading routine.

It is almost identical to the level 1 time-reading program given previously:

the only difference is the address of the routine.

' TEST LEUEL 1 DATE READING
/

CALL 6436
X0=PEEK (64393)
XI = PEEK (64394) +256* PEEK (64395)
X2= PEEK (64396) +256* PEEK (64397)
Y =PEEK (64361 )+256*PEEK (64362)
Z0 = PEEK ( Y-3

)

Z1 = PEEK ( Y-2) +256* PEEK ( Y-l )

PRINT USING "##"5X0;
PRINT USING "######" 5 X 1 5

PRINT USING ”######"5X2;
PRINT USING "######" 5 Y 5

PRINT USING "##" ?Z0 ;

PRINT USING "######• 5Z1 i

PRINT " "
i

FOR I = Z1 TO Zl+7
PRINT CHR$( PEEK ( I ) ) 5

NEXT I

PRINT
GOTO 120

Since this is almost the same as the earlier program, we will not discuss

its structure.

The level 2 date routine (see box) at 192Fh = 6447d calls the level 3

routine at 19A0h = 6560d to read the time and date described above. Recall

that this routine puts the raw time and date data in a ten-byte area ofRAM
starting at location F923h = 63,779d. After this, the level 2 date routine

uses the raw data to create a string with the month, day, and year in ASCII

numerals separated by slashes. The month has to be dealt with in a slightly

different way than the other parts of the date because it is expressed in

hexadecimal notation rather than decimal.
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Routine: Read Date— Level 2

Purpose: To read the date from the clock chip

Entry Point: 1 92Fh = 6447

Input: Upon entry, the HL register pair contains the address of an
eight-byte area of memory where the string will be stored.

Output: When the routine returns, the date string is stored in the
eight-byte area of memory.

BASIC Example:

CALL 6447 ,0 ,H

where H points to an area of memory where the date string will be
stored.

Special Comments: None

Here is a BASIC program that illustrates the level 2 date-reading rou-
tine. It is the same as the one for the level 2 time-reading routine except for
line 150, where the level 2 date routine is called instead of the level 2 time
routine.

100 ' LEVEL 2 DATE READING
110 /

120 j$ = H 11

130 T = VARPTR ( T$

)

140 H = PEEK ( T + 1 ) +256* PEEK (T + 2)
150 CALL 6447 *0 ,H
160 PRINT T $
170 GOTO 150
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The Day of the Week

There is also a routine to “evaluate” the BASIC string variable DAY$,

which returns the day of the week as a three-character string (see box). The

routine is located at 1955h = 6485d. It calls a level 2 day routine and places

the resulting string in the DAY$ variable.

Routine: Read Day of Week— BASIC Command
(Level 1)

Purpose: To read the day of the week from the clock chip

Entry Point: 1955h = 6485d

Input: None

Output: When the routine returns, the day is stored as a string

whose address is placed in location FB8Ah = 64,394d. Some other

locations used in handling string variables are also affected.

BASIC Example:

CALL G485

Special Comments: Every time this call is made, a three-byte string

descriptor is placed in memory, starting at FB6Eh = 64,366d. This

can be done only eight times before BASIC" runs out of room and

declares a ST (string too complex) error.

The level 2 day routine is located at 1962h = 6498d (see box). It calls

the level 3 time and date reading routine at 19A0h = 6560d (described

previously). It then plucks out the numerical value for the day of the week

from the raw time and date data and looks at the corresponding three-byte

string in a table starting in the ROM at 1978h = 6520d.
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Routine: Read Day of Week— Level 2

Purpose: To read the day of the week from the clock chip

Entry Point: 1962h = 6498d

Input: Upon entry, the HL register pair contains the address of a
three-byte area of memory where the string will be stored.

Output: When the routine returns, the day string is stored in the
three-byte area of memory.

BASIC Example:

CALL 6498 ,0 »H

where H points to an area of memory where the day string will be
stored.

Special Comments: None

It is easy to modify the level 1 and level 2 BASIC programs given for the
time and date so that they can work for the day of the week. We invite you
to do that yourself.

What Happens When You Set the Time or Date
Tb set the time, date, or day of the week you must assign an appropriate

string expression to the corresponding variable. This happens when the
variable 1 IME$, DATE$, or DAY$ appears on the left side of an equals
sign.

The Time

I he BASIC routine to set the time (see box) is the reverse of the routine
discussed./above to evaluate TIME$. The level 1 routine is located at
19B0h = 6576d. It checks for an equals sign following the TIME$ symbol.
I hen it calls a routine at 1A42h = 6722d (see box), which evalutes the string
expression on the right side of the equals sign, calls the level 3 time and
date reading routine to read the raw time and date data from the clock into
RAM starting at F923h = 63,779d, and then replaces the time part of the
raw data by the appropriate new data. The level 1 routine finishes by calling
a level 2 time and date setting routine to place the modified raw data back
into the clock.
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Routine: Set Time— BASIC Command (Level 1)

Purpose: To set the time on the clock chip

Entry Point: 19B0h = 6576d

Input: Upon entry, the HL register pair points to a command line

containing a string expression that evaluates a time string.

Output: When the routine returns, the specified time is set in the

clock chip.

BASIC Example:

CALL 657G t® ,H

where H is the address of a valid time string.

Special Comments: None

Here is a BASIC program that shows how to use the level 1 time-setting

command. It contains an infinite loop that gets a time string from the user,

sends it to the time-setting routine, and then displays the new time using

the BASIC TIME$ function to verify that the time has actually been set.

When you run it, be sure to type in the time in exactly the same format as

the Model 100 prints out the time.

100 ' LEMEL 1 TIME SET
110 '

120 INPUT "TIME" 5T$
130 S$=CHR$(221 )+"T$"+CHR$(0)
140 S = UARPTR ( S$

)

150 H = PEEK (S+l )+256*PEEK ( S+2)
180 CALL 6576 >0 >H

170 PRINT T I ME$
180 GOTO 120

The main loop of this program extends over lines 1 20- 1 80. On line 1 20,

the user inputs the time into the variable T$. On line 130, the time is

encased in a command line and stored in the variable S$. In lines 140-150,

the address of the string is computed and stored in the variable H. On line

160, the time-setting routine is called. On line 170, the program verifies

that the time has been set by printing out the TIME$ variable. On line 180

it loops back for another time.
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Routine: Get Time String from Command Line

Purpose: To get the time string from the command line

Entry Point: 1A42h = 6722d

Input: Upon entry, the HL register pair points to a command line

containing a valid time string.

Output: When the routine returns, the new raw time and date data
are stored in a ten-byte area in memory starting at F923h.

BASIC Example: Not directly applicable

Special Comments: This routine uses the stack and therefore cannot
be CALLed directly from BASIC.

The level 2 time and date setting routine is located at 732Ah = 29,482d,
in the high part of the ROM, and thus is considered a low-level, machine-
dependent routine. It shares much of its code with the level 4 time and date
reading routine at 7329h = 29,48 Id (described previously). However, it first

strobes the serial transfer command into the chip (by calling the command
routine at 7383h = 29,57 Id with 1 in the A register). Then it transfers each
bit of the time and date in through bit position 2 of port B9h=185d,
strobing the data clock (bit 3 of port B9h = 185d) each time. It finishes by
strobing the write command and then the no operation command into the
chip.
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The Date

The BASIC routine to set the date (see box) works in a similar way. It is

located at 19BDh = 6589d and calls many of the same routines.

Routine: Set Date— BASIC Command (Level 1)

Purpose: To set the date on the clock chip

Entry Point: 19BDh = 6589d

Input: Upon entry, the HL register pair points to a command line

containing a string expression that evaluates to a date string.

Output: When the routine returns, the specified date is set in the

clock chip.

BASIC Example:

CALL 6589 ,0 »H

where H is the address of a valid date string.

Special Comments: None

Here is a BASIC program that shows how to use the level 1 date-setting

command. When you run it, be sure to type in the date in exactly the same

format as the Model 100 prints out the date. Because it is almost the same

as the level 1 time-setting program described earlier, we will not discuss it

in detail.

100 ' LEVEL 1 DATE SET
110 /

120 INPUT "DATE";T$
130 S$=CHR$ ( 221 ) +"T$"+CHR$ ( 0 )

140 S = VARPTR ( S$

)

150 H = PEEK (S+l >+256*PEEK (S + 2)

160 CALL 6589 »0 »H

170 PRINT D ATE$
180 GOTO 120
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The Day ofthe Week

There is also a BASIC routine to set the day of the week (see box),
located at 19Flh = 6641d. \bu might want to modify the program above to
work for this DAY$ function.

Routine: Set Day of Week— BASIC Command (Level 1)

Purpose: lo set the day of week on the clock chip

Entry Point: 19Flh = 6641d

Input: Upon entry, the HL register pair points to a command line

containing a string expression that evaluates to a day string.

Output: When the routine returns, the specified day of the week is

set in the clock chip.

BASIC Example:

CALL GB41 » 0 »

H

where H is the address of a valid day string.

Special Comments: None

BASIC Time Interrupt Commands
BASIC has certain commands that allow you to make your portable

computer into a fancy alarm clock or a controller for lab equipment. These
commands are ON TIME$...GOSUB, TIMFJ ON, TIME$ OFF, and TIME$
STOP. They control a BASIC interrupt that is triggered by the time of day.

The ON TIME$...GOSUB command allows you to specify a time and a
BASIC subroutine that you want called at that specified time. The routine
to handle this command starts at location lBOFh = 6927d (see box). It calls

a subroutine at 1AFCh — 6908d (see box) that sets the time for the interrupt.
This subroutine calls a routine at lA42h = 6722d (described previously) to

get the time from your BASIC command line and transform it into raw
form. Then it calls a block-move routine at 3469h = 13,417d (see box) to
transfer it into a six-byte area of RAM starting at F93Dh = 63,805d. In the
next section we will see how the clock-cursor-keyboard background task
continually examines this six-byte area, looking for a match with the current
time.
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Routine: ON TIME$...GOSUB— BASIC Command
Purpose: To set the ON TIME$ interrupt

Entry Point: lB0Fh = 6927d

Input: Upon entry, the HL register pair contains the address of the

end of a command line for the ON TIME$ command.

Output: When the routine returns, the location of the ON TIME$
subroutine and the time that it should be executed are loaded into

BASIC.

BASIC Example:

CALL G327 *0 »H

where H is the address of the end of the ON TIME$ command.

Special Comments: None

Routine: Block Transfer

Purpose: To transfer bytes from one location to another location in

memory

Entry Point: 3469h = 13,4 17d

Input: Upon entry, the B register contains the number of bytes to

be tranferred, the DE register pair points to the source location, and

the HL register pair points to the destination location.

Output: When the routine returns, the bytes have been transferred.

BASIC Example: Not applicable

Special Comments: This routine is used many times throughout the

Model 100’s ROM.

The ON TIME$...GOSUB routine finishes by getting the location of

the BASIC line specified after the GOSUB. It puts this location into a two-

byte RAM location starting at E948h = 63,8 16d. This is part ofa three-byte

area of RAM starting at F947h = 63,815d, which stores information about

the time interrupt.
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The routines to handle the TIME$ ON, TIME$ OFF, and TIME$
STOP commands all start at 1AA5h = 682 Id. Here the HL register is set to

point to the first byte of the three-byte area of RAM starting at

F947h = 63,8 15d, which stores information about the time interrupt. These
routines call a routine at lAEAh = 6890d, which in turn branches to indi-

vidual routines to handle ON, OFF, or STOP (see boxes). These routines

are also used to control other interrupts such as the ON KEY$ interrupts,

which will be discussed in the next chapter.

Routine: Interrupt ON— BASIC Command
Purpose: To enable the interrupt

Entry Point: 3FA0h= 16,288d

Input: Upon entry, the HL register pair contains the address of the

three-byte interrupt table.

Output: When the routine returns, the interrupt is enabled.

BASIC Example:

CALL iG2B8»0tH

where H is the address of the three-byte interrupt table.

Special Comments: None

Routine: Interrupt OFF— BASIC Command
Purpose: To disable the interrupt

Entry Point: 3FB2h = 16,306d

Input: Upon entry, the HL register pair contains the address of the

three-byte interrupt table.

Output: When the routine returns, the interrupt is disabled.

BASIC Example:

CALL 1 G30B »0 »H

where H is the address of the three-byte interrupt table.

Special Comments: None
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Routine: Interrupt STOP— BASIC Command
Purpose: To stop the interrupt

Entry Point: 3FB9h = 16,313d

Input: Upon entry, the HL register pair contains the address of the

three-byte interrupt table.

Output: When the routine returns, the interrupt is stopped.

BASIC Example:

CALL 16313 >0 f

H

where H is the address of the three-byte interrupt table.

Special Comments: None

The first byte of this interrupt storage area (at F947h = 63,815d) is

called the “interrupt status byte”. Three of its bits are used to manage the

ON TIME$ interrupt. Bit 0 tells whether the interrupt is on or off, bit 1 tells

whether the interrupt is stopped or not, and bit 2 tells whether the interrupt

has occurred. There are six values that this byte normally takes on, depend-

ing upon the values of these bits (two more values are possible but never

actually occur). Each value represents a state for the system with regard to

the ON TIME$ interrupt. These states form a “finite state machine” (see

Figure 5-7). This term is used by computer scientists to describe a system

that has a finite number of states and a set of possible “transitions” between

these states. It is a useful concept for understanding everything from the

basic electrical circuits that make up a computer to the workings of pro-

grams like a sophisticated text editor. Computer scientists use diagrams

such as the one in Figure 5-7 to help them visualize the workings of such

systems.

Let’s look at the various states of this “interrupt machine” in more detail.

There are three primary states: 0, 1, and 5. A value of 0 (all bits off)

indicates that the interrupt is off(cannot cause any action). A value of 1 (just

bit 0 on) means that the interrupt is on but has not yet been “triggered”

(the clock has not yet reached the time specified for the interrupt). A value

of 5 means that the interrupt is on and has actually been triggered. When
this happens, we say that the interrupt is pending.

For each of these three primary states there is a corresponding “stopped”

state. In the stopped states, interrupts are “remembered” but not acted

upon. A value of 2 indicates that the interrupt is off and stopped. A value
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of 3 indicates that the interrupt is on but stopped. A value of 7 indicates

that the interrupt has been triggered but is stopped.

The TIMES ON, TIMES OFF, and TIMES STOP commands, as well

as the actual triggering and processing of the ON TIMES interrupt, cause

state transitions within this finite state machine. For example, if the system

is in state 0 (off), then the TIMES ON command will cause it to move to

state 1 (on). TIMES OFF, on the other hand, causes the system to move to

state 0 (off), no matter what state it was in previously. The arrows in the

state diagram show all possible state transitions.

The ON part of the TIMES routine (described previously) is located at

3FA0h= 16,288d; the OFF part is located at 3FB2h = 16,306d; and the

NOT
STOPPED

STOPPED

OFF

ON

TRIGGERED

Figure 5-7. Finite state machine for interrupts
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STOP part is located at 3FB9h = 16,313d. In addition, there is a routine at

3FD2h = 16,338d (see box), which adjusts this finite state machine each

time an interrupt is triggered, and a routine at 3FFlh= 16,369d (see box),

which adjusts the state each time the interrupt is processed.

Routine: Trigger Interrupt

Purpose: To trigger the interrupt

Entry Point: 3FD2h = 16,338d

Input: Upon entry, the HI, register pair contains the address of the

three-byte interrupt table.

Output: When the routine returns, the interrupt is triggered.

BASIC Example:

CALL 1 S338 1 0 tH

where H is the address of the three-byte interrupt table.

Special Comments: None

Routine: Clear Interrupt

Purpose: To clear the interrupt

Entry Point: 3FFlh= 16,369d

Input: Upon entry, the HL register pair contains the address of the

three-byte interrupt table.

Output: When the routine returns, the interrupt is cleared.

BASIC Example:

CALL 1 G369 1 0 f

H

where H is the address of the three-byte interrupt table.

Special Comments: None
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Besides manipulating the interrupt status byte at F947h = 63,815d,

these routines maintain an “interrupt counter byte” at F654h = 63,060d.

This byte is incremented each time state 5 (interrupt pending) is entered

and decremented each time it is exited (turned off, stopped, or processed).

Unlike the status byte at F947h = 63,81 5d, this byte is shared with other

BASIC interrupts such as the ON KEY, ON COM, and ON MDM inter-

rupts. Thus this byte counts the total number of BASIC interrupts of any

type that are pending in the computer. In Chapters 6 and 7 we will examine

other BASIC interrupts.

The Clock-Cursor-Keyboard Background Task

The clock-cursor-keyboard background task helps maintain certain basic

functions in the Model 100 computer. These include updating the clock,

blinking the cursor, and scanning the keyboard. All these jobs must be

performed very often; that is, several times a second to several times a

minute. Fortunately they do not take much time to perform; thus, they do

not appreciably slow down the main (foreground) tasks that the computer is

asked to do.

The clock-cursor-keyboard background task involves the real-time clock

in two ways. First, the clock drives the background task, causing it to be

performed about 256 times a second; and secondly, the clock is read every

125 times that the background task is called, or about every half second.

This is done to support the ON TIME$ interrupt. The clock part of the

background task also maintains the automatic power-off feature and the

year part of the date.

Generating the Interrupt

The timing pulse from the clock is initialized at 6CEBh = 27,883d in

the warm start reset routine (see Chapter 3), which sends a command code

5 to the clock chip (via the clock command routine at 7383h = 29,57 Id,

described previously. This causes the clock chip to pulse at a frequency of

256 times a second, or about once every 4 milliseconds.

The timing pulse is fed into the interrupt 7.5 input pin on the 8085

CPU. This CPU interrupt can be selected using the SIM instruction and

enabled and disabled using the El and DI instructions. In general, the SIM
command is used to tell which of three interrupts (5.5, 6.5, and 7.5) will be

enabled with the El (enable interrupt) instruction. If the 7.5 interrupt is

enabled, a timing pulse will cause the CPU to stop what it is doing and call

the routine at 3Ch = 60d (see Chapter 3). In the Model 100, location
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3Ch = 60d has some code that disables interrupts and jumps to

lB32h = 6962d, where the beginning of the clock-cursor-keyboard back-

ground task is located. Each time interrupt 7.5 is actuated, it must be

rearmed before it can be used again. This is done by the routine at

765Ch = 30,300d (see Chapter 4), which uses the SIM command to turn

off and rearm the interrupt. This routine was mentioned in Chapter 4 on

the LCD.
The code for the background task comes in three major sections— one

for the clock, one for the cursor, and one for the keyboard. We have already

discussed the section for the cursor in Chapter 4, and we will discuss the

section for the keyboard in Chapter 6. We will now discuss the section for

the clock (see box).

The clock-cursor-keyboard background task begins at lB32h = 6962d

and consists of several subsections.

Routine: Clock Section of Background Task

Purpose: To update the system time for the ON TIME$ interrupt,

maintain automatic power off, and update the year.

Entry Point: lB32h = 6962d

Input: None

Output: System time and timing parameters are updated.

BASIC Example: Not applicable

Special Comments: None

The “Very Often” Routine

Before doing anything else, this task calls a routine located in RAM at

F5FFh = 62,975d (see box). Normally, a RETurn instruction is located there,

so nothing much happens, but if you place your own routine there, it will

be called “very often”. This “very often” routine can be used to run your

own background task in addition to the background task that is already built

into the computer. Each execution of the “very often” routine corresponds

to one “tick” of the background task.
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Routine: Very Often

Purpose: To perform one tick of a background task

Entry Point: F5FFh = 62,975d

Input: None, as it stands

Output: None, as it stands

BASIC Example:

CALL 62975

Special Comments: None

The bytes at F5FFh - 62,975d are some of the RAM locations that are
initialized when the machine is first turned on. Initially, a RETurn followed
by two NOP instructions is placed at F5FFh = 62,975d. To install your own
“very often” routine replace these three bytes by aJuMP or CALL instruc-
tion to a routine that you have placed somewhere else in memory.

A stopwatch program is an example of a way the “very often” routine
can be used. Such a program could be written in machine language and
CALLed from BASIC. The main stopwatch program would set up a varia-
ble in memory for a count and use its own “very often” routine to increment
this variable each time it is called. This “very often” would then count the
ticks of the system clock (256 times a second). The main stopwatch program
would have to monitor some keys on the keyboard (see Chapter 6) to tell

when to zero the count, start and stop the count routine, and report the
results.

Some Housekeeping

Lets contine the discussion of the Model 100’s built-in background task.

Right after the “very often” routine is called, the HL, DE, BC, A, and Flags
are pushed onto the stack. This is because the background task is run as an
interrupt routine and therefore must return with the contents of the CPU
registers as they were upon entry. Note that if you install your own “very
often” routine, you must make sure that it, too, does not modify any registers.

The next action of the background task is to allow certain interrupts
and block others with the SIM command. These are 7.5 (the background
task itself), which is blocked; 6.5 (the serial communications line), which is

allowed; and 5.5 (the bar code reader), which is blocked. To do this, the A
register is loaded with 00001101 binary before the SIM instruction is exe-
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cuted. The 1 in bit 3 indicates that the SIM command is being used to select

interrupts; bits 2, 1, and 0 select the interrupts, as indicated above.

The Clock Section

The clock part of the clock-cursor-keyboard background task now starts.

It begins by decrementing a counter (located at F92Fh = 63,79 Id) that

causes the clock section to be executed about every half second. This works
as follows: if the counter does not become zero, the clock section is skipped
and the CPU goes onto the next (cursor) section of the background task.

However, if the counter reaches zero, the CPU continues into the rest of the

clock section, resetting the counter to 125. Since the interrupt happens
about every 4 milliseconds, the cycle length of this process is about half a

second.

If the rest of the clock section is executed, another counter (at

F930h = 63,792d) is decremented. This counter is reset to 12 each time it

reaches zero, giving a six-second timing cycle to the section of code imme-
diately following. This particular code takes care of the Model 1 00’s auto-

matic power-off feature.

The Automatic Power Off

To conserve battery power, the Model 100 has an automatic power-off

feature. Normally, if the machine is left alone and it is not running a

program, it will shut off after about ten minutes. Fortunately, the RAM
memory stays on even when the automatic power-off shuts down the rest of

the computer, so you will never lose any work because of this feature.

The automatic power-off code starts at lB4Eh = 6990d. It checks to see

if you are running a BASIC program by looking at the current line number
(stored at F67Ah = 63,098d). If this variable is not — 1, it assumes you are

running a program and renews the power-off timer counter (at

F631h = 63,025d) by calling a routine at lBBlh = 7089d (see box). The
initial value for the count is stored in F657h = 63,063d.
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Routine: Renew Automatic Power-OffTimer

Purpose: lb reinitialize the power-off timer

Entry Point: 1 BB 1 h = 7089d

Input: None

Output: When the routine returns, the contents of location

F657h = 63,063d (the full count) are moved to location

F931h = 63,793d (the counter).

BASIC Example: Not applicable (happens while BASIC is running

anyway).

Special Comments: None

The power-off timer counter is decremented each time the automatic

power-off code is executed. Since this code is executed about every six

seconds or every tenth of a minute, and since the default count value is 100,

the default time for power-off is about ten minutes. If the counter is already

zero, it is not decremented, and the CPU is sent on past the power-off code.

This is designed to handle the case when the user disables the power-off

feature with the command POWER CONT.
Location F932h = 63,794d is used to tell the rest of the system when the

power should be turned off. If the power-off timer actually decrements from
1 to 0, location F932h = 63,794d is set equal to — 1. The main input routine

of BASIC (in particular at 1358h = 4952d) examines this location and turns

off the power if it becomes nonzero. The actual code to turn off the power

is at 143Fh = 5183d.

Detecting the ON TIME$ Interrupt

After the automatic power-off code, the raw time and date data from

the clock are read into a ten-byte area of memory starting at F933h = 63,795d.

The low-level time and date routine at 7329h = 29,48 Id, which we discussed

earlier, is used.

Next the current time raw data are compared with the time that was

specified by the last ON TIME...GOSUB command. If there is no match, it

proceeds; otherwise, it calls a routine at 3FD2h= 16,338d (described pre-

viously) to further handle the time interrupt. This routine is part of the

finite state machine and thus operates upon the time interrupt status byte

at F947h = 63,8 1 5d and the interrupt counter at F654h = 63,060d, causing

them to indicate that the ON TIME$ interrupt has just been triggered.
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Updating the Year

The next section takes care of updating the year. It gets the month from
where it was just stored by the low-level time and date routine. It puts this

in location F655h = 63,06 Id. If the value is less than or the same as what
was previously stored there, the routine proceeds; otherwise, it increments
the year stored at F92Dh = 63,789d and F92Eh = 63,790d.

Finally, the clock section checks the optional I/O andjumps to the cursor
section.

Summary

In this chapter, we have explored the operation of the real-time clock

and the routines that control it. Among these are routines to set and read
the time of day, the date, and the day of the week. We have also studied

routines to control the ON TIME$ interrupts. Finally, we have studied the

background task, which performs a number of functions that have to be
performed very often. These include handling the automatic power-off

feature, updating the time for the ON TIME$ interrupt, updating the year,

and performing other tasks such as cursor blinking (see Chapter 4) and
keyboard scanning (see Chapter 6).
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Keyboard input routines

xhe keyboard is the main input device for the Model 100. The hard-

ware for the keyboard is quite simple, consisting of an array of switches that

correspond to the keys of the keyboard. However, the software that manages

the keyboard is quite complex.

In this chapter we’ll explore the secrets of the Model 1 00’s keyboard. We

will see in general how such a keyboard works; then we will study the specific

details of the Model 100’s keyboard. We will describe the section of the

background task in the Model 100’s ROM that runs the keyboard, allowing

the computer to continually capture keystrokes as it goes about its other

business. We will see how the characters are stored in a buffer as they are

typed, and we’ll see how other routines pick them up as needed. We will

also describe the ON KEY BASIC interrupt routines that allow you to

program the Model 100 in an interactive, user-friendly manner.

How a Scanning Keyboard Works

The Model 100 uses a “scanning keyboard” run by the CPU. This kind

of keyboard requires that the CPU constantly send pulses into the keyboard
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through certain signal lines while ’’sampling” certain other lines coming out

of the keyboard. This ’’pulsing and sampling” must happen quite frequently

because the keyboard hardware cannot “remember” what key or keys you

hit once you have released them. On the Model 100 the entire keyboard is

scanned every 12 milliseconds. That’s about 84 times a second.

From the scanning information the CPU can tell exactly what key or key

combinations are being depressed. We will see later how the computer can

develop a complete “image” of the keyboard in its memory as it scans the

keyboard.

Logically, the keys are arranged in the form of a two-dimensional matrix

(see Figure 6-
1
). Each key operates a switch that connects one input line to

one output line. The input lines run through the keyboard forming the

columns of this matrix, and the output lines form the rows of the matrix.

Each key lies at an intersection and thus is uniquely identified by a choice of

one input line and one output line. You should be aware that the logical

wiring of this matrix does not conform exactly to the physical arrangement

of the keys.

Let’s look at how the sampling process works. We’ll start with the job of

determining if a single specified key is depressed, and then we will see how
to scan for any key. To look for a particular key, the first step is to turn “on”

the input line for its column, turn “off’ the input lines for all the other

columns, and then examine the output lines. Under this condition, the

output lines tell you the state of the keys of just this one column. If a

particular output line is “on”, then its key is being depressed; otherwise, it’s

not.

4o find out if any key at all has been depressed, you must check all the

columns, one at a time, using the above method. The resulting sets of “on/

off” patterns of the columns can be arranged side by side to give a “picture”

of the keyboard showing exactly which keys were depressed.

How to Program the Model 100 Keyboard

In this section we will develop a BASIC program to display the keyboard

matrix on the liquid crystal display.

The Model 100 uses a nine column by eight row matrix for its keyboard

(see Figure 6-1). Of the seventy-two possible positions in this matrix, sev-

enty-one correspond to keys on the keyboard, leaving one position that does

not correspond to any key.

The nine input lines are connected to eight bits of port B9h = 1 85d and
one bit of port BAh = 186d (bit 0). A bit value of 1 turns off an input line

and a bit value of 0 turns it on. This is just the opposite of what you might
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expect, but the designers of the Model 100 placed “inverters” in the key-

board electronics that perform this reverse in logic.

The input ports are also used by the LCD and the clock. However, there

is no conflict under normal operations because the keyboard output lines

are never read when ports B9h= 185d and BAh= 186d are being used for

other purposes.

The eight output lines are connected to port E8h = 232d for input to

the CPU. This input port is not shared by any other part of the system, so

there is never any confusion here.

For the output lines, a bit value of 1 means the corresponding switch

was open (key not depressed), and a bit value of 0 means the switch was
closed (key was depressed). Again, the logic is reversed relative to what you
might expect, but it is consistent with the logic for the input.
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Figure 6-1. The Model 100 keyboard matrix
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The following program interactively displays the keyboard matrix for

the Model 100. When you run this program, you will see a small rectangular

display of pixels in the middle of your screen. If you now press various

combinations of keys, you will see the corresponding pixels change from
dark to light. To stop the program, just hold down ( CTRL ) C or f BREAK ) for

a moment.

100 7 DISPLAY KEYBOARD MATRIX
110 '

120 CLS
130 PRINT TAB( 10) 5 "KEYBOARD MATRIX"
140 '

150 7 MAIN LOOP
160 7

170 ' TURN OFF BACKGROUND TASK
180 CALL 30300
190 7

200 7 SET BIT 0 OF PORT BAh
210 X = I N P ( 186)
220 OUT 186 » X OR 1

230 '

240 7 SCAN THROUGH 8 COLUMNS
250 OUT 185 »254:A0=INP(232)
260 OUT 185 >253:A1 = INP(232)
270 OUT 185 >251 :A2=INP(232)
280 OUT 185 >247:A3=INP(232)
290 OUT 185 >239:A4=INP(232)
300 OUT 185 >223:A5=INP(232)
310 OUT 185 >191 : A6=INP(232)
320 OUT 185 >127:A7=INP(232)
330 '

340 7 CHECK NINTH ROW
350 7

360 ' TURN OFF LOWER COLUMNS
370 OUT 1 85 #255
380 7

390 7 TURN ON JUST THE NINTH
400 X = I N P ( 186)
410 OUT 186 >X AND 252
420 A8= I NP ( 232

)

430 7

440 7 DISPLAY THE MATRIX ON THE LCD
450 7

460 7 JUST ONE LCD DRIUER
470 OUT 1 85 f 1 28
480 7

490 7 SET UP LCD POSITION
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500 OUT 254 ,0
510 '

520 ' SEND THE BYTES TO LCD
530 OUT 255 >A8
540 OUT 255 *A7
550 OUT 255 , AS
5G0 OUT 255 #A5
570 OUT 255 >A4
580 OUT 255 » A3
530 OUT 255 *A2
G00 OUT 255 »A1
610 OUT 255 ? A0
620 '

630 ' ALLOW FOR A BREAK-
640 PRINT CHR$ (ID?
650 '

660 ' GO BACK FOR MORE
670 GOTO 150

Lets look at the code in detail. Except for some initialization consisting
of clearing the screen (line 120) and printing the title “KEYBOARD MA-
TRIX” (line 130), the program consists of a loop (lines 150-670) that
continually reads the columns of keyboard matrix and sends them to the
LCD,

At the beginning of the loop (lines 170-180) the background task is
turned oil by calling the machine-language routine at 765Ch = 30,300d
(see Chapter 4 for description).

In the next part of the loop, the columns are turned on one by one, and
the keyboard output port (port E8h = 232d) is read each time into one of
the variables AO through A7. The bytes are not sent directly to the display
because the liquid crystal display also uses ports B9h = 185d and BAh = 186d

Notice how the ninth column is handled. This column is not controlled
by port B9h = 185d as are the other columns. Instead, it is controlled by bit
0 of port BAh = 1 86d. Before the other columns are handled, this bit is set
to 1 , turning off this column. This has to be done carefully because this bit
is on a port (port BAh = 186d) that is shared by other devices, including the
power for the machine. You can see how carefully we set this bit by looking
at lines 210-220. On line 210 the port is read, and then on line 220 its
contents are ORed with 1 as they are put back. It should be clear that this
changes only the one bit.

Next, the first eight columns are scanned (lines 250-320). In each case,
one bit of port B9h = 1 85d is set to zero while the others are set to one, and
port E8h = 232d is read into the appropriate variable: A0 through A7.
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After all the other columns have been scanned, it’s time to scan the last

column. Again, port BAh = 186d is read before it is written to. Notice that

both bits 0 and 1 of port BAh = 186d are made 0 when the port is set. This

has two effects: it turns on the last column of the keyboard matrix (with bit

0), and it also disables the last two LCD drivers (controlled by bits 0 and 1).

These are used for subsequent display of the matrix. The byte from this

column is then picked up and stored in the variable A8.

By line 420 all the raw data from the keyboard are stored in variables

AO through A8, ready to be sent to an LCD driver for display on the screen.

But before this data is sent, all but one of the LCD drivers are disabled (line

470), and the starting byte address is sent to that driver through port

FEh = 254d. The matrix is then displayed by sending this raw data directly

to a LCD driver through port FFh = 255d (lines 530-610). (See Chapter 4

for detailed description of how to program the LCD.)

Before the bottom of the loop there is a command that homes the cursor.

Its purpose is to turn on the background task so that a ( CTRL ) C can be

sensed if the user wishes to terminate the program. Any time you use the

PRINT command, the background task is turned on.

Besides illustrating how the keyboard works, this program demonstrates

how the LCD can be programmed directly to display complex data in real

time.

Descriptions of ROM Routines

The ROM routines for the keyboard fall into three main classes: BASIC

interrupt, background scanning task, and keyboard input. With the infor-

mation presented here you should be able to write your own BASIC or

machine-language programs to detect and handle any kind of regular or

special combinations of keys. You can set the keyboard up for all sorts of

input configurations. As with the case of special programming for the LCD
screen, this is especially useful for games and educational software.

The ON KEY Interrupt Routines

Let’s start with the interrupt routines for the eight function keys. There

are four such commands: ON KEY GOSUB, KEY ON, KEY OFF, and KEY
STOP. These provide standard ways to have specially programmed keys.

The code for ON KEY GOSUB is located at A5Bh = 2651d (see box).

This code is also shared by the ON TIME$ GOSUB, ON COM GOSUB,
and ON MDM GOSUB commands. Here, a routine at lAFCh = 6908d is

called to determine which of these different device types is required. For
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the ON KEY interrupt, this routine returns with a value of 0208h in the
BC register pair, that is, a value of 2 in the B register and a value of 8 in the

C register. This indicates where and how much information for this type of
interrupt will be stored in the system’s interrupt table, which is located at

F944h = 63,8 1 2d (see Figure 6-2).

Routine: ON...INTERRUPT/GOSUB — BASIC
Command
Purpose: To initialize BASIC interrupts

Entry Point: A5Bh = 265 Id

Input: Upon entry, the HL register pair points to the end of an
ON...GOSUB command line.

Output: When the routine returns, the location of the subroutine to

handle the particular interrupt is set.

BASIC Example:

CALL 2651 ,0 ,H

where H is the address of the end of an ON...GOSUB command
line.

Special Comments: None

For the ON KEY GOSUB command, the value 8 in the C register

indicates that a maximum of eight locations (one for each function key) will

be used, and the 2 in the B register indicates that they will start on the third

location of this table (the first two are occupied by the TIME$ and the MDM
or COM interrupts). (Note that the MDM and COM have exactly the same
interrupt locations.) Each location in this table has three bytes, one for status

and two for the location of the interrupt subroutine. The last part of the

routine at A5Bh = 265 Id reads the list of BASIC subroutines from the end
of the ON KEY GOSUB command line and places their locations into the

proper slots of the interrupt table (see Figure 6-2).

The KEY ON, KEY OFF, and KEY STOP use the same code and work
in the same way as the TIME$ ON, TIME$ OFF, and TIMEf STOP com-
mands described in Chapter 5. That is, they cause transitions of finite state

machines (see Chapter 5) whose states are stored as status bytes in the

interrupt table. Each function key has its own status byte and hence its own
finite state machine.
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The following program lets you “peek” at these status bytes, graphically

demonstrating how these interrupt functions work. You can watch the state

of the f~F4~) interrupt as you turn it on, off, and stop it. The keys (TP), fPP) ,

( F3 ) have been assigned to do these tasks for the function key ( F4 ) so that

you can have direct and convenient control over these functions for one

particular interrupt. As you press these keys you will see the fourth status

byte change. You should review the discussion of BASIC interrupts in Chap-

ter 5 to see what the various values mean.

100 / DISPLA Y INTERRUPT STATES
110 i

120 CLS
130 PRINT "FUNCTION KEY STATES"
140 PRINT: PRINT: PRINT
150 PRINT "FI = KEY (4) ON"
1G0 PRINT " F2 = K E Y ( 4

)

OFF"
170 PRINT " F3 = KEY ( 4 ) STOP"
180 I

130 i TURN ON INTERRUPTS
200 ON KEY GOSUB 320 >350 >380 >410
210 KEY < 1

)

ON: KEY! 2) ON: KEY (3) ON
220 t

230 i PRINT ON THIRD LINE
240 CALL 17020 > >2

250 i

Location of

-

Mate INT routine
byte N

F944h ON COM
F947h ON TIME!

F94Ah F1 \
F94Dh F2

F950h F3

F953h F4 ON KEY
F956h F5

F959h F6

F95CH F7

F95FH F8/

|

Figure 6-2. The system interrupt table
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260 ' DISPLAY THE STATUS OF THE KEYS
270 FOR I = 63818! TO 63841* STEP 3
280 PRINT USING PEEK < I ) 5

290 NEXT I

300 GOTO 230
310 7

320 ' KEY 1 INTERRUPT ROUTINE
330 KEY (4) ON
340 RETURN
350 ' KEY 2 INTERRUPT ROUTINE
360 KEY ( 4

)

OFF
370 RETURN
380 ' KEY 3 INTERRUPT ROUTINE
380 KEY ( 4

)

STOP
400 RETURN
410 ' KEY 4 INTERRUPT ROUTINE
420 RETURN

Let’s look at the code for this program. In lines 1 20-170 the background
display is set up, showing a title and a description of the function keys. In
lines 190-210 the locations ofON KEY interrupt routines are defined and
the interrupts for FI, F2, and F3 are turned on.

Lines 230-300 form the main loop, which repeatedly displays the status
bytes. At the top of this loop, the cursor is placed at the beginning of the
third line by CALLing the cursor positioning routine at 427Ch = 17,020d
(see Chapter 4). This routine expects the row position in the L register and
the column position in the H register. In each case, the numbering starts at
zero. The CALL command expects the value of the HL register in its third
parameter. In this case we pass a value of 2, causing zero to be in H and 2
to be in L, thus setting the cursor to row 2, column 0.

In the last part of this loop, a short FOR loop (lines 270-290) prints the
status bytes on the screen. They appear on the third line of the screen,
where wejust placed the cursor.

After the main loop come our BASIC interrupt subroutines for FI
through F4. As we have already observed, the first three keys control the
interrupt for the fourth. The routine for FI is a command to turn on the F4
interrupt, the routine for f2 is a command to turn off the F4 interrupt, and
the routine for F3 is a command to stop the F4 interrupt.

The Clock-Cursor-Keyboard Background Task

The keyboard section of the background task performs an essential
function for the Model 100 by constantly scanning the keyboard. It detects
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what keys are hit and puts their character codes into a keyboard character

buffer.

The code for the keyboard section of the background task starts at

7055h = 28,757d and runs to about 7241 h = 29,249d. It is divided into four

main subsections: general management, key detection, key decoding, and

character buffer management (see box).

Routine: Keyboard Scanning

Purpose: To scan the keyboard as part of the background task

Entry Point: 7055h = 28,757d

Input: Monitors the keyboard

Output: Puts codes for the keys in the keyboard input buffer

BASIC Example: Not applicable

Special Comments: Not a callable routine — part of background

task

Management

The general management subsection controls program flow and timing

(see box). It sets up a “graceful” exit from the keyboard section, and it times

the keyboard scanning by allowing it to be performed only every third time

that the background task is executed.

Routine: Management of Keyboard Scanning

Purpose: To set up timing and exit conditions for the keyboard

scanning background task

Entry Point: 7055h = 28,757d

Input: A counter located at FF8Fh

Output: The counter is decremented if not already equal to one. If

it is one, the counter is set to a value of three.

BASIC Example: Not applicable

Special Comments: Not a callable routine— part of the background

task
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The “graceful” exit from this section is accomplished by pushing the
address 7 1 F4h = 29, 1 72d onto the stack. This address points to the very last

part of the background task; hence any RETurn instruction in this section
will automatically cause the CPU tojump there. The code at this “finishing”
address of 71F4h = 29,172d has the correct series of “POPs” and RETurn
to make a proper exit from the background task.

The waltz-like “every third time” timing is controlled by a countdown
counter located at FFSFh = 65,423d. This counter is loaded with 3 every
time it reaches zero. Since keyboard scanning is performed only every third
time that the background task is executed, this occurs about every 12 milli-

seconds (recall that the background task itself is performed about every 4
milliseconds.)

Key Detection

The key detection subsection must determine and record the matrix
positions of keys that are pressed down on the keyboard. You can use the
ideas described here to develop your own detection routines. For example,
you could write a program that detects certain double and triple key com-
binations used with programs that simulate various instruments or machines.

The routine for key detection begins at 7060h = 28,768d (see box). It

contains a short block of code starting at 7066h = 28,774d, which decodes
the ninth column of the keyboard matrix, and then a loop (starting at
7080h = 28,800d) for detecting all the other keys. The loop is executed
eight times, once for each remaining column of the keyboard matrix. The
columns are scanned in reverse order, from last to first.

Routine: Key Detection

Purpose: To determine which keys have been hit

Entry Point: 7060h = 28,768d

Input: Monitors the keyboard

Output: Special tables in RAM contain information about the key-
board matrix.

BASIC Example: Not applicable

Special Comments: Not a callable routine— part of the background
task
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The job of key detection is complicated by the fact that the various shift

keys ( { SHIFT ) ,
fCTRP), f GRPH ) , ( CODE ) , ( NUM ) ,

and { CAPS LOCK ] ) are used

to modify the meaning of regular keys. For this reason and others, detecting

the shift keys differs from detecting other keys.

The shift keys are all in the last (ninth) column of the keyboard matrix,

which is controlled by bit 0 of port BAh= 186d. With the exception of the

( BREAK/PAUSE ) key, which is also on this column, all keys are controlled by

the eight bits of port B9h= 185d. The ninth column is scanned first, in a

separate section from the other columns.

The first few instructions of the keyboard detection routine set up point-

ers to two buffers, each nine bytes long. In each buffer there is one byte for

each column of the keyboard matrix. The first buffer runs from

FF9 1 h = 65,425d to FF99h = 65,433d, and the second runs from
FF9Ah = 65,434d to FFA2h = 65,442d (see Figure 6-3). The ending ad-

dress of the first buffer is placed in HL, and the ending address of the

second is placed in DE. They are placed this way because the columns of

the keyboard matrix are scanned backward from last to first. This order is

convenient because it allows the shift keys to be scanned first and it makes

the loop counter (B register) equal to the number of the column.

Here is a short program that displays these buffers on the LCD screen.

As you type characters, you will see the contents of the buffers change.

100 ' KEYBOARD MATRIX BUFFER DISPLAY
110 '

120 PRINT CHR$ (ID!
130 FOR I = 65425 TO 65433
140 PRINT PEEK (1)5
150 NEXT I

160 PRINT
170 FOR I = 65434 TO 65442
180 PRINT PEEK (1)5
180 NEXT I

200 GOTO 120

This program consists of an infinite loop that displays the keyboard

matrix buffers over and over again. At the top of the loop (line 120), the

cursor is placed in home position. Lines 130-160 display the first buffer on

the top line of the display, and lines 170-190 display the second buffer on

the second line of the display.

Two buffers are needed for the keyboard matrix in order to help distin-

guish among the following conditions: 1) a key has not been held down long

enough to register; 2) a key has been just hit, but this is the first keyboard

scan that detects it; 3) a key is depressed but has already been detected
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during a previous scan; and 4) a key has been depressed long enough to
activate the repeat feature.

In general, a key is detected in a two-step process, one step for each
buffer. In the first step, the byte for the key column is picked up from the
keyboard output port and compared with the current value in the first

buffer, and then the current value in the first buffer is replaced by this new
value. If the new and old values for the first buffer disagree, this must be
the first scan to detect this change in the keyboard. In this case, no further
action is taken for this particular column.

If the new and old values for the first buffer agree, the second step is

performed. In this step the corresponding byte in the second buffer is

checked and updated if it is different. This time no further action is taken
if the values agree, because this means that the key has already been de-
tected and should not be counted another time. However, if the values differ,

the position of the key in the matrix is computed, ready for the decoding
stage.

The key detection process produces several bytes of data that are used
by the decoding process. Primary among these are FFA3h = 65,443d, which

Column „
0

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

7 6 5

Rows

4 3 2 )0 Address

Rows
7 6 5 4 3 2 10 Address

FF91h
65,425d 0

FF9Ah
65,434d

FF92H
65,426d 1
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FF93h .

65,427d 2 FF9Ch
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FF94h ,
65,428d 3 FF90h

6S,437d

FF95h .

65,429d
4 FF9Eh

65,438d

FF96K ,

65,430d 5

FF97h .

65,431 d 6

—
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65,440d

FF98h 7
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y
Byte

First buffer

Byte

Second buffer

Figure 6-3. Keyboard matrix buffers
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contains the shift code byte (for column nine), and FFA6h = 65,446d, which

contains the position of the key in the matrix. This last value is obtained by

multiplying the column position by eight and adding in the row position.

The code for this calculation starts at 70F0h = 28,91 2d.

The repeat feature for keys is handled in the code starting at about

70B0h = 28,848d. The length of the keyboard buffer is first checked, for if

there is more than one character in the buffer, the repeat feature will not be
active. A counter at FFA4h = 65,444d counts down 84 cycles of keyboard

scanning before the repeat feature is activated. Using the 12-millisecond

cycle time, this gives about a one second delay before the key begins to

repeat automatically. Once the key begins to repeat, for each cycle of the

repeat, the counter is set back to six (at 7()BBh = 28,859d), giving a fre-

quency of about fourteen repeats per second. (This checks with the timing

results we measured with a stopwatch.)

Key Decoding

In the decoding section the key positions are converted into ASCII
codes. You can use the basic principles of this routine to convert key combi-

nations to any sort of code that is required. The main job is in setting up
the proper translation tables.

The decoding subsection begins at about 7 1 22h = 28,962d (see box).

Routine: Key Decoding

Purpose: To convert key combinations into corresponding ASCII
codes

Entry Point: 7l22h = 28,962d

Input: Upon entry, the key position number is in location

FFA6h = 65446d and the shift code (what shift keys have been de-

pressed) is in location FFA3h = 65,443d.

Output: ASCII code for the corresponding character

BASIC Example: Not applicable

Special Comments: Not a callable routine— part of the background
task

First the position of the key is retrieved from FFA6h = 65,446d. Figure

6-4 shows how the position numbers correspond to the labels on the keys.
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The keys in the white area of this diagram are handled first. They have
position numbers 0 through 43 and correspond to all the alphabetical,

numerical, and punctuation keys. Not included are the keys around the
outside of the keyboard, such as ( ESC ) , ( TAB ) , ( CTRL ] , ( SHIFT ) , ( SPACE 1 ,

( ENTER ), and the function keys.

The keys with positions 0 through 43 map to ASCII in six different
ways, depending upon the shift code. There are six tables in memory to

handle these six different cases (see Appendix D). Each table is forty-four

bytes long.

The code that manages these tables extends from 7l22h = 28,962d to

71B8h = 29,l 12d. In this code, the BC, HL, and DE are used to help
compute the table look-up address. The BC register pair holds the key
position, the HL register pair holds the base address for the particular table,

and the DE register pair holds the value 44 or 0 for use with the ( SHIFT )

key. These are all added together to compute the look-up address for the
ASCII code.
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Figure 6-4. Keyboard matrix table
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The first table starts at 7BFlh = 3 l,729d and contains the ASCII codes

for the unshifted characters. This includes the lowercase letters, the num-

bers, and the unshifted punctuation mark keys. In this case HL is set equal

to the value 7BFlh = 31,729d, and DE is made equal to zero for the look-

up.

The second table starts at 7ClDh = 3 1,773d and holds the ASCII codes

for uppercase letters and shifted punctuation marks. In this case HL is

loaded with 7BFlh = 31,729d as before, but DE has the value 2Ch = 44d.

Thus the computed address will point into this second table. The CPU
instructions at 7133h = 28,979d, 7l36h = 28,982d, 7185h = 29,061d, and

7 1 88h = 29,064d examine the { SHIFT ) key bit and set DE accordingly.

The third table starts at 7C49h = 31,817d and holds ASCII codes gen-

erated while holding down the { GRPH ) key, and the fourth table starts at

7C75h = 31,861d and holds ASCII codes for characters generated while

holding down both the ( GRPH ) and the ( SHIFT )
keys. In both cases the HL

register is loaded with the value 7C49h = 31,81 7d, but as above the DE
register is used to “shift” between the two cases.

The fifth table starts at 7CAlh = 31,905d and holds ASCII codes gen-

erated while holding down the ( CODE ) key, and the sixth table starts at

7CCDh = 31,949d and holds ASCII codes for characters generated while

holding down both the f CODE ) and the ( SHIFT ) keys. Again, the HL register

is loaded with a base value (this time 7CA 1 h = 3 1 ,905d), and the DE register

is used to “shift” between the two cases.

There are other parts to the decoding routine to handle the ( CTRL ) key

(at 720Ah = 29,194d), the fCAPS LOCK) key (at 722Ch = 29,228d), the ( NUM )

key (at 7233h = 29,235d), the function keys (at 715Bh = 29,019d), and the

arrow keys (at 7222h = 29,218d). There are special tables in the ROM to

handle some of these. If the ( NUM ~1 key is depressed, the table at

7CF9h = 3 1,993d (see Appendix P) is used to search for the values of the

keys in the Model 100 keyboard’s number pad area.

Two tables contain ASCII codes for the keys in positions 44 through 63

(see Appendix Q). The first table starts at 7D07h = 32,007d and contains

ASCII codes for these keys when ( SHIFT ) is not depressed. The second table

starts at 7DlBh = 32,027d and contains ASCII codes for these keys when

( SHIFT") is depressed. The routine for decoding these keys runs from

7148h = 29,000d to 7 158h = 29,016d and from 7222h = 29,2 1 8d to

7229h = 29,225d.
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Character Buffer Management

This section illustrates one way to build a buffer to receive characters

from an I/O process. In Chapter 7, on serial communications devices, we
will see another way.

In the buffer management subsection, starting at 7 1 C4h = 29, 1 24d, the

ASCII codes for the keys are put into the keyboard input buffer (see box).

Routine: Keyboard Character Buffer Management

Purpose: To put key codes into the keyboard input buffer

Entry Points: 7 1 C4h = 29 1 24d, 7 1 D5h = 29, 14 Id, and
7lE4h = 29,156d

Input: Upon entry, the ASCII code for the character is in the A
register and/or C register (depending upon which entry point is

used).

Output: The key codes are put in the keyboard input buffer.

BASIC Example: Not applicable

Special Comments: Not a callable routine— part of the background
task

There are several entry points. The one at 71D5h = 29,141d is for

placing characters in an empty buffer, and the one at 71E4h = 29,156d is

for storing subsequent characters in the buffer.

The number of characters currently in the buffer is stored at location

FFAAh = 65,450d. The buffer can store a maximum of thirty-two charac-

ters, and each character takes two bytes of storage. The buffer is a queue:
That is, it is a list in which new entries are added to the end of the list and
old ones are taken from the beginning.

For regular ASCII characters, the first byte contains the ASCII code
and the second byte is zero. Certain other keys, namely the function keys

and the ( LABEL

)

, ( PRINT ) , ( PRINT ) with fSHIFT)
,
and ( PASTE ] ,

are stored

with a numeric code in the first byte and a value of 255 in the second byte.

The numeric codes for these keys are 0 through 1 1 , respectively.

Here is a BASIC program that displays the keyboard input buffer. You
can use it to watch this buffer as you hit various keys. Just run the program
and watch the screen as you hit some keys. You should type slowly, because
it takes a while for this BASIC program to make a full cycle. The first
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number displayed is the number of characters currently in the buffer. After

that every two bytes is where a character is stored in the buffer. You should

compare the display on the screen with the foregoing description of the

buffer.

100 ' KEYBOARD BUFFER
110 '

120 PRINT CHR$ ( 1 1 ) 5

130 FOR I = 65450 TO 65514
140 PRINT USING PEEK ( I ) ?

150 NEXT I

160 GOTO 120

On line 120 of this program, the cursor is put into the home position

(upper left corner). On lines 130-150, the contents of the buffer are dis-

played. On line 160, the program loops back to line 120 to display the

buffer again.

The Keyboard Input Routines

The keyboard input routines provide a way to grab characters from the

keyboard character buffer. This is the “official” way to get characters from

the keyboard. It is the only way that the rest of the Model 100’s ROM
routines can get characters from the keyboard.

The KYREAD Routine

There are several routines for getting characters from the buffer. For a

few more than are presented here, see the Model 100 ROM Functions (700-

2245) from Radio Shack.

Let’s look first at a routine called KYREAD (see box), located at

7242h = 29,250d. It checks whether or not there is a character in the buffer.

If there are no characters, it returns with the Z flag set (Z). If there is a

character, it returns with the ASCII code for the key in the A register and

the Z flag clear (NZ). However, if the C flag was also set, then the character

corresponds to one of the special keys QT) through ( F8 ) , ( LABEL ) , ( PRINT)
,

( SHIFT )( PRINT ) ,
and ( PASTE ) . In that case the A register contains a corre-

sponding numeric code, 0 through 11.
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Routine: KYREAD
Purpose: To read a key from the keyboard input buffer

Entry Point: 7242h = 29,250d

Input: From the keyboard

Output: When the routine returns, the Z flag indicates if there are
any characters in the keyboard input buffer. If the Z flag is set (Z),

there are no characters. If the Z flag is clear (NZ), the ASCII code
of the next character is in the A register. If the C register is also set

(C), then the character corresponds to one of the special keys (TT)
through CED , ( LABEL]

, ( PRINT ] , fSHiFpC PRINT
) ,
and

( PASTE ] . In
that case the A register contains a corresponding numeric code, 0
through 1 1

.

BASIC Example: Not applicable

Special Comments: None

The routine first turns off the background task and then checks the
variable at FFAAh = 65,450d, which holds the number of characters in the
buffer. If this is zero, then it returns, turning the background task back on.

If there is at least one character in the buffer, then its code is loaded into
a register, and the other entries in the buffer are moved one character
position toward the front of the buffer. Then the routine returns, turning
on the background task.

The BRKCHK Routine

The next routine is called BRKCHK (see box). It checks for a break or
pause character

( ( CTRL ) C or
( CTRL ] S). These are also generated by the

( BREAK ]( PAUSE ] keys. If a break character was hit, it returns with the zero
flag clear (NZ) and the ASCII code for the break or pause character in the
A register; otherwise it returns with the zero flag set (Z).
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Routine: BRKCHK
Purpose: To check for break or pause character

Entry Point: 7283h = 29,315d

Input: From the keyboard

Output: If a break character was hit, it returns with the zero flag

dear (NZ) and the ASCII code for the break or pause character in

the A register; otherwise it returns with the zero flag set (Z).

BASIC Example: Not applicable

Special Comments: None

The BRKCHK routine is located at 7283h = 29,315d. It first checks

location FFEBh = 65,5 15d. This location is set by the key detection routines.

It is normally zero, but if a break or pause character is detected, the ASCII
code for that character is stored in this location. Special codes with the

eighth bit turned on are also stored here when a function key is detected.

The BRKCHK routine clears location FFEBh = 65,5 15d after checking

it. It first checks the eighth bit to see if a function key has been detected. If

this is nonzero, a function key must have been detected, and it processes an

interrupt for that key. If the eighth bit is clear (zero), then the routine

returns with the zero flag set according to the contents of location

FFEBh = 65,5 15d (nonzero or zero according to whether or not a break or

pause was detected).

The KEYX Routine

The last input routine we’ll look at in this chapter is called KEYX (see

box). It checks the keyboard queue for normal characters or a break. It does

not actually return any characters, only CPU flags. If there is at least one
character in the buffer, it returns with the Z flag clear (NZ); otherwise the

zero flag is set (Z). If a break was hit, then the carry is set (C); otherwise it

is clear (NC).
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Routine: KEYX
Purpose: To check for a character from the keyboard

Entry Point: 7270h = 29,296d

Input: From the keyboard

Output: If there is at least one character in the buffer, the routine

returns with the Z flag clear (NZ); otherwise the zero flag is set (Z).

If a break was hit, then the carry is set (C); otherwise it is clear (NC).

BASIC Example: Not applicable

Special Comments: None

The routine is located at 7270h = 29,296d. It first calls the BRKCHK
routine (described previously). If there is no break or pause character, it

checks location FFAAh = 65,450d to see if there are any characters in the

buffer, returning with the zero flag set accordingly. If there was a break or
pause, it checks the ASCII code in FFEBh = 65,5 15d for a break (ASCII 3),

as opposed to a pause (ASCII 13h= 19d). If indeed there was a break, the

routine sets the carry and returns; otherwise it checks to see if the buffer

has “pause” characters pending.

Summary

In this chapter we have explored the Model 100’s keyboard. We have
seen how to scan it using BASIC and how the ROM routines in the Model
100 interface between the keyboard and the rest of the computer. We have

seen that the actual hardware keyboard is fairly simple, but the software is

complicated by the fact that the ( SHIFT ) , { CTRL ) , ( BREAK ) and ( PAUSE 1 keys

have to be handled in special ways.
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1
Hidden Powers of the
Communications Devices

Concepts
How an RS-232 serial communications line works
The RS-232 connector and the modem

ROM Routines for the Communications Devices
BASIC interrupt commands
Initializing and shutting down the UART
Dialing the telephone

Reading from the serial communications line

Writing to the serial communications line

1 he serial communications line provides a vital link between the Model
1 00 and other computers, allowing it to become part of a larger information
handling system. Through the serial communications line, the Model 100
can be used as a terminal for other computers and as a detachable unit that

can be used to carry files from a larger computer to places where larger

computers are unavailable. For example, you can download a file into the

Model 100 at work, edit it at home, and then bring it back to the main
computer the next day. Through the modem connection, you can also con-
nect to other computers over telephone lines.

In this chapter we will explore the secrets of the Model 100’s modem
and RS-232 serial communications devices. We will see how these devices

work and how they are set up in the Model 100. Then we will study the

ROM routines that control them.
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How an RS-232 Serial Communications Line Works

There are two major ways to send computer data: parallel and serial.

Parallel transmission is normally used within the computer and for short

distances outside the computer such as between the computer and a printer.

Serial transmission is the rule for longer distances such as over the phone

lines or from one building to another.

With parallel transmission, all the bits of a byte of data are transmitted

at the same time, each over its own separate signal line. With serial trans-

mission, in contrast, the bits are sent one at a time over a single signal line

(see Figure 7-1).

Figure 7-1. Parallel and serial transmission
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Advantages of Serial Transmission

The main advantages of serial transmission are that fewer wires are
needed and standards for this type of transmission are well established. The
main disadvantages are that special hardware is needed to convert between
the computer’s internal parallel format and the external serial format and
that serial transmission is limited to slower speeds than parallel transmission.

Let’s look in more detail at the advantages, starting with the fact that

fewer wires are needed for serial transmission. For a two-way serial com-
munications line, a minimum of three signal lines (wires) is needed: one for

each of the two directions and one as a ground line. Other signals can be
added to provide hardware control of the flow of information. The serial

communications port on the Model 100 contains six different signal lines

plus a ground, but it’s quite possible to use only three of these for many
applications (see Figure 7-2).

The second advantage of serial transmission is its well-established stan-

dards. Standards increase the transportability of data and program files

and thus increase overall productivity. The main standard for serial com-
munications is called RS-232C; this is what the Model 100 uses. The RS-
232C standard encompasses a number of different speeds (called baud
rates) and a number of different formats (see Figure 7-3). When you set up
your communications on the Model 100 you have to select the baud rate,

word length, parity, and number of stop bits. Once these have been properly
selected, you should be able to communicate with any other computer that

has a RS-232C serial line with the same choices of speed and format. Since
most computer systems have the option of communicating in this way, your
Model 100 computer can communicate to most other systems.

Three main

signals

Auxiliary

signals

GND

TxR

RxR

RTS

CTS

DSR

DTR

Ground

Transmit data

Receive data

Request to send

Clear to send

Data set ready

Data terminal ready

Figure 7-2. Signals for serial transmission
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Disadvantages of Serial Transmission

Now let’s look at the disadvantages of serial communications. The first

is the extra hardware required. Fortunately, this hardware has been neatly

packaged in computer chips called UARTs. This stands for Universal Asyn-

chronous Receiver Transmitter. The word “Asynchronous” refers to the fact

that bytes of data can be sent one by one as they become available, instead

of in large blocks as with “synchronous” transmissions. There are a number

of different UARTS available today. The Model 100 uses a UART chip

called an IM6402.

The second disadvantage of serial transmission is speed. The difficulty

is that the bits are sent one at a time. When a byte is to be sent, it is loaded

into the UART in parallel. Then the UART peels off the bits, one by one,

to be sent over the data signal line (see Figure 7-4). Sending one byte of

information requires that a series of about ten bits be sent over the serial

communications line. The extra bits are used to separate the bytes from

each other. The opposite process happens when data are received. In this

Baud rate (speed) 75 baud

1 1 0 baud

300 baud
600 baud

1 200 baud

2400 baud

4800 baud

9600 baud

19200 baud

Word length 6 bits

7 bits

8 bits

Parity Ignore parity

Odd parity

Even parity

No parity

Stop bits 1 stop bit

2 stop bits

Figure 7-3. Typical speeds and formats for serial transmission
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case, the bits from the serial communications line accumulate in the UART
until a byte is complete and then are transferred in parallel into the com-

puter (see Figure 7-4). Special status lines from the UART to the computer

indicate when each of these processes is complete and the UART is able to

handle more characters.

Standard speeds for serial transmission range from 75 to 19,200 baud

(bits per second) or 7.5 to 1920 bytes per second. Data bytes are transmitted

inside the computer in parallel at speeds of up to several million bytes per

second, but transmission between computers at such high speeds simply is

not practical. The Model 100 can handle the full range of baud rates, but

not without problems. For example, the LCD screen can display characters

at a rate of only about 90 characters per second, and the practical limit for

downloading files (reading them into the Model 100’s memory) is about 240

characters per second.

To overcome differences in transmission speeds between devices, serial

transmission lines send signals back and forth to control the flow of data.

The Model 100 uses what is called an XON/XOFF protocol. With this

method, the receiving device sends a ( CTRL ) S (XOFF) when it can no longer

safely handle more data from the transmitting device. It sends a ( CTRL ) Q

Parallel to serial

H111tW-i > 11 - 5 ••
'i

' ' -
'

- *

Serial to parallel

j

Serial out
Shifter

—
—j/*.

Parallel Parallel

in 1^. out

Shifter A
Serial in

Figure 7-4. Converting from parallel to serial and from serial to parallel
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(XON) when it can handle more. Later in the chapter we will study the

ROM routines in the Model 100 that handle this protocol.

The RS-232C Connector and the Modem
The UART in the Model 100 is connected to the outside world in two

ways: through the RS-232C connector and through the modem. The RS-
232C connector provides a standard way of connecting two devices directly,

and the modem converts back and forth between the serial bits of data of

the UART and audio signals suitable for transmission over the telephone

lines (see Figure 7-5).

Bit 3 of port BAh = 186d switches between the RS-232C connector and
the modem. When this bit is 0, the UART is connected to the RS-232C
connector, and when this bit is 1 ,

the UART is connected to the modem (see

Figure 7-6).

The modem and the RS-232C connector behave much the same to a

programmer. There are, however, several differences. The modem has the

automatic dial function, and the RS-232C connection has some extra status

and control signals. As we shall see, dialing is done by taking the telephone

rapidly on and off its hook. The extra signals for the RS-232C connector

are RTS (Ready to Send), DTR (Data Terminal Ready), CI S (Clear to

Send), and DSR (Data Set Ready). The Model 100 is set up as a data

terminal; thus, the first two signal lines are output, and the second two are

input.

ROM Routines for the Communications Devices

The ROM routines for the communications devices perform such tasks

as handling BASIC interrupts, initializing the UART, switching between

the modem and RS-232C connector, reading from and writing to the UART,
and dialing the phone.

The BASIC Interrupt Commands
BASIC has interrupt commands for the communications line that are

similar to those for the clock and the keyboard. The interrupt control com-
mands are ON MDM GOSUB, ON COM GOSUB, MDM ON, COM ON,
MDM OFF, COM OFF, MDM STOP, and COM STOP. The keyword MDM
refers to the modem, and the keyword COM refers to the communications

line in general, but, the same routines are used to handle both cases. This

is because the interrupts happen in the UART, which lies between the

computer and both these methods of transmitting serial data.
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Figure 7-5. The modem
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Serial output

Select

Modem
Modem

Figure 7-6. Switching between the modem and the RS-232C
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In Chapters 5 and 6 we discussed how BASIC interrupt routines operate

on the BASIC interrupt table (starting at F944h = 63,8 1 2d). The first three

bytes of this table are reserved for the COM or MDM interrupt and contain

the interrupt status word and the location of the BASIC interrupt subrou-

tine for the communications devices.

Initializing and Shutting Down the UART
The routine to initialize the UART is called INZCOM and is located at

6EA6h = 28,326d (see box). This routine will help you to write your own
code to set up the UART any way you want.

Routine: INZCOM
Purpose: To initialize the UART that controls the communications

line

Entry Point: 6EA6h = 28,326d

Input: Upon entry, it expects the H register to specify the baud rate

( 1 through 9 as used in the STAT program), the L register to contain

the UART configuration code, and the carry flag to indicate whether

the modem or the RS-232C connector is to be used (set if RS-232C
and clear if modem). In the configuration code, bit 0 specifies the

number of stop bits (0= 1 stop bit and 1 =2 stop bits), bits 1 and 2

specify the parity (00 = none, 01 =even, and 10 = odd), and bits 3

and 4 specify the word length (00 = 6, 01 = 7, and 10 = 8 bits).

Output: When the routine returns, the UART is properly initialized.

BASIC Example:

CALL 2832G »H

where H is a 16-bit number that contains the configuration infor-

mation as specified above.

Special Comments: This routine will not update the configuration

information that is stored in memory; thus, it is not permanent.

If the carry flag is clear, the modem was selected. In this case, the routine

loads a 3 into the H register and 2Dh = 45d into the B register. This sets the

baud rate to 300 and turns the modem on. Then it disables interrupts using

the DI command and calls a routine called BAUDST to set the baud rate.
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The BAUDST routine is located at 6E75h = 28,277d (see box). It ex-

pects the H register to contain a number from 1 to 9 that specifies the baud
rate, as described above. This routine uses a table located at 6E94h = 28,308d
to look up the correct patterns to send to ports BCh = 188d and BDh = 189d.

These ports program a timer in the 8155 PIO chip to produce a square
wave, which is sent to the UART to control the baud rate.

Routine: BAUDST
Purpose: To set the baud rate for the serial communications line

Entry Point: 6E75h = 28277d

Input: Upon entry, the H register contains a number from 1 to 9

that specifies the baud rate, using the same correspondence as is

used by the STAT program.

Output: When the routine returns, the baud rate is set as specified.

BASIC Example:

CALL 28277 *0 »H

where H is 256 times (because it’s the H register) the baud rate

number decribed above.

Special Comments: None

Bits 6 and 7 of port BDh = 189d are always set to 01 . This specifies that

the output of the timer is a continuous square wave. The other possibilities

are 00 for a single cycle of square wave, 10 for a single pulse, and 1 1 for

continuous pulses. The other bits of these ports form a fourteen-bit binary

number. Bits 0 through 7 of port BCh = 188d form the lower eight bits, and
bits 0 through 5 of port BDh = 189d form the upper six bits. In a moment
we will explain how this number helps to determine the baud rate, but first,

let’s trace the clock signals that control the baud rate.

The timing signal for the baud rate originates with the 4,915,200 cycles

per second crystal that runs the CPU and provides the timing for the main
circuits of the computer. The CPU divides this frequency in half and sends

it on to drive other devices such as the timer in the 8155 PIO. This timer

further divides the frequency by the fourteen-bit binary number previously

referred to. The result is passed to provide a baud rate clock for both the

receiver and the transmitter circuits in the UART. The actual baud rate

produced by the UART is one sixteenth of the frequency of this last signal.
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For example, if you select 300 baud, the fourteen-bit binary number will

have a value of 5 12 in the table. The baud rate will be 4,915,200 divided by
2, divided by 512, divided by 16, which is exactly 300.

Alter ports BCh = 188d and BDh= 189d are programmed, port
B8h = 184d is set to a value of C3h = 195d. The upper two bits of this byte
start the timer, and the lower six bits define how ports B9h= 185d,
BAh = 186d, and BBh= 187d are to be used. They are not changed from
the way that they are originally initialized. The BAUDST routine then
returns.

The INZCOM routine continues by sending the contents of the B reg-
ister out port BAh = 1 86d. If the modem is specified, 2Dh = 45d is sent, and
if the RS-232C connector is selected, 25h = 37d is sent. The difference is bit

3, which controls the switch selecting between these two modes of operation
for the serial line.

Next the INZCOM routine sends the configuration code to the UART
via port D8h = 2 1 6d. The upper three bits are masked off because they are
not used.

Next the routine at 6F39h = 28,473d is called (see box). This routine
clears three locations: FF40h = 65,344d, FF86h = 65,4 1 4d, and
FF88h = 65,41 6d. The first of these locations controls the XON/XOFF pro-
tocol, the second specifies how many bytes are in the buffer for incoming
characters from the serial communications line, and the third is a pointer to

the position in the buffer for incoming characters.

Routine: Initialize Serial Buffer Parameters

Purpose: To initialize parameters that manage the serial communi-
cations line.

Entry Point: 6F39h = 28,473d

Input: None

Output: When the routine returns, three locations —
FF40h = 65,344d, FF86h = 65,414d, and FF88h = 65,416d — are
cleared.

BASIC Example:

CALL 28473

Special Comments: None
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Next the INZCOM places a value of FFh = 255d in location

FF43h = 65,347d and returns. This location tells the system when the serial

communications line is active. The return is made by jumping to a place

where there is the proper number of POPs and then a RETurn. This just

happens to be the very last part of the background task discussed in Chap-

ters 4, 5, and 6.

The function of the CLSCOM routine (see box) is the opposite of that

for the INZCOM routine: CLSCOM deactivates the communications line.

It is located at 6ECBh = 28,363d. It sets bits 6 and 7 of port BAh = 186d.

Bit 7 hangs up the telephone, and bit 6 places the DTR (Data Terminal

Ready) line of the RS-232C connector in the “not ready” state.

Routine: CLSCOM
Purpose: To deactivate the serial communications line

Entry Point: 6ECBh = 28363d

Input: None

Output: When the routine returns, the telephone connection is

broken and the RS-232C DTR line is placed in the “not ready”

state.

BASIC Example:

CALL 283G3

Special Comments: None

Dialing the Telephone

The Model 100 dials the telephone by a method that in effect, rapidly

takes the telephone on and off the “hook”. A relay in the modem circuit acts

as the “hook”. This relay is controlled by bit 7 of port BAh = 1 86d. When
the telephone is hung up, this bit is 1 ,

and when the telephone is off the

hook, it is 0.

After we present the ROM routines for dialing the telephone, we will

provide a program that shows how you can dial the telephone from BASIC.
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The routine for dialing the telephone is called DIAL and is located at

532Dh = 21,293d (see box). Upon entry the HL register pair contains the

address of the telephone number. The routine first sets bit 3 of port

BAh= 186d, selecting the modem instead of the RS-232C connector. Next
the routine calls a routine at 5359h = 21 ,337d, which does the actual dialing

(see box).

Routine: DIAL
Purpose: To dial the telephone

Entry Point: 532Dh = 2 1 ,293d

Input: Upon entry, the HL register points to where the telephone

number is stored in memory.

Output: The routine dials the telephone number

BASIC Example:

CALL 21293 >0 »H

Special Comments: None

Routine: Dialing Routine

Purpose: To dial the telephone

Entry Point: 5359h = 2

1

,337d

Input: Upon entry, the HL register pair points to where the tele-

phone number is stored in memory.

Output: The routine dials the telephone.

BASIC Example:

CALL 21337, 0,H

where H is the address of the telephone number

Special Comments: None
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The dialing routine at 5359h = 21 ,337d calls various other routines and
then gets down to the business of dialing the telephone. The dialing loop

runs from 5370h = 21,360d to 539Bh = 2 1,403d. At the top of the loop, a

check is made for the ( BREAK ) key, and the dialing routine is exited if

C BREAK ) is detected. Next, if the routine continues, a digit or other symbol

is fetched from the telephone number string. It is checked to see if it is a

special symbol such as CR, LF, or ( CTRL ) Z. If it is a CR/LF sequence or a

(
CTRL ) Z, the routine jumps to a section of code in which the auto log on

sequence is performed. If it is not, the routine skips any spaces in the

telephone number and sets the carry if it finds a digit. If there was a digit,

it calls a routine at 540Ah = 2 1 ,5 14d to dial the digit (see box).

Routine: Dial a Digit

Purpose: To dial a digit of a telephone number

Entry Point: 540Ah = 2 1 ,5 1 4d

Input: Upon entry, the digit (ASCII code or actual value) is in the A
register.

Output: When the routine returns, the digit is dialed.

BASIC Example:

CALL 21514 >

A

where A contains the digit

Special Comments: None

The digit dialing routine at 540Ah = 21,514d prints the digit on the

screen, then converts it from ASCII to a numerical value by masking off all

but the lower four bits and converting zero values to ten. This numerical

value is used as a loop counter to control the number of pulses that are to

be sent out. Note that a zero on the telephone dial is really a ten when sent

over the line.

The pulse loop begins by getting the timing delay selected by STAT (10

or 20) and using it to set a counter in the DE register pair for a pair of delay

loops that control the pulse timing. If a rate of 10 pulses per second was

selected, a value of 2440h = 9280d is chosen, and if a 20 pulse per second

rate was selected, a value of 161Ch = 5660d is chosen. Next the pulse loop

disconnects the phone by calling a routine at 52C 1 h = 2 1 , 1 85d. This is part

of the “official” routine for disconnecting the phone line that begins at
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52BBh = 21,179d (see box). The ’’disconnect” is made by setting bit 7 of

port BAh = 186d equal to 1 ,
leaving the other bits undisturbed. Next the E

register of the DE pair is used to count a delay with the telephone on the

hook. The pulse loop then reconnects the telephone by calling a routine at

52B4h = 2 1,1 72d, which clears bit 7 of port BAh = 186d. This is part of the

“official” routine for connecting the phone line that begins at 52D0h = 2 1 ,200d

(see box). Finally, the D register is used to count a delay with the telephone

off the hook (connected). During the pulse loop, interrupts are disabled

(using the DI instruction) because the timing loops are critical and must not

be interrupted.

Routine: DISC

Purpose: To disconnect the telephone line

Entry Point: 52BBh = 21,l79d

Input: None

Output: When the routine returns, the telephone line is disconnected.

BASIC Example:

CALL 21179

Special Comments: None

Routine: CONN
Purpose: To connect the telephone line

Entry Point: 52D0h = 21 ,200d

Input: None

Output: When the routine returns, the telephone line is connected.

BASIC Example:

CALL 21200

Special Comments: None
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After the pulse loop there is a short delay to separate the digit from
other digits of the telephone number. Then the dialing routine continues by
checking for more special characters, including for beginning of the
auto log on sequence and “ = ” for a two-second"delay.

The routine for the auto log on sequence begins at 539Eh = 21,406d
(see box). It calls serial communications line routines to send and receive
characters through the modem as specified by the user. The auto log on
sequence then returns to the main DIAL routine.

Routine: Auto Log On
Purpose: To send auto log on sequence

Entry Point: 539Eh = 21 ,406d

Input: Upon entry, the HL register pair points to the descriptor for
the auto log on sequence.

Output: The routine sends the auto log on sequence out the serial

communications line.

BASIC Example:

CALL 21406,0,

H

where H is the address where the auto log on sequence is stored in
memory.

Special Comments: None

In DIAL, bit 3 of port BAh — 1 86d is restored to its original value, and
various other business is taken care of depending upon whether you are in
terminal mode orjust using the computer to dial a voice call for you.

Dialing from BASIC
Here is a BASIC program that uses the DIAL routine to dial a telephone

number. It prompts you for the telephone number and then dials the num-
ber for you. You can use this program as a starting point for developing
more elaborate telephone routines. For example, you could write a program
that waits until a specified time, dials a certain number, logs onto a computer
at the other end of the line, sends some data, and then hangs up the
telephone.
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100 7 DIAL A TELEPHONE NUMBER
110 7

120 INPUT "TELEPHONE NUMBER" 5 T$
130 S$ = T$+CHR$( 13)
140 S = U A R P T R ( S $ )

150 H = PEEK (S+l >+25G*PEEK (S+2)
160 CALL 2 1 293 >0 »H
170 CALL 21173
180 PRINT
130 GOTO 120

On line 120 of this program, the telephone number is input by the user.

On lines 130-150, the address where this number is stored in memory is

computed. On line 160, the DIAL routine is called with the address of this

telephone number in the HL register pair. On line 170, the program hangs

up the telephone, assuming that the user is on the line with a regular

handset. On line 190, it loops back to try another number.

Reading from the Serial Communications Line

The serial communications line is interrupt driven. That is, whenever

characters are ready to be received, the UART actuates an interrupt to a

special routine to put the character in a buffer (see Figure 7-7). Whenever

the computer needs a character from the communications line, it checks the

buffer, not the UART directly. Let’s look at the routines to handle the

interrupt and to fetch characters from the buffer.

The Serial Communications Interrupt Service Routine

The interrupt service routine for the serial communications line takes

in characters from the line as they are generated. Whenever the UART
receives another character, it triggers an interrupt.

The Model 100 uses interrupt 6.5 for input to its serial communications

line. This means that whenever the interrupt is triggered, the CPU stops

what it is doing (if this interrupt is enabled) and calls location 34h = 52d.

On the Model 100, the code starting at 34h = 52d disables further interrupts

andjumps to location 6DACh = 28,076d.

The interrupt service routine for the serial communications line contin-

ues at location 6DACh = 28,076d (see box). It first calls a routine in RAM
at F5FCh = 62,972d. This normally consists ofjust a RETurn instruction.

Since it is in RAM, it provides a way for you to take control of the interrupt

routine, perhaps placing ajump at F5FCh = 62,972d to your own interrupt

routine for the serial communications line. For example, you could use such

a routine in a communications program that transfers files in special formats.
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Routine: Serial Interrupt Service Routine

Purpose: To read a character from the serial communications line

Entry Point: 6DACh = 28076d

Input: Upon entry, a character is ready for input from the serial

communications line.

Output: When the routine returns, the character is placed in the

serial communications input buffer.

BASIC Example: Not applicable

Special Comments: None

Figure 7-7. The UART interrupt

The main part of the interrupt routine manages input to a circular

buffer from the serial communications line. A circular buffer is a buffer that

wraps around on itself (see Figure 7-8). This particular circular buffer is 64

bytes long, starting at location FF46h = 65,350d. A pointer at

FF88h = 65,416d gives the position within the buffer for bytes as they are

input from the serial line. A pointer at FF87h = 65,4 15d gives the position

8085

CPU

RST 6.5

6402

UART
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for bytes as they are removed from the buffer by other routines. Another

variable, located at FF86h = 65,414d, keeps track of the number of bytes

currently stored in the buffer.

The buffer management routine starts by pushing the HL, DE, BC, and

PSW registers onto the stack, saving what the CPU was doing just before

the interrupt occurred. Then the address 7lF7h = 29,175d is pushed onto

the stack, providing a return address with the proper sequence of POPs to

restore the registers upon return from the interrupt. Again, this code is

borrowed from the background task.

Next, port C8h = 200d is read into the accumulator. This is the data

byte from the serial communications line. It will be placed in the circular

buffer. First, however, it must be processed according to the choice of parity.

Input pointer

Number of
characters

A circular buffer
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The byte is ANDed with the contents of FF8Dh = 65,42 Id. If parity is

ignored, this location contains 7Fh= 127d; otherwise, it contains FFh = 255d.
In the first case it masks oft' the parity, and in the second case it has no
effect. The result is moved to the C register.

Next, the routine checks for errors from the communications line. It

reads port D8h = 216d to get the status byte of the UART. Only bits 1, 2,

and 3 are used. The rest are masked off. They carry the following error

signal lines: OE (Overrun Error), FE (Framing Error), and PE (Parity

Error). The byte containing these bits is saved in the B register for later use.

If all of the error bits are zero, the incoming character is checked for

XON/XOFF protocol characters. If the routine finds ( CTRL ) Q (XON),
location FF40h = 65,344d is cleared, and if it finds

( CTRL ) S (XOFF), that

location is made nonzero. Next, the routine checks location FF42h = 65,346.
If this is nonzero, it returns without further action.

Next the routine checks to see if the buffer is already full. It checks
location FF86h = 65,414d, which contains the number of characters cur-

rently in the buffer. If this number is equal to 64, the routine returns without
further action because this indicates that the buffer is full. If the number of
characters in the buffer is greater than or equal to 40, an XOFF character

is sent out the communication line because the buffer is getting full. If the

device at the other end of the line is listening, it should soon stop sending
more characters.

Now the character is put in the buffer. First the character count (location

FF86h = 65,414d) is incremented. Then a routine at 6DFCh = 28,156d is

called to compute the address of the position in the buffer where the char-

acter should be put (see box), and the character is placed in the buffer at

that position. The routine finishes by recording an error if the status byte

sampled earlier indicates that one occurred.

The computation of the address of the position of the byte in the buffer

is done in several steps. First the pointer is incremented and ANDed with
3Fh = 63d. This advances the pointer around a 64-position number wheel
that uses modular or clock arithmetic. The position numbers start at 0, then

1 ,
then 2, and so on to 63. After 63 comes 0 again. To compute the address,

the base address of the buffer is added to the value of this circular pointer.
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Routine: Address Computation for Circular Buffer

Purpose: To compute the address for a pointer into the circular

buffer

Entry Point: 6DFCh = 28, 1 56d

Input: Upon entry, the HL register pair points to the location in

memory where the pointer is stored. The pointer is contained in a

byte and has a value from 0 to 63.

Output: When the routine returns, the HL register pair contains

the actual address of the buffer entry, and the DE register pair

contains the address of the pointer. The value of the pointer is

incremented unless it was 63, in which case it is set back to 0.

BASIC Example: Not applicable

Special Comments: None

Serial Communications Input Routines

Next, let’s look at the routines that fetch characters from the buffer for

use by the rest of the computer. There is a routine called RCVX to return

the number of characters in the buffer and a routine called RV232C to fetch

a character from the buffer. An assembly-language programmer can use

these routines to send data to the serial communications line.

The RCVX routine is located at 6D6Dh = 28,013d (see box). This rou-

tine returns the number of characters currently stored in the serial com-

munications input buffer in the A register. It also sets the Z flag accordingly.

That is, ifA is zero, then Z is set; otherwise, it is clear.
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Routine: RCVX
Purpose: To get the number of characters currently in the serial

communications input buffer

Entry Point: 6D6Dh = 28,013d

Input: None

Output: When the routine returns, the number of characters cur-

rently stored in the serial communications input buffer is in the A
register, and the Z flag is set accordingly.

BASIC Example: Not applicable

Special Comments: None

The RCVX routine gets the number ofcharacters currently in the buffer
from location FF86h = 65,414d, ORing it with itself to set the zero flag if

the buffer is empty (Z means empty and NZ means not empty). It also

checks locations FF40h = 65,344d and FF41h = 65,345d for special condi-
tions involving the XON/XOFF protocol.

The RV232C routine is located at 6D7Eh = 28,030d (see box). Its job is

to get a character from the serial communications input buffer. Upon exit

the A register contains the ASCII code of the character from the buffer.

The zero flag is set (Z) if there is no error and clear (NZ) if there was an
error. The carry is set (C) if the ( BREAK ) key was hit and clear (NC) otherwise.

Routine: RV232C

Purpose: To get a character from the serial communications input
buffer

Entry Point: 6D7Eh = 28,030d

Input: None

Output: When the routine returns, the A register contains the

ASCII code of the character from the buffer. The zero flag is set

(Z) if there is no error and clear (NZ) if there was an error. The
carry is set (C) if the ( BREAK ) key was hit and clear (NC) otherwise.

BASIC Example: Not applicable

Special Comments: None
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The RV232C routine pushes the HL, DE, and BE registers on the stack

and pushes the address 71F8h = 29,176d on the stack for the return ad-

dress. This is where the proper number of POPs and a RETurn are located.

Next the RV232C routine goes into a loop in which it waits for a char-

acter from the buffer. The loop first calls a routine at 729Fh = 29,343d to

check for a ( BREAK ) key, returning with the carry set if it detects this key

(see box). If there was no ( BREAK ) ,
the RCVX routine is called to check the

queue. If the queue is empty, the loop keeps looping. The loop will exit

normally as soon as there is a character in the buffer.

Routine: BREAK check

Purpose: To check for ( BREAK ) key

Entry Point: 729Fh = 29,343d

Input: None

Output: The routine returns with the carry flag set if it detects the

( BREAK ) key.

BASIC Example: Not applicable

Special Comments: None

If there are fewer than three characters in the buffer, a routine called

SEND Q, at 6E0Bh = 28, 17 Id, is called to send ( CTRL ) Q (XON) out the

communications line (see box later in the chapter).

The RV232C then gets the next character out of the buffer, using the

routine at 6DFCh = 28,156d (described earlier) to compute its address within

the buffer. It checks for an error condition left by the interrupt service

routine and then returns.

Writing to the Serial Communications Line

There are two routines for sending characters out the serial communi-
cations line: SNDCOM and SD232C. The first simply sends characters,

while the second uses the XON/XOFF protocol. If you are an assembly-

language programmer, you can use these routines to send bytes out the

serial communications line.

The SNDCOM routine is located at 6E3Ah = 28,21 8d (see box). It sends

a single byte out the serial communications line, either to the modem or to

the RS-232C connector, whichever is currently selected. It expects the char-

acter in the C register.
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Routine: SNDCOM
Purpose: lo send a character out the serial communications line

Entry Point: 6E3Ah = 28,218d

Input: Upon entry, the ASCII code of the character is in the C
register.

Output: The routine sends the character out the serial communi-
cations line.

BASIC Example: Not applicable

Special Comments: None

The SNDCOM routine contains a loop that waits for the communica-
tions line to be ready to output the next character. This loop calls the

( BREAK ) detector routine at 729Fh = 29,343d (described previously) and
then reads port D8h = 216d, checking bit 4 to see if the UART is free to

accept the next character. If the bit is zero, the loop continues looping;

otherwise, it does a normal exit, and the routine continues and sends the

character out port C8h = 200d before it returns.

The SD232C routine is located at 6E32h = 28,210d (see box). It sends
a character out the communications line using the XON/XOFF protocol.

Routine: SD232C
Purpose: To send a character out the communications line using the

XON/XOFF protocol

Entry Point: 6E32h = 28,2 1 Od

Input: Upon entry, the ASCII code of the character is in the A
register.

Output: The character is sent out the serial communications line.

BASIC Example:

CALL 28210 t A

where A is the ASCII code of the character.

Special Comments: None
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The SD232C routine calls a routine at 6E4Dh = 28,237d, which does

the protocol. This routine waits if the communications line is to be held up
by an XOFF. If a f BREAK ) is detected, it returns with the carry flag set. In

this case, the SD232C routine exits without sending the character; other-

wise, it runs on into the SNDCOM routine to send the character.

Serial Transmission from BASIC

Here is a BASIC program that sends characters out the serial commu-
nications line. It prompts the user for a string, sends it out the serial com-
munications line, and then loops back for another string.

100 ' SEND BYTES TO SERIAL PORT
110 '

120 PRINT "STRING TO SEND"
130 INPUT T

$

140 T = VARPTR(T$>
150 X0 = PEEK ( T )

1G0 XI = PEEK (T+l >+25G*PEEK (T+2)
170 FOR X = XI TO X1+X0-1
180 CALL 28210 >PEEK ( X

)

180 NEXT X
200 GOTO 120

On lines 120-130 of this program, the string is input. On lines 140-160,

the length and address of the string are computed. The variable X0 contains

the length of the string, and the variable XI contains its address. On lines

170-190, the bytes of the string are sent by getting them one by one from
memory and calling the SD232C routine each time. On line 200, the pro-

gram loops back for the next string.

BASIC also has ways of sending bytes to the communications line with-

out directly calling machine language. The following program shows one
such method.

100 ' SEND BYTES TO COM LINE
1 10 '

120 OPEN "COM : G8N2E" FOR OUTPUT AS #1
130 PRINT "STRING TO SEND"
140 INPUT T

$

150 PRINT #1 i T$5
1G0 GOTO 130

This program is shorter and easier to follow than the previous one, but

of course it does not reveal much about the inner workings of the ROM.
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Protocal Routines

Now let’s look at the main protocol routine. This routine first checks

location FF42h = 65,346d. If this location is zero, then the communications
line is in a “go” condition, and the protocol routine returns ready to let the

output of the character occur. If this location is nonzero, the line is in the

“stop” condition. In that case, the character is checked to see if it is a ( CTRL

)

Q (XON). If it is, the routine zeros locations FF8Ah = 65,4 1 8d and
FF41h = 65,345d and returns. If not, it checks for ( CTRL ) S (XOFF). If the

character is found, a value of FFh = 255d is stored in location
FF41h = 65,345d, and the routine returns. If not, it goes into a loop that

waits for either the ( BREAK ) key to be detected (returning with the carry

set) or location FF40h = 65,344d to be zero.

Let’s finish with two other protocol routines: SENDCQ and SENDCS.
The first sends an XON (( CTRL ) Q), and the second sends an XOFF

( ( CTRL ]

S) to the serial communications line.

The SENDCQ routine is located at 6E0Bh = 28, 1 7 Id (see box). It first

checks location FF42h = 65,346d. If this is zero, it returns. If not, it checks

location FF8Ah = 65,418d. If this is not one, it returns without further

action. If this location is one, the routine stores a zero in FF8Ah = 65,41 8d
and returns, sending out an XON character.

Routine: SENDCQ
Purpose: To turn on the XON/XOFF protocol for incoming char-

acters from the serial communications line

Entry Point: 6E0Bh = 28, 1 7 Id

Input: None, except for the XON/XOFF control variables

FF42h = 65,346d and FF8Ah = 65,4 18d

Output: The routine turns on the XON/XOFF protocol, sending an
XON character (ASCII llh= 17d) out the serial communications
line if needed.

BASIC Example:

CALL 28171

Special Comments: None
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The SENDCS routine is located at 6ElEh = 28,190d (see box). Like

SENDCQ, it first checks location FF42h = 65,346d. Again, if this is zero, it

returns. Otherwise, it checks location FF8Ah = 65,418d. This time it re-

turns if this location is not zero. If it is zero, it sets this location to one and
returns, sending out an XOFF character.

Routine: SENDCS
Purpose: To turn off the XON/XOFF protocol for incoming char-

acters from the serial communications line

Entry Point: 6E 1Eh = 28, 1 90d

Input: None, except for the XON/XOFF control variables

FF42h = 65,346d and FF8Ah = 65,4 18d

Output: The routine turns off the XON/XOFF protocol, sending an

XOFF character (ASCII 13h= 19d) out the serial communications
line if needed.

BASIC Example:

CALL 28190

Special Comments: None

Summary

In this chapter we have studied the two serial communications channels

for the Model 100 computer: the modem, which connects the Model 100 to

the telephone, and the RS-232C connector, which provides a standard method
for connecting the Model 1 00 directly to other computers.

We have seen that both communications channels are handled by the

same UART (Universal Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter) chip. We have

shown how to switch between the two channels, how to initialize the UART,
and how to send and receive characters through it. We have also studied the

circular buffer that manages the flow for incoming characters and the XON/
OFF protocol that is used to prevent the buffer from overflowing.
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Hidden Powers ofSound

Concepts
How sound works in the Model 100

ROM Routines for Sound
The BEEP command
The SOUND command

Oound makes computers more friendly. On the simplest level, for in-

stance, a “beep” sound can inform you that you’ve made an error while

entering data. In games, sound can provide reinforcement for winning
plays. Sound is likely to be an integral part of the input/output systems for

personal computers in the future.

In this chapter we will explore the secrets of sound on the Model 100.

You will see how to turn the sound on and off through bits on ports of the

8155 PIO and how to program the timer that produces a tone for the sound
circuit. These techniques have the potential of providing much more ver-

satile control of sound than can be obtained using BASIC. We will also look

at how the BEEP and SOUND commands work.

How Sound Works in the Model 100

The sound circuits in the Model 100 consist of a timer and two switches

(see Figure 8-1). The timer is the same one that generates the baud rate for

the UART, as explained in the previous chapter, and it is programmed in

the same way.

The first of the two switches is controlled by bit 5 of port BAh= 186d.

It turns the sound on and off. A value of 1 turns it on and a value of 0 turns

it off.
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The second switch is controlled by bit 2 of port BAh = 186d. It connects

and disconnects the output of the timer from the sound circuit. A value of

0 makes the connection and a value of 1 breaks the connection.

The following BASIC program demonstrates how the switches and the

timer can be programmed directly to make sounds of various frequencies.

It asks you for the frequency divisor D, which is the value loaded into the

timer. The actual frequency is given by the formula:

2,457,600/D

where D is the divisor that you specify.

100 ' MAKE A SOUND
110 '

120 INPUT "FREQUENCY DIVISOR" 5D

130 '

140 ' PROGRAM THE TIMER
150 OUT 1 88 j ( D MOD 258)
180 OUT 1 89 > ( ( D/258 ) AND 127) OR 64
170 OUT 184 1 1 95
180 '

Figure 8-1. The sound circuit of the Model 100
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20

TURN THE SOUND ON
X = INP(IBG)
OUT 18Gt (X AND 219) OR 32
GOTO 120

Let’s look at this program in more detail. The frequency divisor D is

input on line 120. On line 150, the lower eight bits are sent to port
BCh = 188d, and on line 160, the upper six bits are sent to port BDh = 189d.
In addition, bits 6 and 7 of port BDh = 189d are set to binary 01. This
ensures that a square wave is produced.

In line 1 70, the timer is started by sending C3h = 195d to port B8h = 1 84d.
This port programs the way the timer and the ports on the 8155 PIO chip
will be used. The upper two bits program the timer, and the lower six bits

program the ports. The pattern C3h = 195d ensures that the parallel ports
of the PIO will remain as they are.

In lines 200-210, bit 5 is set to one and bit 2 is cleared in port BAh = 1 86d.
This makes the connections from the timer to the sound circuit.

In line 220, the program loops back to get the next tone.

The ROM Routines for Sound

ROM routines for sound are used to implement the BEEP and SOUND
commands in BASIC.

The BEEP Command
Let’s start with the “beep” sound. This can be actuated either by the

BEEP command or by sending a ( CTRL
~) G (BEL) to the screen printing

routines.

The code for the BEEP command starts at 4229h= 16,937d (see box).

It simply sends an ASCII 7 (BEL) character to the screen printing routines

via the RST 4 command (see Chapter 4). The screen printing routines
dispatch to the routines for control characters in the code from
4373h= 17,267d to 4389h= 17,289d, using a table that starts at
438Ah = 1 7,290d. The routine for BEL is located at 7662h = 30,306d.
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Routine: BEEP
Purpose: To sound a beep

Entry Point: 4229h = 16,937d

Input: None

Output: lo the sound system

BASIC Example:

CALL 1G937

Special Comments: None

The physical routine to generate the Beep is at 7662h = 30,306d. Here
the routine at 765Ch = 30,300d is called to turn off interrupts (see box).

Then the B register is cleared to set up a loop count of 256 for the BEEP
loop, which is next. This loop first calls a routine at 7676h = 30,326d to flip

bit 5 of port BAh = 186d (see box). Then it calls a routine at 7657h = 30,295d
(see box) to produce a short delay (the C register is loaded with a timing
count of 80). The loop executes 256 times and then returns, turning on the
interrupts.

Routine: Flip the Sound Bit

Purpose: To change the sound switch

Entry Point: 7676h = 30,326d

Input: None

Output: To the sound system

BASIC Example:

CALL 30326

Special Comments: None
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Routine: Sound Delay

Purpose: To produce a delay

Entry Point: 7657h = 30,295d

Input: Upon entry, the C register contains a delay count.

Output: The routine returns about 5.7*C + 10.2 microseconds after

it has been called, causing a delay of that length.

BASIC Example: Not applicable

Special Comments: None

Note that this method of producing a tone does not use the timer.

Bit flipping, which rapidly opens and closes the sound circuit, provides

an alternate method of generating sounds. Here is a BASIC program that

illustrates this bit-flipping method. The result sounds almost like a machine

gun. The slightly irregular pattern occurs because the background task has

not been turned off. You can gain better control of the sound system if you

write in machine language. Starting with the ideas in this BASIC program,

you can develop machine-language programs to produce much more inter-

esting and sophisticated sounds.

100 ' FLIP THE BITS
110 '

120 FOR I = 0 TO 20
130 FOR J=1 TO 50 : CALL 30326:IMEXT
140 FOR J=1 TO 1 0 : N E X

T

150 NEXT I

The program consists of a nested loop structure. The large loop extends

over lines 120-150. This loop produces twenty pulses of sound. Each pulse

is generated by line 130, which calls the bit-flipping routine fifty times. A
short pause between the pulses is generated by line 140.

The SOUND Command
Now let’s look at the SOUND command. The code for this command

begins at lDC5h = 7621d (see box). Here the commands SOUND ON and

SOUND OFF are checked for. If neither is indicated, the frequency and

length parameters are loaded, and the routine jumps to location

72C5h = 29,381d (see box). At this location you can find a routine called

MUSIC.
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The MUSIC routine expects the frequency divider in the DE register

pair and the duration in the B register. The routine first disables interrupts
with the DI instruction. This is needed because of the timing loop. The
contents of the DE register pair are then loaded into ports BCh = 188d and
BDh = 189d to set the timer, with the E register going to BCh= 188d and
the D register (ORed with 40h = 64d) going to BDh= 189d. This is much
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like lines 150-160 of our “Make a Sound” BASIC program. Also as in our

BASIC program, the value C3h = 195d is sent to port B8h= 184d to start

the timer. Next, bit 5 is set and bit 2 is cleared in port BAh = 186d, again as

in the BASIC program. A break check is made by calling the routine at

729Fh = 29,343d (see box). Then a timing loop at 72EAh = 29,41 8d counts

the specified delay. Finally, the tone is turned off by setting bit 2 of port

BAh = 1 86d and resetting the baud rate into the timer.

Summary

In this chapter we have shown how to program the sound circuits of the

Model 100, including two BASIC example programs. We have also shown

how the BEEP and SOUND commands are implemented in ROM routines.
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Hidden Powers of the

Cassette

Concepts
How the cassette interface works

The SIM instruction and the SOD line

The RIM instruction and the SID line

ROM Routines for the Cassette System
Motor control

Read routines

Write routines

J.he tape cassette interface provides an inexpensive way to save and

retrieve programs and other kinds of files on the Model 100. In this chapter

we will explore the powers of the cassette interface. We will show how to

turn the cassette motor on and off through bits on ports of the 8155 PIO

chip. We will also explain how to read and write data to the cassette.

How the Cassette Interface Works

The hardware that interfaces the Model 100 to a tape cassette player

has three major components: motor control, writing data, and reading data.

The motor control circuit consists of a relay driven by an amplifying

transistor, which in turn is controlled by bit 3 of port E8h = 232d (see Figure

9-1). A value of 0 in this bit turns off the cassette motor, and a value of 1

turns it on.

The circuit for writing data to the cassette player converts two-level

digital information from the SOD (Serial Out Data) pin on the 8085 CPU



to a waveform suitable for recording on cassette tape (see Figure 9-2). This
signal is sent out the cassette connector to the AUX input of the cassette
recorder.

The SOD pin is activated by the SIM instruction of the 8085 CPU. SIM
is a dual-purpose instruction. In addition to controlling the SOD pin, it is

used to set interrupts 7.5, 6.5, and 5.5 (see Chapter 3). Before the SIM
instruction is used, the accumulator must be loaded with a bit pattern. If
bit 3 is set, the instruction is used to control interrupts; if bit 6 is set, it is

used to control the SOD line, sending the value of bit 7 there.

The circuit for reading data from the cassette player converts the signal
from the cassette player back into two-level digital information for input
into the SID (Serial In Data) pin of the 8085 CPU (see Figure 9-2).

The SID pin is monitored by the CPU’s RIM instruction. After this

instruction is executed, the value of the SID line is found in bit 7 of the
accumulator.

In the next section we will explore the routines that the Model 1 00 uses
to write and read data bytes serially through these circuits.
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The ROM Routines for the Cassette System

Let’s start with motor control. Then we’ll move on to the read and write

routines.

Turning the Cassette Motor On and Off

The cassette motor circuit is normally used to do what its name implies,

namely, to turn the cassette motor on and off while reading or writing data

Figure 9-2. Cassette data output and input circuits
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to the cassette player/recorder. However, this motor circuit can be used to

control other devices as well, such as relays that turn on and off appliances

or lab equipment.

The routine to turn on the tape cassette motor is called CTON and is

located at 14A8h = 5288d (see box). This routine disables interrupts using
the DI instruction, loads a nonzero value into the E register, and thenjumps
to a routine called REMOTE, which does the action.

Routine: CTON
Purpose: To turn on the tape cassette motor

Entry Point: 14A8h = 5288d

Input: None

Output: The tape cassette motor circuit is turned on.

BASIC Example:

CALL 5288

Special Comments: None

The REMOTE routine is located at 7043h = 28,739d (see box). It turns

the cassette motor on or off. Upon entry, if the E register is nonzero, it turns

on the cassette motor. If the E register is zero, it turns off the cassette motor.

Routine: REMOTE
Purpose: To control the tape cassette motor

Entry Point: 7043h = 28,739d

Input: Upon entry, the E register indicates whether the motor is to

be turned on or off. A zero value in E indicates off, and a nonzero

value in E indicates on.

Output: To the tape cassette motor circuit

BASIC Example: Not applicable

Special Comments: None
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The REMOTE routine uses bit 3 of port E8h = 232d to control the

cassette motor. Other bits in this port control other devices such as the

optional ROM (bit 0), the printer (bit 1), and the clock (bit 2). To make sure

that the REMOTE routine changes only this one bit, a copy of the contents

of port E8h = 232d is maintained in memory at location FF45h = 65,349d.

The REMOTE routine first reads the contents of this location into the

accumulator and then clears bit 3 of the accumulator. Next, it checks the E

register. If register E is nonzero (as it is coming from the CTON routine),

the routine ORs the accumulator with 8, setting bit 3. If register E is zero,

it leaves the accumulator as it was, with bit 3 clear. In either case, it sends

the result to port E8h = 232d and also stores it in location FF45h = 65,349d

before returning.

The routine to turn the tape cassette off is called CTOFF and starts at

location 14AAh = 5290d (see box). This entry point is right in the middle

of a CPU instruction that belongs to the CTON command, so the code

differs, even though it is shared by the two routines. This time it enables

interrupts using the El instruction and then loads zero into the E register

before jumping to the REMOTE routine. This time the REMOTE routine

clears bit 3 of port E8h = 232d, turning off the cassette motor.

Routine: CTOFF
Purpose: To turn the tape cassette motor off

Entry Point: 14AAh = 5290d

Input: None

Output: The tape cassette motor circuit is turned off.

BASIC Example:

CALL 5230

Special Comments: None

Here is a BASIC program that directly controls bit 3 ofmemory location

FF45h = 65,349d, turning it on and off. BASIC sends this byte out port

E8h = 232d as part of its normal housekeeping; thus we do not have to

explicitly do so ourselves in this program. You should note that BASIC has

built-in commands to turn the cassette motor on and off; so it is not nor-

mally necessary to get down to this level.
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100 ' CASSETTE MOTOR CONTROL
110 '

120 INPUT "BIT UALUE FOR MOTOR" 5X
130 Y = PEEK ( G5348

)

140 Y = (Y AND 247) OR 8*(>< AND 1)
150 POKE S5349 »Y
1B0 GOTO 120

On line 120 of this program, we get the bit value (0 or 1) for the motor
control bit. On line 130, we get the contents of memory location
FF45h = 65,349d. This is the Model 100’s record of port E8h = 232d. On
line 140, we insert the new bit value in the byte, and on line 150, we put it

back into location FF45h = 65,349d. On line 1 60, we loop back for another
bit value.

Writing to the Cassette

The routines to write to the cassette are at several levels and involve two
kinds of activity: 1) sending ordinary data bytes and 2) sending special

header bytes.

Ordinary Data

Let’s start with the first case, sending ordinary data bytes to the cassette

recorder. The lowest-level routine for doing this is called DATAW and is

located at 6F5Bh = 28,507d (see box).

Routine: DATAW
Purpose: To send a byte to the cassette recorder

Entry Point: 6F5Bh = 28,507d

Input: Upon entry, the A register contains the byte to be written.

Output: The byte is sent to the tape cassette recorder.

BASIC Example:

CALL 28507 >

A

where A contains the data byte that is to be sent to the tape cassette

recorder.

Special Comments: None
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The DATAW routine expects the outbound byte in the A register. If the

( BREAK ) key was hit during the routine, it returns with the carry set; other-

wise it returns with the data byte sent and the carry flag clear.

For each outbound byte, the DATAW routine sends nine cycles of an

electrical signal to the cassette recorder. The first cycle is a synchronizing

signal corresponding to a bit value of zero, and each of the remaining eight

cycles corresponds to one of the eight bits in the outbound byte. For each

bit, a value of zero is sent as a single cycle that lasts about 837 microseconds,

and a value of one is sent as a single cycle that lasts about 418 microseconds.

Notice that the cycle for a value of 1 is just about one half the length of the

cycle for the value 0. The corresponding frequencies are about 1 , 1 95 cycles

per second for 0 and about 2,391 cycles per second for 1.

The individual bits are sent via a routine located at 6F6Ah = 28,522d

(see box). This routine rolls the accumulator left one position, bringing

what was the leftmost bit into the carry. The carry then contains the next

bit to be sent. If the carry is clear, a value of 4349h = 1 7,225d is loaded into

the DE register pair; otherwise, a value of lF24h = 7972d is left in DE.

These values control timing loops governing how long the SOD line is kept

low and how long it is kept high. In other words, these values control the

shape of the waveform that is sent through the SOD line.

Routine: Write Cassette Data Bit

Purpose: To send an individual bit to the tape cassette recorder

Entry Point: 6F6Ah = 28,522d

Input: Upon entry, bit 0 of the A register contains the bit to be sent

to the tape cassette recorder.

Output: The bit is sent to the tape cassette recorder.

BASIC Example:

CALL 28522 >A

where A contains the value of the A register.

Special Comments: None

Let’s look at this routine in more detail. During the first timing loop

(controlled by the D register), the SOD signal is assumed to be low. Right

after this loop, the SIM instruction is used to raise the SOD line to a high

value of 1 . Next, the second timing loop (controlled by the E register) delays
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while the SOD line retains the value 1. Then the SIM instruction is used to

bring the SOD line low again. Finally, the routine jumps to the ( BREAK j

check routine at 729Fh = 29,343d (see Chapter 6) for its return.

The timing values put into the D and E registers have been carefully

chosen to account for delays caused not only by the timing loops themselves
but by the surrounding code. We found that for a bit value of 0, the SOD
line was held low for 1027 CPU clock cycles and high for 1030 CPU clock

cycles. For a bit value of 1 ,
the SOD line was held low for 5 1 6 cycles and

high for 512 cycles. Although the high/low times vary somewhat irregularly,

the total number of cycles for a bit value of 0 is 2057, which is just about
twice the total of 1028 cycles that we found for a bit value of 1. Since the

CPU’s clock runs at 2,457,600 cycles per second, you can compute how long
each cycle is. As mentioned before, the cycle times are about 837 and 418
microseconds, respectively.

The CSOUT routine is the next higher level routine for sending data
bytes to the cassette recorder. It is located at 14Clh = 5313d (see box). In
addition to sending out bytes to the cassette, it manages a special error

checking byte called a checksum.

Routine: CSOUT
Purpose: To send a data byte to the tape cassette recorder and
update the checksum

Entry Point: 14C 1 h = 53 1 3d

Input: Upon entry, the data byte is in the A register, and the

current checksum is in the C register.

Output: The data byte is sent to the tape cassette recorder and the

checksum is updated.

BASIC Example: Not applicable

Special Comments: None

Let’s see how the checksum works. Bytes are sent to the cassette in

blocks. For a BASIC program saved in regular non-ASCII form, the whole

program is sent as one block. For ASCII hies, however, the bytes are pack-

aged in 256-byte blocks. The checksum is computed for each block as the

lower eight bits of the sum of all the bytes in the block. This is not as

complicated as it sounds, because the sum is computed using an eight-bit

register; thus, only the lower eight bits of the answer are retained.
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The negative of the checksum byte is placed at the end of the block.

When the block is read, all the bytes of the block, including the byte from

the checksum, are summed into a byte. The result should be zero; if it is

not, an error must have occurred. If the result is zero, there is only a small

chance that there is an error.

The CSOUT routine expects the outbound byte in the A register and

the previous value of the checksum in the C register. It returns with the

updated checksum in the C register.

The CSOUT routine pushes both the DE and HL register pairs on the

stack. It then adds the value of the outbound byte to the the previous value

of the checksum in the C register, and the result is placed back in the C
register. Next, the DATAW routine is called to put the byte out to the

cassette. If upon return from this routine the carry is set, the cassette motor

is turned off by calling CTOFF and an IO error is declared. This happens

only if a ( BREAK )
is detected. If the carry is clear, the CSOUT routine

returns, POPping register pairs so that the BC, DE, and HL registers are

all preserved.

It is technically possible to write BASIC programs that send bytes to the

cassette recorder by calling the DATAW routine. However, BASIC is too slow

to attain the close timing of bytes that would be required for recording

actual data.

Synchronizing Header

Since bits are recorded serially on tape, there has to be a way for the

cassette-reading logic to find and lock onto the first and then the subsequent

bits of each byte. Some computers use UARTs and modems to create syn-

chronizing information for recording each byte serially on tape. However,

the Model 100 uses much simpler hardware and synchronizes entire blocks

of bytes.

Each block of data begins with a series of special bit patterns that align

the timing of the Model 100’s cassette tape reading software so that it hits

the right place in the code to accept the first bit of the first byte of each

block of data. These synchronizing bit patterns make up the header bytes.

Let’s look at the routine to write the special header bytes. This routine

is called SYNCW, and it is located at 6F46h = 28,486d (see box). It consists

of a loop that puts out 5 1 2 bytes with the value 55h = 85d and one byte with

the value 7Fh= 127d. It calls a routine at 6F5Eh = 28,510d to send out the

bytes (see box). This routine is essentially the DATAW routine without the

first synch bit. The effect is a rapidly alternating pattern of zero and one bit

values followed by a byte value of 7Fh = 127d.
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Routine: SYNCW
Purpose: To write the synchronizing header to the tape cassette

recorder

Entry Point: 6F46h = 28,486d

Input: None

Output: The synchronizing header is written to the tape cassette

recorder.

BASIC Example:

CALL 28486

Special Comments: None

The actions of turning on the cassette motor and sending the special

header are combined in one routine located at 148Ah = 5258d (see box).

This routine first calls the CTON routine and then calls the SYNCW rou-

tine. If the SYNCW routine returns with an error (carry set because of a

( BREAK ) during DATAW), it calls the error routine at 45Dh= 111 7d with
the code for “IO error” in the E register. If there was no error, the routine

simply returns.

Routine: Start Cassette Write

Purpose: To start writing to the tape cassette recorder

Entry Point: 148Ah = 5258d

Input: None

Output: The tape cassette motor is turned on, and the synchroniz-

ing header is written to the tape cassette recorder.

BASIC Example:

CALL 5258

Special Comments: None
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Reading from the Cassette

The routines to read data from the cassette, like those for writing,

consist of those for ordinary data bytes and those for the synchronizing
header.

Ordinary Data

Let’s start with the ordinary data bytes. The DATAR routine, with entry

point at 702Ah = 28,714d, is at the lowest level (see box). It returns the

incoming byte in the D register. If the ( BREAK ) key was hit, DATAR returns
with the carry set; otherwise, it returns with the carry clear.

Routine: DATAR
Purpose: To read a byte from the tape cassette player

Entry Point: 702Ah = 28,7 14d

Input: None

Output: When the routine returns, the D register contains the data
byte from the tape cassette player.

BASIC Example: Not applicable

Special Comments: None

The DATAR routine consists of two loops. The first loop waits for the
synch bit, and the second loop picks up the eight data bits.

The DATAR routine calls a routine at 6FDBh = 28,635d to pick up the

individual bits from the cassette player (see box). This bit-reading routine
returns a count in the C register that measures the length of an incoming
square-wave pulse. A count of 2 1 or more indicates a 0 bit value, and a

count of less than 21 indicates a 1 bit value.
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Routine: Read Cassette Data Bit

Purpose: To read a bit from the tape cassette player

Entry Point: 6FDBh = 28,635d

Input: None

Output: When the routine returns, the C register contains a number

that measures the length of an incoming square-wave pulse. A count

of 2 1 or more indicates a 0 bit value, and a count of less than 2

1

indicates a 1 bit value.

BASIC Example: Not applicable

Special Comments: None

The bit-reading routine has two major parts: one part counts pulses

that go low-high-low, and the other part counts pulses that go high-low-

high. The DATAR routine uses only the first part. In this part, there are

two loops. The first loop waits for a high on the SID line, and the second

loop measures how long the SID line stays high.

The first loop of the bit-reading routine looks for a ( BREAK ) by calling

the { BREAK ) check routine at 729Fh = 29,343d and monitors the SID line

by executing the RIM instruction. The RIM instruction leaves the value of

the SID signal line in bit 7 of the accumulator. As soon as the SID line goes

high, the routine leaves its first loop and starts the second loop.

The second loop of the bit-reading routine counts the number of times

that it loops while the SID line is still high. Each execution of the loop takes

about 29 CPU clock cycles; thus, a count of about 17 corresponds to a 1 bit,

and a count of about 35 corresponds to a 0 bit. If the count gets as high as

256, it starts all over again with the first loop. If not, it returns with the

count, calling a routine at 7676h = 30,326d to flip the sound bit to make a

click for you to hear (see Chapter 8). If the SOUND OFF command is

currently in force, it skips this bit flip. Location FF44h = 65,348d is used to

control the SOUND ON/OFF feature during cassette operation.

After the bit-reading routine, the DATAR routine calls a routine at

7023h = 28,707d to check the count and pack the bits, one at a time, into

the D register (see box). This routine checks the count in the C register,

using the CPI instruction to compare the count against the value of 2 1

.

This places the correct bit value into the carry. It then rotates this bit value

from the carry into the D register via the accumulator.
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Routine: Pack Cassette Data Bit

Purpose: To pack serial bits from the cassette into the D register

Entry Point: 7023h = 28,707d

Input: Upon entry, the C register contains the count from the bit-

reading routine, and the D register contains the partially packed

data byte.

Output: When the routine returns, the bit is placed into bit 0 of the

data byte, and the previous contents are shifted left by one position.

BASIC Example: Not applicable

Special Comments: None

The CASIN routine at 14B0h = 5296d is the next higher level routine

for reading data bytes from the cassette recorder (see box). As it reads data

bytes from the cassette, it computes the checksum byte.

Routine: CASIN
Purpose: To read a data byte from the tape cassette player and

update the checksum

Entry Point: 14B0h = 5296d

Input: Upon entry, the C register contains the current checksum.

Output: When the routine returns, the data byte is in the A register,

and the updated checksum is in the C register.

BASIC Example: Not applicable

Special Comments: None

Upon entry, the CASIN routine expects the current value of the check-

sum byte in the C register. It returns with the updated checksum in the C
register and the data byte in the A register.

The CASIN routine saves the DE, HL, and BC register pairs on the

stack. It calls the DATAR routine to read the data byte. If a f BREAK ] is

detected, DATAR returns with the carry set, and CASIN jumps to declare

an IO error. If there was no ( BREAK ), CASIN continues, adding the value

of the data byte to the current checksum and placing the result back into C.
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Synchronizing Header

The routine to read the special synchronizing header is called SYNCR
and is located at 6F85h = 28,549d (see box). It is designed to wait for this

special header signal.

Routine: SYNCR
Purpose: To read the synchronizing header from the tape cassette

player

Entry Point: 6F85h = 28,549d

Input: From the cassette player

Output: None

BASIC Example:

CALL 28549

Special Comments: None

The SYNCR routine is more complicated and tricky than the corre-
sponding SYNCW routine, which was used to generate the header. The
SYNCR routine consists of three loops. The first two lock into the alternat-

ing pattern of 0 and 1 bits in the body of the header, and the last loop checks
for the last byte of the header, which is 7Fh = 1 27d.

The actions of turning on the cassette motor and detecting the special

header are combined in one routine, located at 1499h = 5273d (see box).
This routine calls the CTON routine, waits for almost a second to let the
tape get up to speed, and thenjumps to the SYNCR routine to look for the
header.
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Routine: Start Cassette Read

Purpose: To turn on the tape cassette motor and wait for the end of

the synchronizing header from the cassette player

Entry Point: 1499h = 5273d

Input: From the cassette player

Output: None

BASIC Example:

CALL 5273

Special Comments: None

Summary

In this chapter we have examined the operation of the cassette tape

interface on the Model 100. We have seen how the cassette motor is con-

trolled through bit 3 of port E8h = 232d and how the data lines to and from

the cassette are connected to the serial data lines of the 8085 CPU. We have

discussed how to control the motor circuit for other purposes than simply

controlling a cassette player/recorder. We have also studied the low-level

ROM routines for reading from and writing to the cassette player/recorder.
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BASIC Function Addresses
Address 40h = 64d

Address Function

3407h = 13,3 19d SGN
3654h = 13,908d INT
33F2h = 13,298d ABS
2B4Ch = 1 1 ,084d FRE
1 lOOh = 4,352d INP
10C8h = 4,296d LPOS
lOCEh = 4,302d POS
305Ah = 12,378d SQR
313Eh= 12,606d RND
2FCFh= 12,239d LOG
30A4h= 12,452d EXP
2EEFh= 12,015d COS
2F09h = 12,04 Id SIN
2F58h=12,120d TAN
2F71h = 12,145d ATN
1284h = 4,740d PEEK
1889h = 6,281d EOF
506Dh = 20,589d LOG
506Bh = 20,587d EOF
3501h= 13,569d CINT
352Ah = 13,610d CSNG
35BAh= 13,754d CDBL
3645h= 13,893d FIX
2943h= 10,563d LEN
273Ah= 10,042d STR$
2A07h= 10,759d VAL
294Fh = 10,575d ASC
295Fh= 10,591d CHR$
298Eh= 10,638d SPACES
29ABh= 10,667d LEFTS
29DCh =10,71 6d RIGHTS
29E6h = 10,726d MIDS



BASIC Keywords
Address 80h = 1 28d

Keyword

END
FOR
NEXT
DATA
INPUT
DIM
READ
LET
GOTO
RUN
IF

RESTORE
GOSUB
RETURN
REM
STOP
WIDTH
ELSE
LINE
EDIT
ERROR
RESUME
OUT
ON
DSKO$
OPEN
CLOSE
LOAD
MERGE
FILES
SAVE
LFILES

Token Value

80h= 128d

81h= 129d

82h= 130d

83h = 13 Id

84h= 132d

85h= 133d

86h= 134d

87h= 135d

88h= 136d

89h= 137d

8Ah= 138d
8Bh= 139d

8Ch= 140d

8Dh= 1 4 Id

8Eh = 142d

8Fh= 143d

90h= 144d

91h= 145d

92h= 146d

93h= 147d

94h= 148d

95h= 149d

96h=150d
97h= 1 5 Id

98h= 152d

99h= 153d

9Ah = 1 54d
9Bh— 155d

9Ch = 156d

9Dh= 157d

9Eh= 158d

9Fh= 159d



LPRINT
DEF
POKE
PRINT
CONT
LIST
LLIST
CLEAR
CLOAD
CSAVE
TIME$
DATE$
DAY$
COM
MDM
KEY
CLS
BEEP
SOUND
LCOPY
PSET
PRESET
MOTOR
MAX
POWER
CALL
MENU
IPL

NAME
KILL
SCREEN
NEW
TAB(
TO
USING
VARPTR
ERL
ERR
STRING!
INSTR
DSKI$
INKEY$

A0h=160d
Alh= 161d

A2h=162d
A3h = 163d

A4h= 164d

A5h= 165d

A6h= 166d

A7h = 167d

A8h = 168d

A9h= 169d
AAh= 170d
ABh= 1 7 Id

ACh= I72d

ADh= 173d

AEh= 174d

AFh = 175d

B0h= 176d

Blh= I77d

B2h = 178d

B3h=l79d
B4h= 180d

B5h= 181d

B6h= 182d

B7h= 183d

B8h = 184d

B9h = 185d
BAh= 186d

BBh= 187d

BCh= 188d
BDh= 189d

BEh = 190d

BFh= 191d

C0h= 192d

Clh= 193d

C2h= 194d

C3h= 195d

C4h= 196d

C5h= 197d

C6h= 198d

C7h = 199d

C8h = 200d
C9h = 201d
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CSRLIN CAh = 202d

OFF CBh = 203d

HIMEM CCh = 204d

THEN CDh = 205d

NOT CEh = 206d

STEP CFh = 207d

+ D0h = 208d

Dlh = 209d

* D2h = 210d

/
D3h = 211d

D4h = 212d

AND D5h = 213d

OR D6h = 214d

XOR D7h = 215d

EQV D8h = 216d

IMP D9h = 217d

MOD DAh = 2 1 8d

\
DBh = 219d

> DCh = 220d
— DDh = 221d

< DEh = 222d

SGN DFh = 223d

INT E0h = 224d

ABS Elh = 225d

FRE E2h = 226d

INP E3h = 227d

LPOS E4h = 228d

POS E5h = 229d

SQR E6h = 230d

RND E7h = 231d

LOG E8h = 232d

EXP E9h = 233d

COS EAh = 234d

SIN EBh = 235d

TAN ECh = 236d

ATN EDh = 237d

PEEK EEh = 238d

EOF EFh = 239d

LOC F0h = 240d

LOF Flh = 241d

CINT F2h = 242d

CSNG F3h = 243d



CDBL
FIX
LEN
STR$
VAL
ASC
CHR$
spaces
LEFT$
RIGHTS
MIDS

F4h = 244d
F5h = 245d
F6h = 246d
F7h = 247d
F8h = 248d
F9h = 249d
FAh = 250d
FBh = 25Id
FCh = 252d
FDh = 253d
FEh = 254d

i
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BASIC Command
Addresses

Address 262h = 61 Od

Address Command

409Fh= 16,543d END
0726h=l,830d FOR
4l74h= 16,756d NEXT
099Eh = 2,462d DATA
0CA3h = 3,235d INPUT
478Bh= 18,3 1 5d DIM
0CD9h = 3,289d READ
09C3h = 2,499d LET
0936h = 2,358d GOTO
090Fh = 2,319d RUN
0BlAh = 2,842d IF

407Fh= 16,5 lid RESTORE
091Eh = 2,334d GOSUB
0966h = 2,406d RETURN
09A0h = 2,464d REM
409Ah= 16,538d STOP
lDC3h = 7,619d WIDTH
09A0h = 2,464d ELSE
0C45h = 3,141d LINE
5E51h = 24,145d EDIT
0B0Fh = 2,831d ERROR
0AB0h = 2,736d RESUME
1 10Ch = 4,364d OUT
0A2Fh = 2,607d ON
507 lh = 20,593d DSKO$
4CCBh= 19,659d OPEN
4E28h = 20,008d CLOSE



4D70h = 19,824d

4D71h= 19,825d

lF3Ah = 7,994d

4DCFh= 19,919d

506Fh = 20,591d

0B4Eh = 2,894d

0872h = 2,162d

128Bh = 4,747d

0B56h = 2,902d

40DAh = 16,602d

1 140h = 4,416d

1 13Bh = 4,41 Id

40F9h= 16,633d

2377h = 9,079d

2280h = 8,832d

19ABh = 6,571d

19BDh = 6,589d

19Flh = 6,641d

lA9Eh = 6,814d

lA9Eh = 6,8 14d

lBB8h = 7,096d

4231h = 16,945d

4229h=16,937d
lDC5h = 7,621d

lE5Eh = 7,774d

lC57h = 7,255d

lC66h = 7,270d

lDECh = 7,660d

7F0Bh = 32,523d

1419h = 5,145d

lDFAh = 7,674d

5797h = 22,423d

lA78h = 6,776d

2037h = 8,247d

lF91h = 8,081d

lE22h = 7,714d

20FEh = 8,446d

LOAD
MERGE
FILES
SAVE
LFILES
LPRINT
DEF
POKE
PRINT
CONT
LIST
LLIST
CLEAR
CLOAD
CSAVE
TIME$
DATE$
DAY$
COM
MDM
KEY
CLS
BEEP
SOUND
LCOPY
PSET
PRESET
MOTOR
MAX
POWER
CALL
MENU
IPL
NAME
KILL
SCREEN
NEW
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Operator Priorities for

Binary Operations

Address 2E2h = 738d

Priority Number

79h= 1 2 Id

79h = 12 Id

7Ch=124d
7Ch= 124d

7Fh=127d
50h = 80d
46h = 70d
3Ch = 60d
32h = 50d
28h = 40d
7Ah= 122d

7Bh= 123d

Operation

+

/

A

AND
OR
XOR
EQV
IMP
MOD
\



B
Some Numerical
Conversion Routines

Address 2EEh = 750d

Address

35BAh = 13,754d

0000h = Od
3501h = 13,569d

35D9h= 13,785d

352Ah= 13,610d

Operation

CDBL (Convert to Double Precision)

none

ClNT (Convert to Integer)

check for integer type

CSNG (Convert to Single Precision)

Binary Operations for

Double Precision

Address 2F8h = 760d

Address

2B78h=ll,128d
2B69h=ll,113d
2CFFh=ll,518d
2DC7h= 11,7 19d

3D8Eh= 15,758d

34FAh= 13,562d

Operation

+

*

/

comparisons
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Binary Operations for

Single Precision

Address 304h = 772d

Address

37F4h = 14,324d

37FDh= 14,333d

3803h = 14,339d

380Eh= 14,350d

3D7Fh = 15,743d

3498h= 13,464d

Operation

+

*

/

comparisons

Binary Operations
for Integers

Address 31 Oh = 784d

Address

3704h= 14,084d

36F8h = 14,072d

3725h = 14,1 1 7d

0F0Dh = 3,853d

3DF7h= 15,863d

34C2h=13,506d

Operation

+

*

/

A

comparisons
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Error Codes
Address 31 Ch = 796d

Symbol Code Explanation

NF 1 NEXT WITHOUT FOR
SN 2 SYNTAX ERROR
RG 3 RETURN WITHOUT GOSUB
OD 4 OUT OF DATA
FC 5 ILLEGAL FUNCTION CALL
OV 6 OVERFLOW
OM 7 OUT OF MEMORY
UL 8 UNDEFINED LINE
BS 9 BAD SUBSCRIPT
DD 10 DOUBLE DIMENSIONED ARRAY
10 11 DIVISION BY ZERO
ID 12 ILLEGAL DIRECT
TM 13 TYPE MISMATCH
OS 14 OUT OF STRING SPACE
LS 15 STRING TOO LONG
ST 16 STRING FORMULA TOO COMPLEX
CN 17 CANT CONTINUE
IO 18 ERROR
NR 19 NO RESUME
RW 20 RESUME WITHOUT ERROR
UE 21 UNDEFINED ERROR
MO 22 MISSING OPERAND
IE 50 UNDEFINED ERROR
BN 51 BAD FILE NUMBER
FF 52 FILE NOT FOUND
AO 53 ALREADY OPEN
EF 54 INPUT PAST END OF FILE
NM 55 BAD FILE NAME
DS 56 DIRECT STATEMENT IN FILE
FL 57 UNDEFINED ERROR
CF 58 FILE NOT OPEN
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BASIC
Address

446h = 1 ,094d

449h=l,097d
44Ch= 1,1OOd

44Fh = 1,103d

452h = 1,1 06d

455h= 1,1 09d

458h= 1,1 12d

45Bh= 1,1 15d

504Eh = 20,558d

5051h = 20,561d

5054h = 20,564d

5057h = 20,567d

505Ah = 20,570d

505Dh = 20,573d

5060h = 20,576d

5063h = 20,579d

5066h = 20,582d

Error Routines
Code Explanation

02h = 2d SYNTAX ERROR
OBh = 1 Id DIVISION BY 0

01h= Id NEXT WITHOUT FOR
OAh = 1 Od DOUBLE DIM ARRAY
14h = 20d RESUME WITHOUT ERROR
06h= 6d OVERFLOW
16h = 22d MISSING OPERAND
0Dh= 13d TYPE MISMATCH
37h = 55d BAD FILE NAME
35h = 53d ALREADY OPEN
38h = 56d DIRECT STATEMENT IN FILE

34h = 52d FILE NOT FOUND
3Ah = 58d FILE NOT OPEN
33h = 5 Id BAD FILE NUMBER
32h = 50d UNDEFINED ERROR
36h = 54d INPUT PAST END OF FILE

39h = 57d UNDEFINED ERROR
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Control Characters
for the Model 700

Address 438AK = 1 7,290d

ASCII Code Address of Routine Function

07h = 7d 7662h = 30,306d BELL
08h = 8d 446 lh= 17,505d BACKSPACE
09h = 9d 4480h= 17,536d TAB
OAh = 1 Od 4494h = 17,556d LF
0Bh= 1 Id 44A8h= 17,576d HOME
0Ch= 12d 4548h= I7,736d FF
0Dh= 13d 44AAh = 17,578d CR
lBh = 27d 43B2h = 17,330d ESC
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Routines for Escape
Sequences

Address 43B8h = 17,336d

Character

after

ESC
ASCII code Symbol Address of Routine Function

6Ah= 106d j 4548h = 17,736d ERASE SCREEN
45h= 69d E 4548h = 17,736d ERASE SCREEN
4Bh= 75d K 4537h= 1 7,7 19d ERASE TO END OF

LINE
4Ah = 74d J 454Eh= 17,742d CLEAR TO END OF

SCREEN
6Ch= 108d 1 4535h = 17,71 7d ERASE LINE
4Ch = 76d L 44EAh = 17,642d INSERT BLANK

LINE
4Dh = 77d M 44C4h=17,604d DELETE LINE
59h = 89d Y 43AFh= 17,327d DIRECT CURSOR

ADDRESSING
41h = 65d A 4469h= 17,513d CURSOR UP
42h = 66d B 446Eh= 1 7,5 1 8d CURSOR DOWN
43h = 67d C 4453h= 17,491d CURSOR RIGHT
44h = 68d D 445Ch= 17,500d CURSOR LEFT
48h = 72d H 44A8h= 17,576d HOME
70h = 1 1 2d P 443 lh= 17,457d SET REVERSE

CHAR
7lh= 113d q 4432h= 17,458d TURN OFF

REVERSE CHAR
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50h = 80d P 44AFh= 17,583d TURN ON CURSOR
51h = 81d Q 44BAh= 17,594d TURN OFF

CURSOR
54h = 84d T 4439h = 17,465d SET SYSTEM LINE
55h = 85d U 4437h= 17,463d RESET SYSTEM

LINE
56h = 86d V 443Fh= 17,47 Id LOCK DISPLAY
57h = 87d w 4440h = 17,472d UNLOCK DISPLAY
58h = 88d X 444Ah= 17,482d
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Special Screen Routines

for the Model 700
Address Entry Condition Function

20h = 32d A has ASCII code Print a character

4222h= 16,930d None Print CR/LF

4229h= 16,937d None Beep

422Dh = 16,941d None Home cursor

4231h= 16,945d None Clear the screen

4235h= 16,949d None Lock system line

423Ah= 16,954d None Unlock system line

423Fh = 16,959d None Disable scrolling

4244h= 16,964d None Enable scrolling

4249h = 16,969d None Turn on cursor

424Eh= 16,974d None Turn off cursor

4253h = 16,979d None Delete line at cursor

4258h= 16,984d None Insert blank line

425Dh= 16,989d None Erase to end of line

4262h = 16,994d None Send ESC X
4269h= 17,00 Id None Set reverse character

426Eh = 17,006d None Turn off reverse char

4270h = 17,008d A has ESC code Send escape sequence

4277h= 17,015d None Send cursor to lower left

corner of screen

427Ch= 17,020d H = column (1-40)

L = row (1-8)

Set cursor position

428Ah = 17,034d None Erase label line

42A5h = 17,06 Id HL = address of Set and display function

function table table



LCD Data for Character
Positions

Address 7551 h = 30,033d

Column Send to ports B9h = 185d
and BAh = 1 86d

Send to port FEh = 254d

UPPER HALF OF DISPLAY:

1 000 lh 00h= Od
2 OOOlh 06h = 6d
3 000 lh 0Ch= 12d
4 OOOlh 12h= 18d
5 OOOlh 18h= 24d
6 OOOlh lEh= 30d
7 OOOlh 24h = 36d
8 OOOlh 2Ah = 42d
9 OOOlh 30h= 48d
10 0002h 04h= 4d
11 0002h OAh = lOd
12 0002h 10h= 16d
13 0002h 16h= 22d
14 0002h ICh = 28d
15 0002h 22h= 34d
16 0002h 28h= 40d
17 0002h 2Eh= 46d
18 0004h 02h = 2d
19 0004h 08h = 8d
20 0004h OEh = 14d
21 0004h 14h = 20d
22 0004h lAh = 26d
23 0004h 20h= 32d
24 0004h 26h= 38d
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25 0004h 2Ch= 44d

26 0008h 00h= Od

27 0008h 06h= 6d

28 0008h OCh = 12d

29 0008h 12h= 18d

30 0008h 18h= 24d

31 0008h lEh= 30d

32 0008h 24h= 36d

33 0008h 2Ah = 42d

34 0008h 30h= 48d

35 001Oh 04h= 4d

36 001 Oh 0Ah= lOd

37 001Oh 10h= 16d

38 001 Oh 16h= 22d

39 001 Oh lCh = 28d

40 001Oh 22h= 34d

LOWER HALF OF DISPLAY:

1 0020h 00h= Od

2 0020h 06h= 6d

3 0020h 0Ch= 12d

4 0020h 12h= 18d

5 0020h 18h= 24d

6 0020h lEh= 30d

7 0020h 24h= 36d

8 0020h 2Ah= 42d

9 0020h 30h= 48d

10 0040h 04h= 4d

11 0040h 0Ah= lOd

12 0040h lOh = 16d

13 0040h 16h= 22d

14 0040h ICh = 28d

15 0040h 22h= 34d

16 0040h 28h= 40d

17 0040h 2Eh= 46d

18 0080h 02h= 2d

19 0080h 08h= 8d

20 0080h OEh = 14d

21 0080h 14h= 20d

22 0080h lAh= 26d

23 0080h 20h= 32d

24 0080h 26h= 38d
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25 0080h 2Ch= 44d
26 OlOOh 00h= Od
27 OlOOh 06h= 6d
28 OlOOh OCh = 12d
29 OlOOh 12h= 18d
30 OlOOh 18h= 24d
31 OlOOh lEh = 30d
32 OlOOh 24h= 36d
33 OlOOh 2Ah = 42d
34 OlOOh 30h = 48d
35 0200h 04h = 4d
36 0200h OAh = lOd
37 0200h 10h= 16d
38 0200h 16h = 22d
39 0200h ICh = 28d
40 0200h 22h = 34d

FINISHING PATTERN:

03FFh 01h= Id
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ASCII Tables for

Regular Keys
Lowercase

7BFlh = 31,729d

7Ah=122dz
78h= 120d x

63h= 99d c

76h= 1 18d v

62h = 98d b

6Eh= llOdn
6Dh= 109d m
6Ch = 108d 1

61h = 97d a

73h = 1 15d s

64h= lOOd d

66h= 102d f

67h= 103d g
68h= 104d h

6Ah= 106d j

6Bh= 107d k

71h=113dq
77h= 1 19d w
65h= lOld e

72h= 1 14d r

74h= 1 16d t

79h = 1 2 Id y
75h= 1 17d u
69h= 105di

6Fh = 1 1 Id o

70h= 1 1 2d p
5Bh = 91d [

3Bh= 59d ;

27h= 39d
’

Uppercase

7ClDh = 31,773d

5Ah = 90d ( SHIFT ) Z

58h= 88d ( SHIFT ) X
43h = 67d ( SHIFT ) C
56h= 86d fsHiFT) V
42h= 66d fSHlFT) B
4Eh= 78d ( SHIFT ) N
4Dh= 77d rsFMFT)M
4Ch = 76d ( SHIFT ) L
41h = 65d ( SHIFT ) A
53h = 83d ( SHIFT ) S

44h= 68d ( SHIFT ) D
46h= 70d ( SHIFT ) F

47h= 71d C SHIFT ) G
48h = 72d rSHiFT) H
4Ah = 74d ( SHIFT ) I

4Bh= 75d ( SHIFT ) K
51h= 81d ( SHIFT ) Q,

57h= 87d ( SHIFT ) W
45h= 69d fSHlFT

)
E

52h= 82d fSHiFT) R
54h= 84d ( SHIFT ) T
59h= 89d fSHiFT)Y
55h= 85d CThifT

) U
49h = 73d ( SHIR ) I

4Fh= 79d ( SHIFT ) O
50h= 80d ( SHIFT ) P
5Dh= 93d ( SHIFT ) 1

3Ah = 58d ( SHIFT ) :

22h= 34d ( SHIFT )
“







OOh = Od (CODE ) w
C6h = 198d ( CODE 1 e

OOh = Od ( CODE ) r

OOh = Od
( CODE ) t

CCh = 204d fCQDE~l y
B8h = 1 84d ( CODE ) u

C7h=199dfC0DDi
B7h=183dfCODT)o
ACh = 1 72d fCODE~l p
B5h=181dfCODT)[
ADh=173dfc5DF);
AOh = 1 60d (CODE?
BCh = 188d ( CODE 1 ,

CFh = 207d
( CODE ")

.

AEh=174dfC0DT)/
COh=192d fCODT

) 1

OOh = Od ( CODE ) 2
Clh= 193d ( CODE 1 3

00h= Od ( CODE 1 4
OOh = Od

( CODE ] 5
OOh = Od (CODE ) 6
C4h = 196d ( CODE ) 7

C2h = 194d fCOPTl 8
C3h= 195d ( CODE 1 9

AFh=175d fCODT) 0

C5h= 197d fCODEl -
BEh = 190d

( CODE ) =

OOh
D6h
AAh
BAh
DCh
B3h :

D5h =

B2h =

00h =
00h =

OOh =

A4h =

DDh =

OOh =

00h =
D0h =
00h =

Dlh =
OOh =

00h =

00h =
D4h =

D2h =
D3h =
A6h =
A7h =
A8h =

= Od ( SHIFT

214dfSHI
= 170ddH
= 186d (~SHI

= 220dfSHi
= 1 79d C~SHM

213d fSHli

178d fSHli

Od (THIFT
>

Od ("SHIFT

0d
( SHIFT

.

164d fSHIf

221d (sm
Od ( SHIFT

Od ( SHIFT 1

208dfSHif
Od

( SHIFT

209d (jHn

Od ( SHIFT
,

Od ( SHIFT ^

Od
( SHIFT

21 2d fSHli

2 1 Od C~SHTf

21 Id fSHlf

166d ( SHIF

167d ( SHII

168d (~SHli
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ASCII Table for NUM Key
Memory Address

7CF9h = 3 1,993d

7CFBH = 31,995d

7CFDh = 31,997d

7CFFh = 31,999d

7DDlh = 32,001d

7D03h = 32,003d

7D05h = 32,005d

Regular Key NUM Pad Key

6Dh= 109d 30h= 48d 0

6Ah = 1 06d 31h=49d 1

6Bh= 107d 32h= 50d 2

6Ch= 108d 33h= 51d 3

75h= 1 17d 34h= 52d 4

69h= 105d 35h= 53d 5

6Fh = 1 1 Id 36h= 54d 6

Byte Byte
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ASCII Tables for

Special Keys
7D07h = 32,007d 7DlBh = 32,027d

01h= Id

06h = 6d
14h= 20d
02h= 2d

20h= 32d
7Fh= 127d
09h = 9d
lBh= 27d
8Bh= 139d

88h = 136d
8Ah = 138d

ODh= 13d

80h= 128d

81h = 129d
82h= 130d
83h= 131d
84h = 132d
85h= 133d
86h= 134d

87h= 135d

©©©
CD
( SPACE 1

CUD
Cm)
fESCl

( PASTE ]

( LABELS

( PRINT ]

(ENTER]

CD
CED
CED
(2D
CED
CED
CED
CED

lDh= 29d
lCh= 28d
lEh= 30d
lFh= 3 Id

20h= 32d
08h= 8d
09h = 9d
lBh = 27d
8Bh= 139d
88h= 136d
89h= 137d
ODh= 13d

80h= 128d
81h= 129d
82h= 130d

83h=131d
84h= 132d
85h = 133d

86h= 134d

87h= 135d

dHEDQ
CHEDQ
fsHirnm
CSHIFfim
CshTfQ( space ]

( SHIFT ] f~BKSP~]

GHEDHabI
fSHIFTirESC

-

]

Csh1fT)(~RAste ]

( SHIFTTlABEQ

( SHIFT ] ( PRINT]

( SHIFT ]( ENTER ]

(THFntTT)

CMDCfT]
( SHIFT ]fF3~]

("SHIFT ]f~F4~]

qhidcmd
CSH?T~]fF6~]

(~SHIFf]fF7~]

dHEDCSD
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Index
6402 UART, 20, 34
8085 CPU, 23, 26, 28, 41

8085 microprocessor, 22
80C85 CPU, 19

8155 PIO, 19, 20, 22, 31,

35, 178, 196

ADDRSS, 4, 38, 40, 72, 77-78

ALE, 26
ASCII code, 103

ASCII file(s), 72, 74,79,210
Accumulator, 23, 67
Address, 7, 16, 24

bus, 24
finder, 60, 62
lines, 26
selection, 27
tables, 51

Addressing space(s), 27, 28
Area filling, 100

Arithmetic logic unit, 22, 23
Assembly language, 7, 8

Assembly-language mnemonics, 22
Automatic power shutoff, 1 15

Automatic power-off, 145-46

BASIC, 1,2, 17, 38, 52, 70, 72,74
commands, 51

interpreter, 2, 40, 51, 57
interrupt, 153

keywords, 51

program files, 74
BEEP, 76, 196, 198, 199
BREAK, 191

BRKCHK, 166-67

Background task, 50, 106, 111, 115,

121, 142-47, 153, 156-65

Bank, 88, 90
Bank selector, 89-90

Bar code reader, 20, 49
Bar code reader interface, 4, 4

1

Binary operations, 52, 69
Block transfer, 137

Boxes, 91

Box-fill, 101, 102

Buses, 19

Bus interfacing, 22, 24
Bus system, 24
Byte plotting, 112-13

CALL, 17

CASIN, 215
CLK, 26
CLSCOM, 180

CMOS, 22,31

COM ON, 174

COM STOP, 174

CONN, 183

CPU, 20, 22, 24
CPU instruction(s), 8, 14

CPU registers, 22
CSOUT, 210
CTOFF, 207
CTON, 212, 216, 206
CTS, 174

Cassette recorder, 33, 208
Chip

enable, 27
select, 27

Circular buffer, 1 86-89
Clock, 22, 88
command, 121

speed, 22
Cold start, 80
Control, 24, 31, 33

bus, 28
characters, 107

line, 30
Cursor, 40, 71, 78

addressing, 107

blink, 91, 113-14

control, 76

DA'FAW, 208-9, 21

1

DATE$, 128
DAY$, 131, 136
DEFDBL, 62
DEFINT, 62
DEFSNG, 62
DI instruction, 49
DIAL, 181

DISC, 183

DSR, 174
DTR, 174

Data, 24
bus, 24
lines, 26
type, 45

Decoding, 28-30

Dialing, 180, 181, 184
Disassembler, 7, 8

Disk drive/video interface, 20
Double precision, 67

format, 52
numbers, 63, 64

Editing, 78
Entry point(s), 15, 16, 38, 41
Error, 54

codes, 54

designators, 52
entry points, 54
routine, 54

FOR statement, 58
File(s), 2

directory, 2, 72-74

saving and loading, 2

system, 2

type, 72, 74

H, 14

Hook(s), 47, 104

table, 104

Horizontal LCD drivers, 85-88

IN, 29
INITIO, 80, 81

INLIN, 55
INP, 53
INPUT, 88
INT, 51

INTA, 26

INTR, 26
INZCOM, 177-80

IO/M, 26
Instruction

register, 24
decoding, 22, 24

Interrupt(s), 22, 26, 32, 139

7.5, 96
OFF, 138

ON, 138

STOP, 139

control, 22
counter, 142

routines, 4

1

status byte, 139

KEY OFF, 153-56

KEY ON, 153-56

KEY STOP, 153-56
KEYBOARD MATRIX, 152

KEYX, 167-68

KYREAD, 165-66

Keyboard, 4, 22, 31, 35, 52, 55, 57,

88, 148-68

input, 153

matrix, 149

scanning, management, 157

LCD RAM, 108-10

LCD, 15, 16, 22, 25, 31, 72, 153
screen, 52

LDA, 29
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LET, 58-69

command, 58

LHLD, 29
LINE, 101

Liquid crystal display, 15, 34, 82-114

pPD 1990, 20
pPD 1990 board, 19

MAKTXT, 79
MDM OFF, 174

MDM ON, 174

MDM STOP, 174

MENU, 38, 40, 71-77, 79

MODEM, 25

MOV, 29
MUSIC, 201

Memory, 26, 28

power switch, 25

space, 1

Microprocessor chip, 24

Modem, 3, 4, 174, 181

Motor control, 203, 205

ON COM, 142

ON COM GOSUB, 174

ON KEY, 142

ON KEY GOSUB, 153

ON MDM, 142

ON MDM GOSUB, 174

ON TIME$, 115, 139, 140

ON TIME$...GOSUB, 136, 137

ON TIMF.$ Interrupt, 146

ON...INTERRUPT/GOSUB, 154

OUT, 15, 29, 53

Ok, 54

Output, 16, 31

ports, 15

PC, 23
PEEK, 5, 51

PIO, 31

PIO bus, 22
PLOT, 95-99, 101

PRESET, 88, 93-94, 95

PSET, 88, 93, 95

Parallel, 22, 170

I/O, 31

transfer, 116, 127

Plane of vibration, 83

Points, 91

Pointer(s), 2, 23

Port A, 31

Port B, 31

Port C, 31, 33

Port decoder, 3

1

Printer, 19, 22, 31

interface, 4, 35

Priority, 66

Program counter, 23

Protection code, 72

RAM RST, 26

RCVX, 189, 190

RD, 26
REMOTE, 206-7

RESET, 26, 41

RIM, 22, 24, 204
ROM, 1, 16, 20, 26, 38, 41, 52

file(s), 2, 72, 74

RS-232, 25, 169

RS-232C, 171, 174, 181

communications, 69, 70

serial port, 3, 4

RST, 41

RST 0, 41, 42
RST 1,42
RST 2, 43, 69
RS I’ 3, 43, 44

RST 4, 44, 103

RST 5, 45
RST 5.5, 24, 49
RST 6, 46
RST 6.5, 24, 50

RST 7, 47, 104

RST 7.5, 24, 50
RV232C, 190-91

Read
cassette data, 2 1

4

LCD bytes, 98
time and date, 125-27

Real time clock, 25, 31, 33, 34, 41,

57, 115-47

50, 26

51, 26

SCHDL, 38

SCHFIDL, 4, 40, 77-78

SD232C, 191, 192

SENDCQ, 194

SENDCS, 195

SHI.D, 29
SID, 204, 214

SIM, 22, 24, 144-45, 204, 209

SNDCOM, 191-93

SOD, 204, 209
SOUND, 196, 201

SOUND OFF, 214

STA, 29
SYNCR, 216
SYNCW, 211, 212
Serial, 170-74

interrupt service routine, 186

output data (SOD), 24

communications, 41, 50, 71, 169

control, 22, 24
transfer, 116, 127

transmission, 193

Set date, 135

Set time, 133

Set the clock, 1 2

1

Shifting operations, 23

Sign, 46, 64

Sound, 196-207

delay, 200
Special comments, 17

Status, 26, 3 1 , 33
Stopwatch program, 144

String, 63, 64

Strobe(s), 33, 34, 36, 127-28

Synchronizing header, 211, 212, 216

TC55188F-25 chips, 27

TELCOM, 3, 4, 38, 40, 69, 70, 72, 74

TERM, 70, 71

TEXT, 3, 38, 40, 72, 74, 78

TIME?, 122, 128, 132, 133

TIME? OFF, 136, 138, 140

TIME? ON, 136, 138, 140

TIMEf STOP, 136, 138, 140

FRAP, 24, 49
Tape cassette interface, 4, 20, 203-17

Timer, 22, 31, 32, 33

l iming, 26
pulse, 1 18

signal, 24
Timing and control, 22-24

Token(s), 51

lokenize, 56
Trigger interrupt, 141

UART(s), 172, 174-176, 185, 196

UNPLOT, 95-99, 101

Updating the year, 147

Uploading, 17

User-defined functions, 2

VARPTR, 61

VB, 25
VDD, 25
VEE, 25

Variable(s), 2, 62

name, 61

type, 61-64

Vertical LCD drivers, 86-87

WR, 26
Write cassette data, 209
Write LCD bytes, 99

Y0, 26, 29, 30

Yl, 30
Y2, 30

Y3, 31

Y7, 29, 30
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( 0452 )

Other PLUME/WAITE books on the TRS-80® Model 100:

Introducing the TRS-80® Model 100, by Diane Burns and S. Venit. This book, intended

for newcomers to the Model 100, offers simple step-by-step explorations of how to set up

your Model 100 and how to use its built-in programs: TEXT, ADDRSS, SCHEDL TELCOM,

and BASIC. Specific instructions are given for connecting the Model 100 to the cassette

recorder, other computers, the telephone lines, the optional disk drive/video interface, and

the optional bar code reader. ( 255740—$ 1 5.95

)

Mastering BASIC on the TRS-80® Model 100, by Bernd Enders. An exceptionally easy-

to-follow introduction to the built-in programming language on the Model 100. Also serves

as a comprehensive reference guide for the advanced user. Covers all Model 100 BASIC

features including graphics, sound, and file-handling. With this book and the Model 100

you can learn BASIC anywhere! ( 255759—$ 1 9.95

)

Games and Utilities for the TRS-80® Model 100, by Ron Karr, Steven Olsen, and

Robert Lafore. A collection of powerful programs to enhance your Model 100. Enjoy fast-

paced, exciting card games, arcade games, music, art, and learning games. Help yourself

to practical utilities that let you count words in a text file, turn your Model 100 into a scientific

calculator, show file sizes, and generally increase your Model 100's usefulness, and your

own grasp of programming. (XXXXXX— $XX.XX)

Practical Finance on the TRS-80® Model 1 00, by S. Venit and Diane Burns. The perfect

book for anyone using the Model 100 in business: investors, real estate brokers, managers.

Contains short but powerful programs to perform production planning, and access financial

and other information from CompuServe® and the Dow Jones News/Retrieval® service.

(255767—$15.95)

All prices higher in Canada.

To order, use the convenient coupon on the next page.



(0452)Other PLUME/WAITE books available

BASIC PRIMER for the IBM® PC and XT by Bernd Enders and Bob Petersen. An
exceptionally easy-to-follow entry into BASIC programming that also serves as a compre-

[
en^e reference guide for the advanced user. Includes thorough coverage of all IBM
BASIC features: color graphics, sound, disk access, and floating point.

(254957 -$16.95)
DOS PRIMER for the IBM® PC and XT by Mitchell Waite, John Angermeyer and Mark
Noble. An easy-to-understand guide to IBM's disk operating system, versions 1.1 and 2 0
which explains — from the ground up — what a DOS does and how to use it. Also
covered are advanced topics such as the fixed disk, tree-structured directories and
redirection. (254949 — $14.95)
PASCAL PRIMER for the IBM® PC by Michael Pardee. An authoritative guide to this
important structured language. Using sound and graphics examples, this book takes the
reader from simple concepts to advanced topics such as files, linked lists, compilands
pointers, and the heap. (254965 — $17.95)'

ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE PRIMER for the IBM® PC and XT by Robert Lafore. This
unusual book teaches assembly language to the beginner: The author's unique approach,
using DEBUG and DOS functions, gets the reader programming fast without the usual
confusion and overhead found in most books on this fundamental subject. Covers sound,
graphics, and disk access. (254973 $21.75

j

BLUEBOOK OF ASSEMBLY ROUTINES for the IBM® PC and XT by Christopher
Morgan. A collection of expertly written "cookbook" routines that can be plugged in and
used in any BASIC, Pascal, or assembly language program. Included are graphics, sound,
arithmetic conversions. Get the speed and power of assembly language in your program'
even if you don't know the language! (254981 — $19.95)

All prices higher in Canada.

Buy them at your local bookstore or use this convenient
coupon for ordering.

NEW AMERICAN LIBRARY
P.O. Box 999, Bergenfteld, New Jersey 07621

Please send me the PLUME BOOKS I have checked above. I am enclosing $
(please add $1 .50 to this order to cover postage and handling). Send check or money
order—no cash or C.O.D.'s. Prices and numbers are subject to change without notice.

Name

Address

CitY State Zip Code
Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery

This offer subject to withdrawal without notice.



COMPUTER • Z5578* $1 9.95
CANADA *$24.95

HIDDENPOWERS
OF THE TRS-8CT

MODEL100
Discover how the TRS-80 Model 100 The Waite Group is a Sausalito, Cali-

really works, and how to access its fornia , based producer of high-quality

hidden features. This book explores books on personal computing. Ac-

the powerful “secret” ROM routines knowledged as a leader in the indus-

of the Model 100. It reveals the inter- try, the Waite Group has written and

nal bit-level operations of the liquid produced over thirty titles, including

crystal display, the process of sound such best sellers as Assembly Lan-

generation, the workings of the key- guage Primer for the IBM PC & XT,

board, serial port, and other periph- Graphics Primer for the IBM PC, CP/M

erals. With this book you will be able Primer, and Soul of CP/M. Interna-

to access all of the machine’s features tionally known and award winning,

from BASIC or assembly language. Waite Group books are distributed

You will learn how to scroll lines of

the keyboard, print in reverse video,

dial the phone directly from BASIC,

and much more. Written especially

for programmers who want to squeeze

the last drop of power from their

Model 100 software, this superior

guide contains a cornucopia of fast,

useful routines that will upgrade the

worldwide, and have been repack-

aged with the products of such major

companies as Epson, Wang, Xerox,

Tandy Radio-Shack, NCR and Exxon.

Mr. Waite, President of the Waite

Group, has been involved in the com-

puter industry since 1976 when he

bought his first Apple I computer from

Steven Jobs.

©
PLUME
WAITE


